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Abstract 

 

This study assessed the utility of Virtual Reality (VR) technology to challenge Intolerance of 

Uncertainty (IU) in adolescents with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD). IU has utility in 

explaining anxiety in neurotypical populations but research considering its presentation and 

effect on anxiety levels in ASD populations has only been given attention in recent years. The 

objective of this study was to provide practical mechanisms to alleviate anxiety associated with 

IU which could be utilised in educational settings, including those pertaining to Special 

Educational Needs (SEN), and more particularly ASD-support contexts. 

 

A specially tailored VR programme was designed to immerse ASD adolescents and a typically 

developing (TD) comparison group in a range of scenarios which had high levels of 

predictability and sameness. These scenes were subsequently disrupted through the 

introduction of ‘wrongality’ (i.e. things that go wrong during the virtual experience) in order 

to assess participants’ ability to deal with uncertainty. During the ‘wrongality’ stage, coping 

strategies were introduced with solution-based alternatives to empower children for similar 

challenges they could face in physical world situations. The benefit of running the programme 

in a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) offered the opportunity for tasks normally viewed 

as potentially stressful to be rehearsed in a safe and non-threatening space.  

 

Two post-primary schools with 21 adolescents aged between 11 – 14 years participated in the 

study. In order to monitor anxiety levels in terms of coping with IU and provide comparative 

data to investigate the efficacy of VR therapies for children on the autistic spectrum, 11 were 

typically developing children and 10 had a formal diagnosis of ASD. Data was recorded 
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through a range of qualitative methods: questionnaires, semi-structured interviews, focus 

groups, as well as detailed observations throughout the VR interventionist programme.  

 

Key findings arising from this study showed higher levels of anxiety related to coping with 

uncertainty amongst ASD participants compared to TD participants. In addition, the offer of 

compromise solutions in VR lowered anxiety levels as participants had the capacity to choose 

alternatives which led to a reported sense of self-empowerment. The use of avatars (or virtual 

‘non-player characters’) supported the children throughout this process as they began to feel 

empowered to make their own choices, reinforcing the relevance of Vygotskian and Deweyian 

principles of learning within the twenty-first century context of Virtual Learning 

Environments. The virtual world was viewed as a calm, safe and comfortable space within 

which to practise unpredictable situations, and a strong belief in the utility of VR was shared 

across all participants in terms of its potential capacity to transfer skills learned in a virtual 

world environment to physical-world settings.  

 

These conclusions are summarised in the study’s ‘Drury Model’ which not only confirms 

Intolerance of Uncertainty as a relevant construct in ASD research but demonstrates the 

capacity of VR technology as an effective treatment tool with utility to alleviate anxieties 

related to IU.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

 

Virtual Reality (VR) is a specific type of computer-based technology offering real-time three-

dimensional, virtual environments which can be used to simulate imaginary or real 

environments where the participant is placed in a computerised representation of the real world. 

(Parsons and Cobb, 2011). VR thus aims to create a parallel world that is both interactive and 

immersive (Dinh, et al., 1999), and is considered one of the most cutting-edge technologies 

currently utilised across a range of fields (Awadhi et al., 2018), with some predicting it will 

become the next major technology platform (Solon, 2015). VR’s potential applications are 

wide-ranging encompassing many areas including medicine, robotics, military training, 

architecture, interior design and space exploration (Powers and Melissa, 1994). Recent 

forecasts predict VR technology will increase to a value in excess of $44.7 billion worldwide 

by 2024, with the UK purported to be a pivotal driver of this sector with forecasts predicting it 

will hold 25% of the global market, positioned only behind the United States and Asia-Pacific 

region (eonreality.com accessed 30.12.19). 

 

While many people may still think of virtual reality as a futuristic technology associated with 

science fiction, most people have already had some experience of VR through viewing a film 

in 3D at their local cinema, experiencing a simulation at a museum, or through playing a 

computer game (Ludlow, 2015). In 2014, the New York Times reported: “Virtual reality 

technology is the natural extension of every major technology we use today - of movies, T.V., 

video conferencing, the smartphone and the web. It is the ultra-immersive version of these 

things” (Manjoo, 2014).  
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1.2 Brief History of Virtual Reality  

 

Although VR has become a ‘hot topic’ in more recent years (Newbutt, 2016; Ke and Im, 2013), 

it was first developed in the 1950s and 1960s with a number of significant inventions including 

Heilg’s ‘Sensorama’ which used components to provide the user with a multisensory 

experience (Dinh et al., 1999). The first head-mounted displays, ‘Headsight’, were invented 

for military training in 1961 by the Philco Corporation (Comeau and Bryan, 1961) and four 

years later Ivan Sutherland developed a computer-generated interface which created the 

possibility of real-time experiences in a virtual world (Sutherland, 1965). In 1989 Jason Lanier 

was the first person to coin the phrase ‘Virtual Reality’ and from this point the concept began 

to feature in research studies and therapies for psychiatric conditions, including anxiety-related 

disorders (Gorini and Rivia, 2008). Results from the majority of studies demonstrate the 

efficacy of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) with results in treatments showing 

significant declines in symptoms of anxiety (Parson and Rizzo, 2008). However, a more 

sceptical camp has argued that despite being lauded as ‘transformative’ by policymakers and 

pundits (Merchant, 2010), there continues to be sparse evidence supporting the usefulness of 

VR technology and urgent calls have been made for further studies to validate its efficacy 

(Grynszpan et al., 2014).    

 

1.3 VR and Autism   

 

The objective of this study is to offer an evidence-based heuristic using VR technologies to 

provide practical mechanisms to support what has been referred to as ‘predictive impairment’ 

(Sinha and Held, 2014), Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) (Carleton et al., 2012) or Insistence 

on Sameness (IoS) (Gray and Tonge, 2005) amongst autistic children. Intolerance of 
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Uncertainty refers to the ‘tendency to react negatively on an emotional, cognitive, and 

behavioural level to uncertain situations and events’ (Buhr and Dugas, 2009), while IoS has 

been defined as a ‘broad dispositional risk factor for the development and maintenance of 

clinically significant anxiety in neurotypical populations’ (Carleton et al., 2012, pg. 939). IU 

has only recently been applied to children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (Boulter et 

al, 2014) and suggestions have been made which purport autism’s underlying deficit could in 

fact be an impaired ability to predict what might reasonably be expected to happen next (Sinha 

and Held, 2014). However, terms such as ‘intolerance’, ‘impairment’ and ’insistence’ position 

autistic traits within the medical model of disability and thereby infer there is something wrong 

or deficient amongst people with ASD. This study will attempt to counter such connotations 

through reconfiguring the language and associated negativity of pejorative labelling by 

replacing these terms with an alternative definition: ‘Preference for Sameness’ (PfS). 

 

The authors of this so-called ‘Predictive Impairment Theory’ (PIT) describe the world through 

the lens of a person with ASD as a ‘magical world’ where all is uncertain, and life is compared 

to a world of torture where they experience a daily ‘acoustic bombardment’ leaving them 

feeling anxious and helpless (Sinha and Held, 2014). This emerging theory suggests that 

history, or likely probabilities, have very little impact on people with ASD because of a 

fundamental inability to anticipate what can reasonably be expected to happen next. More than 

one third of all people on the autistic spectrum are said to exhibit some form of predictive 

impairment (Gray and Tonge, 2005) which is frequently exhibited in repetitive or restrictive 

behaviours (RRBs). This theory has been further substantiated in more recent research which 

found decreased interpersonal predictive coding capacity amongst participants with Higher 

Functioning Autism (HFA) (Von der Luhe et al., 2016). Given the levels of anxiety experienced 

by individuals with ASD, it is crucial to better understand causes, as well as to develop 

https://link-springer-com.queens.ezp1.qub.ac.uk/article/10.1007%2Fs10803-016-2924-0#CR5
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theoretically robust treatments to treat it effectively (Boulter et al., 2014), or at least to provide 

some level of therapy which may help to empower children and alleviate associated stress. 

 

1.4 Objectives of this Study 

 

Whilst various programmes have been implemented to assist children with ASD to cope with 

routines by providing visual schedules to help them to anticipate regular daily activities 

(Mitchell et al., 2007; Ke and Im, 2013), there has been no qualitative study to date (to the 

researcher’s knowledge) which has used VR to explore predictive impairment theory or 

Intolerance of Uncertainty. Taking account of the limitation that many individuals with ASD 

can experience difficulties extrapolating their experience, where improvements can be 

discovered in a computer-based training programme but not transferred to ‘real’ or physical  

world situations, (Cohen, 2007), this study will endeavour to suggest a new possible practical 

framework for practitioners to effectively use VR with ASD children on the autistic spectrum 

in order to improve their coping strategies when faced with unexpected change.  

 

Findings from prior research have demonstrated VR can be a viable method to treat anxiety 

disorders, comparing favourably to existing treatments of psychiatric conditions (Maples-

Keller et al., 2016). Given the capacity of virtual environments to realistically simulate feared 

situations within the confines of a safe, controlled environment, yet provide the opportunity of 

a sense of presence, VLEs have the ability to be a powerful tool for the treatment of anxiety 

disorders (Maples-Keller et al., 2016). This study therefore proposes to establish whether IU 

can be addressed amongst autistic children by using a VR environment as a mechanism to equip 

them for challenges they will inevitably face in the physical world. This last minute uncertainty, 

or situations going unexpectedly awry, is referred to as ‘wrongality’ in this study.  
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In addition, whilst there has been some progress in testing the relevance and applicability of 

VR for children on the autistic spectrum within educational contexts, there have been very few 

studies involving autistic individuals in research using more inclusive methodologies. It has 

been pointed out there is a need for a more radical re-imagining of a different starting point in 

autism research to allow for ‘positive flourishing’ (Sander, 2011) and ‘greater participation of 

end-users and other stakeholders as to what is researched and developed, and in what ways’ 

(Parsons, 2016, pg. 153). This study therefore also hopes to address some of these deficiencies 

within the field of autism research by involving a high-functioning young adult with Asperger’s 

Syndrome and a low-functioning autistic 14-year old adolescent in the creation of the VR 

programme for this action research project. 

 

Finally, there remains a significant challenge in developing technologies that can make a 

difference in real-world educational settings, particularly within the area of Special Educational 

Needs (SEN). Whilst utilising VR within educational frameworks is not new, applying VR 

technology to Special Needs Education is a relatively unexplored field (Cai et al., 2017; Kamel 

Boulos et al., 2007), and the evidence base for using VR to explore autism in particular is 

relatively small (Rajendran, 2013). Those working within educational contexts have been slow 

to recognise VR as an assistive technology; this may in part be attributed to its complexity and 

the prohibitive costs of implementing VR programmes (Skylar, 2007), with fully immersive 

environments viewed as the most expensive to introduce. However, VR is starting to impact 

educationalists working with Special Education Needs as the possibilities of tailoring VR 

programmes and services for SEN children are beginning to be explored and delivered 

(Ludlow, 2015). Crucially, Virtual Reality technology offers tremendous potential to address 

the learning requirements of a diverse range of learners (Skylar, 2007) due to its capacity to 

design specific programmes to address specific needs. Taking account of the variables which 
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may determine the success of VLEs, it is hoped the approach adopted in this study will illustrate 

the utility of Virtual Reality as a possible therapeutic tool in educational and other settings to 

empower ASD  children to counteract anxiety related to IU. Despite the many unknowns which 

still exist, the world of VR and autism remains a challenging and rich area which is continually 

opening up new areas for research and application (Rajendran, 2013). Encouragingly, there is 

some evidence clearly pointing to the potential transferability of learning gleaned from virtual 

learning environments (VLEs) to make a tangible difference amongst ASD populations in 

reducing anxiety related to IU in physical-world settings. 
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Chapter 2: Virtual Reality and Education 

 

2.1 Virtual Reality and Children 

 

Children in the twenty-first century are said to be ‘digital natives’ (Prensky, 2001; Zionch, 

2010, pg. 246), constantly being confronted with new technologies which form an integral part 

of their daily lives changing how they communicate and interact with the world around them 

(Lim et al., 2006).  

 

2.2 Defining Virtual Reality 

 

The term ‘Virtual Reality’ (VR) is broad and VR environments can vary from 3D environments 

that utilise a joy stick and a home PC (Mitchell et al., 2007); Virtual Environment stimulations 

(Parsons et al., 2004/2005); collaborative VR (Fabri et al., 2004) and a more immersive 

experience which uses a headset and 3D hand controllers (Strickland et al., 2016; Wass and 

Porayska-Pomsta, 2014). Immersive VR systems offer a completely artificial world (Ludlow, 

2015) and differ from traditional computer applications in that the player has the sensation of 

being located in a virtual world and the feeling of being able to act (or interact) within it 

(Bossard et al., 2008). This type of VR thus allow users to gain an illusion of being surrounded 

in another reality (Mineo et al., 2009) using graphics that may involve avatars – representations 

of oneself (Newbutt et al., 2016) and a simulated environment (Arvanitis, 2006) that allows the 

player to interact through chat facilities and on-screen characters (Burke and Marsh, 2013). 

The user therefore inhabits an interface that gives the illusion of displacement to a new location 

(Miller and Bugnariu, 2016). Some researchers have discovered a correlation between the 
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ability to become immersed in a virtual environment with daydreaming and becoming absorbed 

in a fictional story (Kaber et al., 2002). Experiences may not be identical to physical world 

settings, but they can be similar and offer a novel and engaging means to provide opportunities 

for learning that would otherwise be difficult, or even impossible to encounter.  

 

This feeling adapts to the participant’s senses providing a sense of total immersion (Andreae, 

1996), in a similar way to Alice in Wonderland falling down a rabbit hole and entering a 

fantastical new world (Pimentel, 1995). Like Lucy in C.S. Lewis’s Narnia world, or Harry 

Potter in Hogwart’s School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, the land of Daughters’ of Eve and the 

Muggle world are left far behind as a parallel universe suddenly becomes open for exciting 

exploration. These new worlds represent a kind of metaphorical, or wholly artificial world 

(Ludlow, 2015), in which ‘participants can position themselves and be embodied’ (Childs, 

2010, pg. 197). The sense of reality within the virtual environment is only limited by the 

immersive tendency of the participant (Childs, 2010), and the imaginative powers of the 

programmer (Melissa and Powers, 1994), as the level and sophistication of the ‘symbolic, 

geometric, and dynamic information directly presented to our senses’ (Ellis, 1991, pg. 323) 

will determine the sense of authenticity felt within the immersive virtual environment.  

 

2.3. Virtual Reality in Education 

 

Virtual Reality 3D worlds can therefore provide opportunities for children to occupy settings 

similar to their everyday experiences (Silvia et al., 2000) that they can rarely experience within 

a traditional classroom setting (Arvantis, 2006). New skills can be learned through first person 

experience rather than through observation and study which presents a more immersive 

learning activity (Mantovani et al., 2003). It is therefore surprising that many educationalists 
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have not considered the potential and importance of utilising VR to meet teaching and learning 

objectives (Ludlow, 2015). In an immersive virtual environment, the participant can react 

intuitively, and sensors and handheld controls detect position and movement allowing them to 

feel a sense of being in a new world (Andreae,1996). Participants can communicate non-

verbally as emotions can be shared through gestures and their engagement and levels of 

attention can be observed in their position and orientation within the 3D environment (Cheng, 

et al., 2002). Some children who have become completely immersed in the experience have 

reported: “I enjoy the world so much that I sometimes forget what time it is” (Merchant, 2010).  

As Stewart (1991) observes, ‘Virtual worlds aren’t pictures, they’re places. You don’t observe 

them – you experience them’ (pg. 38). The all-immersive nature of this technology allows the 

user to occupy a different place and time-zone (Gavhane et al., 2016) where virtual worlds are 

created and then experienced (Steuer, 1995), and can thus be highly effective in developing 

powerful kinaesthetic learning. 

 

2.4 Utility of Virtual Reality for Educational Purposes  

 

The everyday use of technology in society reinforces the fact it is imperative to use technology 

in education (Zionch, 2010). However, while few technological advances have garnered as 

much initial enthusiasm as VR (Powers and Melissa, 1994), its interest continues to grow 

within the educational community (Twining, 2010) as the unique and significant benefits it 

offers for teaching and learning are beginning to become more widely recognised. 

 

A growing body of literature has been published on the merits of using VR within educational 

contexts (Childs, 2010). This research has resulted in a rapid growth in the use of VR as an 

emerging technology evidenced across schools, colleges and third level institutions with its 
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most widespread use reported at post-secondary level (Ludlow, 2015).  In 2005 the Immersive 

Education Initiative was set up as a non-profit collaborative organization with a remit to 

develop best practice in the use of VR as well as Augmented and Mixed Reality across different 

educational institutions  (IED, 2018 http://immersiveeducation.org/about - accessed 30.09.18). 

If the aim of all education is the application of knowledge to build skills which can be applied 

across different contexts and situations, it has been suggested VR technology provides a means 

within which to teach these skills (Bossard et al., 2008) as VR offers opportunities for 

interaction and learning distinct from traditional face-to-face learning environments (Savin-

Baden et al., 2010). 

 

Pro-active Learning 

 

In order to become proficient in any given situation, the learner learns through acting and 

learning in a virtual world can create possibilities for learners to become immersed in trying 

new experiences, failing and trying again (Bossard et al., 2008). Within a virtual learning 

environment, the participant is not passive but instead becomes proactive and must utilise all 

their senses so that the physical use of the technology becomes part of the learning process 

(Eden and Bezer, 2011).  

 

Opportunities for Risk-free Learning within a Safe Environment 

 

Computers are also much more consistent and patient than human teachers (Standen and 

Brown, 2005), allowing learners to fail repeatedly without feeling a sense of inadequacy, or 

fear of rebuff from their tutor. Children and young people are thus provided with opportunities 

to repeat tasks fearlessly within a system that will never tire of responding to them (Hixon and 

http://immersiveeducation.org/about%20-%20accessed%2030.09.18
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So, 2009).  This increases opportunities for risk-free learning that can boost confidence and 

build resilience through repeated practice. 

 

Increasing Motivation and Enhancing Learner Engagement 

 

It is clear achievement in learning is deeply connected to learner engagement and self-efficacy 

(Pajares, 2003) and technology can offer opportunities for focused engagement and self-

empowerment which may not easily be accomplished otherwise (Kearsley and Shneiderman, 

1998). Engagement has been defined as a kind of mindfulness, or cognitive effort which creates 

intrinsic motivation (Lim et al., 2006), and motivation levels are frequently viewed as a key 

predictor of academic attainment (Pajares, 2003). Self-Determination Theory (Deci and Ryan, 

1981) purports human motivation is dependent on the psychological needs of autonomy, 

competence and relatedness and this provides a useful framework when assessing the 

motivational power of VR worlds. Studies investigating users’ responses to technologically- 

mediated environments have revealed these psychological needs of competence and 

relatedness had a significant relationship with positive emotions in virtual 3D worlds and led 

to high levels of engagement (Hassenzahl et al., 2015). The dynamics of human psychological 

needs and hedonic experiences in VR worlds remain an important aspect in understanding the 

learning possibilities that exist with players’ interaction in Virtual Learning Environments 

(VLEs) (Huang et al., 2018). 

 

The game-like quality of a virtual learning activity also helps to develop students’ motivation 

levels (Aldrich, 2009). Even the perceived motivational quality of a learning task can be a 

salient factor in raising the level of achievement (Kim et al., 2017) providing an immersive, 
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interactive experience that can effectively supplement traditional classroom lessons (Huang, et 

al., 2018). 

 

Several studies have been conducted in classrooms which have demonstrated increased 

motivation levels in learning following exposure to a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). 

One such exploratory investigation created a VR world to encourage greater levels of creativity 

in imaginative writing at Primary School level (Patera et al., 2008). Results showed a definite 

increase in motivation levels following exposure to a Virtual Reality Environment with greater 

levels of engagement and focus. Another VR programme, ‘My-Pet V2 system’ focused on 

fostering children’s motivation and effort levels through nurturing virtual pets. Results showed 

improved outcomes in attention span and increased effort amongst children who learned with 

virtual pets compared to those who learned without (Chen et al., 2011). 

 

2.5 The Benefits of Immersive Virtual Reality in Particular  

 

Real-life Simulations in Immersive VR can Provide Greater Levels of Authenticity  

 

It has been suggested an immersive 3D virtual world environment can offer a more meaningful 

learning experience through the provision of greater levels of authenticity (Vogel et al., 2006), 

as knowledge is immediately positioned within real-life situations (Galarneau, 2005).  VR can 

function as a powerful learning tool given its capacity to provide immersive activities for the 

learner which heighten engagement (Bailenson et al., 2008). As Dewey’s (1986) theory of 

learning purports, learning is connected to exploration and experiment where teachers and 

facilitators ought to function as guides, allowing the student to become independent in their 

learning and less reliant on directed instruction. Through simulated activities in a 3D world, 
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social connections and simultaneous interactions can open up a myriad of opportunities of new 

educative applications (Huang, et al., 2018), and students can become actively and 

independently immersed in a learning environment that is impossible to emulate within the 

confines of a traditional classroom setting (Arvanitis, 2006). Simulations representing real-life 

situations and activities have been proven to be successful in teaching many various skills, for 

example: vocational skills, general life skills, driving, communication and functional 

academics (Strangman et al., 2003). Access can therefore be provided to worlds that would 

otherwise be too expensive, dangerous or inaccessible (Smedley and Higgens, 2005).   

 

2.6 Drawbacks of Using Virtual Reality in Education 

 

However, others in a more skeptical camp have observed there is a dearth of real evidence to 

demonstrate the positive effects of VLE on academic learning (Subrahmanyam, 2015), and 

more research needs to focus on exploring the pedagogical framework encompassing how 

educators can design and implement VR systems to improve teaching and learning (Grynszpan 

et al., 2014). The effectiveness of incorporating Virtual Reality into educational contexts 

depends on identifying key learning objectives and having the capacity to measure outcomes 

to facilitate effective teaching and learning (Ludlow, 2015).  

 

Learning or Entertainment?  

 

One of the key factors to remember is the focus must remain on learning rather than 

entertainment (Ludlow, 2015) which can sometimes be forgotten when new technologies offer 

a level of excitement and newness that traditional teaching methodologies do not. There needs 

to be a radical shift in perspective towards designing specific learning outcomes in the first 
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instance that the technology then must support (Fowler, 2015). In-other-words, there is a 

requirement to ensure technology is properly harnessed for specific learning needs ensuring 

practitioners and learners avoid the novelty factor that can frequently accompany innovative 

pedagogy in classrooms. Discovering the most appropriate way within which to support 

students in their classrooms is the central pedagogical challenge for any educator (Childs, 

2010). While VR is not a replacement of traditional pedagogy, it has the capacity to address 

the needs of a diverse range of learners and should be viewed as a complement to current 

educational practice (Skylar, 2007). 

 

Creating ‘Design for Learning’ 

 

To assist in accomplishing this, Mayes and Fowler (1999) have developed a framework to help 

educators assess the usability of technology for students in their classrooms: in Stage One, 

referred to as ‘Primary Courseware’, the learner becomes immersed in a primary concept 

provided through an introductory description. Stage Two, referred to as ‘Secondary 

Courseware’ allows learners the opportunity to begin to explore and inquire, necessitating the 

need for interactivity with the task. In the final stage, known as ‘Tertiary Courseware’, the 

learning process becomes situated in a larger ‘social context’ and thus becomes a ‘dialogue’ 

where the learner crucially reaches a point that allows dialogue to be sustained, thus facilitating 

deep learning. This constructivist paradigm approach, (where the task is matched to a central 

learning objective which becomes the key component in the educative process), is known as 

‘design for learning’ (Fowler, 2015) which assists the student in accomplishing clear learning 

objectives. The challenge therefore is how to use learning designs, such as incorporating 

dialogue with the learner, in order to specify specific learning tasks within a 3D Virtual 

Learning Environment (Perez-Sanagustin et al., 2008). 
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Fake Virtual World versus The Real World:  Developing a ‘Sense of Presence’ 

 

Reactions to VR worlds have varied in classrooms with some pupils reporting, “I get put off 

when I think the world is fake” (Merchant, 2010). This issue of reality and unreality has been 

debated in the academic field and arguably terminology such as ‘virtual world’ and ‘real world’ 

has detracted from the reality of a virtual world experience. It has been suggested claims to 

reality could perhaps be reflected in a change of phraseology by substituting the term ‘real 

world’ with the term ‘physical world’ in an attempt to clarify the literature on Virtual Learning 

Environments (VLEs) (Twining, 2010). This argument is based on the premise that reality is a 

personal construct so all that really matters is ‘which realm, [the] real or virtual, is receiving 

more of our attention’ (Castronova, 2007, pg. 77).  

 

Due to the power of immersive VR to create a sense of presence, the virtual world can in fact 

be real as players are made to feel when they inhabit virtual space (White and Le Cornu, 2010); 

but ultimately the Virtual Reality activity is only effective if the situation is perceived to be 

analogous to the real world (Dieker et al., 2008). The notional virtual space therefore provides 

a place where players can interact and where they believe they have presence (Childs, 2010). 

The power of human ability to imagine and project, combined with the power of VR to engage 

the player, develops a feeling of immersion so that the learner is given the impression of having 

a primary experience. Twining (2010) even goes so far as to argue participants can become 

enthralled with the virtual activity to the extent it becomes even more real than learning 

experiences within traditional classroom settings. This has been dubbed ‘Learning by 

Becoming’. It has been suggested this method of education is more powerful than traditional 

pedagogy in that the level and depth of engagement is so much greater and can bring higher 
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levels of authenticity (Twining, 2010). This is shown in the various pedagogical categories of 

learning:  

 

i) Learn about (being told);       

ii) Learn by doing (de-contextualised); 

iii) Learn through role-play (pretend); 

iv) Learn by becoming (real).                                                                 

 

Dalgarno and Lee (2010) have discussed two unique characteristics of 3D Virtual Learning 

Environments which they argue contribute to this ‘sense of presence’ – or a sense of really 

being in another world. This level of immersion enriches the learning process by allowing 

students to immediately translate theory into practice (Johnson and Levine, 2008), arguably 

making for a more meaningful learning experience.  

 

Firstly, ‘representational fidelity’ which refers to the photorealistic qualities of the display 

which facilitates a higher quality of experience for the user within the 3D VLE. Secondly, 

‘learner interaction’, referring to the richly immersive degree of embodiment the user 

experiences. This is facilitated by the user’s representation, known as an ‘avatar’ who can 

control actions as if they are really situated within the VLE.  Developing a sense of ‘presence’ 

also depends upon the coherence of the virtual stimulus and the capacity of the virtual 

environment to stimulate the user’s senses (Bossard et al., 2008). All of this is dependent upon 

well-designed VLEs able to impart a feeling of immersion and realism (Falconer, 2013), and it 

is precisely this complex relationship between the ability to control and interact within the 

virtual environment (and the ‘sense of presence’ subsequently generated), that will impact on 

the effectiveness of the learning (Miller and Bugnariu, 2016).  
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Slater and Wilson (1997) have outlined five helpful facets of the role of presence that will 

impact upon the player’s perception experience in VR:  

 

i) Inclusive: the extent to which the virtual world eliminates signals from the physical 

world (such as external noises and distractions, weight and comfort of the headset 

and ability to use hand controllers); 

ii) Extensive: how many sensory modalities are involved; 

iii) Surrounding: the field of view in the VR world and the extent to which the physical 

world is shut out; 

iv) Vivid: the resolution with which the virtual world can simulate the intended 

environment; 

v) Matching: whether the viewpoint of the virtual environment is changed to suit the 

user’s perspective through motion capture. 

 

A sense of presence was reportedly effectively achieved in a Game-Based Learning (GBL) 

study by Volbracbt et al’s ‘City Game’ (1998) where children were presented with a challenge 

to coordinate their way through a location they had not encountered before. The technology in 

this study had to ensure an immersive experience where the users interacted with virtual objects 

and had the sensation of actually being inside the computer-generated environment, rather than 

simply seeing the virtual world through a computer screen on a desktop. Various criterion in 

GBL such as challenges, rewards, feedback and storyline scenarios were incorporated into a 

virtual 3D game design to increase motivational levels with the task and, again, research 

findings demonstrated an increase in engagement levels (Kim et al., 2017). This was the case 

even in situations where students were fully aware educative content was embedded in the set 

tasks as there was still a desire to interact with the game and learn (Ang and Rao, 2008).  
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Another study known as ‘Scheme Park Programme’ was developed in a virtual environment 

where participants (aged between 13 – 17) were given the task of setting up a planning authority 

(Twining, 2010). Virtual buildings that were not given planning permission within a particular 

timeframe were removed. The researchers noted that such was the sense of disappointment 

from the point of view of the students, there was no level of pretence amongst them when the 

building they had spent hours making was removed. 

 

However, the immersive ability of participants in a VR world is only one aspect needed to 

experience mediated presence. Heeter (1992) points out another feature is the belief that one 

actually has a virtual body. This has been termed ‘an embodiment tendency’ (Heeter, 1995, pg. 

200) and refers to the capacity of being able to feel embodiment and varies across different 

participants and different VR programmes. With respect to the use of avatars in VR, 

environment audiences will also vary in their levels of capacity to judge the level of artificiality 

or humanity in the entity they are communicating with (Childs, 2010). Slater and Steed’s study 

(2002) noted one user ‘formed the belief that the cartoon-like avatars were not embodying real 

people but were ‘robots’ and as a result she cut down her communication with them’ (pg. 153). 

The design of these robots, known as ‘avatars’, must therefore be able to impart a degree of 

realism in terms of their design. Their authenticity will essentially be based on how alike they 

are to real people (Zhu et al., 2011). As was the case in this study, some avatars were 

programmed to respond to interactions and, (facilitated by a dialogue tree), were able to initiate 

and respond to the player’s interactions. Other VR programmes which facilitated this include 

Second Life ® and TLE TeachLivE ™ but greater experimentation and research is required to 

create improved Artificial Intelligence (AI) to ensure the virtual experience is even more 

immersive and less off-putting for users (Ludlow, 2015). 
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Size and Cost 

 

In the very early years of VR technology, the size of VR equipment was problematic (Powers 

and Melissa, 1994). The bulky paraphernalia of hardware made its utility restrictive and 

awkward hindering its usability, especially within special needs contexts. Stewart (1991) 

comments the wearer ‘look[ed] like a mime in scuba gear’ (pg. 38). In earlier days the 

educational community were also reticent to embrace Virtual Reality due to its complexity and 

cost (Skylar, 2007, Twining, 2010). However, more recent advancements have made the 

technology more accessible and there has subsequently been significant expansion in the use 

of immersive virtual environments in schools, colleges and universities (Ludlow, 2015). Over 

time it has also become more less invasive and more usable; costs of hardware have fallen 

significantly making the possibility of incorporating virtual technology into classrooms more 

realisable as it has become more accessible to larger numbers of children. As the technology 

continues to become less costly, more powerful and easier to use, the use of VR is sure to 

develop further across educational settings (Collins et al., 2015). However, making it available 

to all children and not just restricted to the privileged, remains an important concern (Twining, 

2010).  

 

Bridging the Gap between Technology and Pedagogy 

 

Fowler (2015) has argued the gap between technology and pedagogy needs to be bridged and 

has called for a much more cohesive relationship between the representational fidelity of the 

VLE and the learner’s interaction within it in order to enable a fully immersive experience for 

the learner. Crucially learning needs to be able to be generalised to relate to similar experiences 

in physical reality if virtual reality experiences are to offer any real educative use (Bricken, 
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1991). This technique of transfer of knowledge has been defined as a way of perceiving, 

thinking and processing information involving a process of complex cognitive processing 

(Tardif, 1999).  

 

In terms of transfer of knowledge, three basic approaches or psychological theories have been 

identified: i) behaviourism; ii) cognitivism and iii) constructivism. Each of these learning 

modes has had a significant influence on Virtual Reality environments (Bossard et al., 2008).  

 

i) In terms of the behaviourist perspective, while knowledge is absolute, learning is 

passive and responds to environmental or situational stimuli; 

ii) According to cognitive theory, knowledge is deemed to be symbolic and the 

learning process commits symbols to memory and then processes them afterwards. 

The cognitivist approach purports knowledge is still absolute but is constructed in 

the learner’s mind and, as such, learning is a mental process; 

iii) Finally, constructivist theory argues knowledge is not absolute but is instead 

relativistic as each learner makes sense of it or constructs their own knowledge 

through a learning process. As such, knowledge is fallible as it has to be 

reconstructed by each individual person.  

 

 

Variant strands have combined to create blended theories such as ‘cognitive-orientated 

constructivist theories’ which argues while knowledge still remains in the mind of the person, 

each individual will construct their own knowledge based on their singular perspective of the 

world which has been informed by their own unique experiences. These theories have been 
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debated and limitations and advantages have been attributed to each of them which has given 

rise to new theories which have focused more specifically on context.  

 

Richard (1990) has identified the need to take account of ‘context effects’ and Lave (1988) 

introduced a new model known as ‘the situated cognition paradigm’ which argues all learning 

is context-bound and knowledge is situated in the culture within which it is developed. 

However, Bossard et al., (1998) argues this perspective is too simplistic and has supported a 

more dynamic theory of context developed by Kokinov (1995) which purports a two-fold 

theory that will influence all knowledge: internal (subjects mental state) and external (social or 

physical setting or environment). Essentially this theory thus infers that, within the same 

environment, different contexts can be constructed by various learners (Bossard et al., 1998). 

There will therefore be a “set of entities that influence human behaviour on a particular 

occasion” Kokinov (1995 pg.56), and subsequently all of these combine to produce context 

effects (Bossard et al., 1998). Therefore, it could be concluded if transfer of knowledge is 

deemed to be a crucial indictor of the effectiveness of VR systems, this is very difficult to track 

(Bossard et al., 2008) and this has been purported to be one of the limitations of assessing the 

benefits of virtual reality technology. 

 

Another factor influencing transfer of knowledge relates to the brain’s capacity to carry 

information from virtual environments into real-world settings. The discovery of ‘GPS’ cells 

in the brain was awarded to scientists in the 2014 Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine 

(https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/2014/summary/ -  accessed 03.10.18). A study 

by a neuroscientist at the University of California used an experiment with rats to investigate 

how the virtual world affects the brain differently from the physical world (Lewis, 2014). Using 

a 2D virtual reality programme and a giant IMAX screen, it was found the rats did not have the 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/2014/summary/
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ability to form a mental map of their surroundings in the virtual world. In the real room setting, 

the rats’ GPS neurons fired normally and were able to form a mental map of the environment 

based on visual input, smells, sounds, memory and other haptic information. However, in the 

virtual room, the same neurons responded at random and were unable to form a mental map of 

the environment. While the results of this study are perhaps unsurprising given the artificiality 

of virtual settings which will not offer all of the sensory stimulus of real-life situations, (and 

the obvious limitations of a 2D virtual setting with rats rather than an immersive 3D virtual 

room with human participants), it does highlight some of the limitations and challenges for 

designers of virtual worlds to trick the brain into thinking the artificial virtual world is similar 

to the physical world.  

 

Value-Laden Ideas 

 

In addition, it is worth remembering that using and implementing new technologies involve a 

complex array of creative input into the design process and these ideas are value-laden 

(Merchant, 2010) which may take away from objective learning. On the other hand, it could be 

argued that the fact creativity can be utilised to plan and implement exciting and new ways of 

learning should also be celebrated as this can potentially introduce activities into lessons in 

more engaging and innovative ways. Sadly, creativity is frequently forgotten by many 

educators in the rush to meet learning objectives and pupil competencies (Merchant, 2010), so 

much so the learner can become disengaged and the purpose of the lesson is often lost (Raey, 

2017). Opportunities also exist for the development of creativity amongst learners; virtual 

environments that do not have a narrative built into the design allows players to initiate their 

own narrative through role-play, and this can help to develop their own ideas in a similar way 

to improvised drama activities (Newman, 2005). 
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Educating the Educators and their Students 

  

As with anything new or innovative, training teachers and students to use new technologies 

presents a challenge in terms of building capacity to use and engage with 3D world virtual 

environments in educational settings (Baker et al., 2009). The technical capacity and capability 

required to run VR systems tends to be of a higher level than that required in other computer-

based learning activities (Andreas et al., 2010) and the possibilities of technical problems, 

which frequently accompany computer-generated environments (Petrakou, 2010), necessitates 

the need for competent staff on educational sites to trouble-shoot when things go wrong (as 

they invariably will).  Calls have been made for educators to take a more proactive stance and 

become involved in the development of new technologies rather than a reactive approach that 

has so frequently characterised attitudes to innovative methodology in the classroom (Standen 

and Brown, 2005). If the end users are involved in the design, motivational levels for their use 

will increase and scepticism will decrease. 

 

2.7 Conclusion 

 

While much research has been conducted since Wright (1990) commented VR is characterised 

by ‘a wealth of possibility and dearth in every direction’ (pg. 94), significant work still remains 

to be done in order to fully explore the enormous potential offered by this cutting-edge 

technology within educational settings. While challenges do exist, these should not be off-

putting as many opportunities for successful implementation remain. Educators, designers, as 

well as parents and children, can join in a concerted, collaborative effort to ensure the creation 

of virtual worlds that are engaging, educational and equitable (Miller, 2015). 
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Chapter 3: Virtual Reality and Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

 

3.1 Defining Autism 

 

 

Autism is a complex, behaviourally defined neurodevelopmental disorder, currently diagnosed 

as a triad of impairments in communication, social functioning and restricted repetitive 

interests and behaviours (Pelphrey and Carter, 2008; American Psychiatric Association 2000). 

However, the nosology of autism is continually changing. It is important to remember no two 

diagnoses of autism are exactly alike and ASD can manifest itself in numerous ways (Grandin 

and Panek, 2013). This was first argued by Dr Lorna Wing, a social psychiatrist in the 1980s, 

who claimed autism lay on a spectrum affecting 1 in 500 children with IQs less than 70 (Baron-

Cohen, 2008).  

 

The Diagnostic Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), now in its fifth edition since 2013, also 

places autism on a ‘spectrum,’ hence the term ‘Autistic Spectrum Disorder’ (ASD). This 

common clinical umbrella term allows for varying levels of severity in terms of conceptualising 

the condition which can vary from individual to individual; different people are affected to 

various extents in terms of their capacities (Lord and Jones, 2012). While the core disability 

centres on social functioning (Pelphrey and Carter, 2008), the overall general consensus is that 

a single unified theory of autism may not be possible (Rajendran, 2013) resulting in a multi-

factorial account as the most common method of categorisation (Pennington, 2006). The stark 

reality is that, “While some similarities among autistic brains have emerged, we have to be 

careful not to overgeneralise… Autism manifests itself in numerous traits and those traits are 

not identical from individual to individual” (Grandin and Panek, 2013, pg. 34 and pg. 57). 
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The DSM categorises autism on three levels of severity with the third being the most severe, 

requiring significant levels of support. Feelings of anxiety and an aversion to unfamiliar or 

crowded environments are also more common amongst ASD people on this level. Some 

severely autistic people may prefer to use other means of communication, for example, sign 

language or visual symbols, and thus can contribute effectively without speech. Even those on 

the first level, categorised as having Higher Functioning Autism (HFA), also need support due 

to difficulties understanding social cues and processing sensory input (Adjorlu et al., 2017). 

 

Despite the need for a broad understanding of the condition, there are key characteristics 

common across individuals and the symptoms of ASD can be categorised into two broad areas 

of difficulty: 

 

i) Social and communication impairment and 

ii) Repetitive and stereotyped behaviours            

 

This study will focus on the second of these two characteristics which frequently lead to strong 

routines and inflexible behavioural characteristics, demonstrating that individuals with autism 

do not cope well with alteration or change in their regular cycles (Lu et al., 2017). Structure, 

consistency and predictability are essential (Iseminger, 2009) and a failure to predict what will 

happen next enhances anxiety and gives rise to ritualistic behaviour. Consequently, it is 

common for individuals on the autistic spectrum to become obsessed, or to engage in repetitive 

behaviours (RRBs) (Mullin, 2016; Hartley and Sikora, 2009) which are frequently used as 

coping strategies.  
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Interruptions to predictable routines can therefore be challenging, often leading to anxiety and 

a feeling of being overwhelmed. This study hopes to use specially designed scenes within the 

safe confines of a uniquely tailored Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) to: i) assess levels of 

anxiety amongst ASD children in terms of their ability to cope with Intolerance of Uncertainty 

(IU) compared to typically developing (TD) participants, in the hope that the VR experience 

will ii) convey a sense of empowerment through the provision of options involving compromise 

solutions. As in previous studies, opportunities will also be given to practise a range of daily 

routines (Adjorlu et al., 2017; Parsons, 2016; Self et al., 2007, Josman et al., 2008) as it has 

been shown in neurotypical studies that if a reduction in uncertainty can be achieved, anxiety 

levels can be alleviated (Rodgers et al., 2017).  

 

3.2 Reconfiguring Pejorative Terminology 

 

It has been observed negative language commonly associated with the medical model of 

disability has caused significant problems for autistic people (Woods, 2017) and calls have 

been made for the social model to be reinvigorated for autism through the use of more positive 

and empowering language. Campaigns have begun to remove ‘disorder’ from the AD acronym 

as it suggests dysfunction or ‘natural order gone awry’ (Baron-Cohen, 2017, pg. 744). Instead, 

it has been suggested a simple ‘Autism’ label should replace ‘Autistic Spectrum Disorder’ in 

order to recognise the potential of expertise amongst autistic researchers rather than merely 

focusing on their disability (Beardon, 2017).  

 

Negative discourse stemming from terms such as ‘disorder’ and ‘deficit’ has also created 

barriers to exploring the social model more frequently and there remains a need to recognise 

that each autistic person is an ‘expert’ on their own condition (Woods, 2017).  It is worth 
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remembering Hans Asperger’s first four patients were dubbed “little professors” and while 

Kanner’s (1943) first eleven patients exhibited classic autistic traits, none had any mental 

deficiency but rather demonstrated an impressive ability for memorisation and the ability to 

engage in complex interaction with objects (Baker and Lang, 2017). Despite the formal 

definition of the condition which has strongly focused on deficits, the release of big-budget 

movies such as Rain Man (1988), Mercury Rising (1998) and Please Stand By (2018) have 

helped to alter the public’s view of autism to highlight the unique giftedness of autistic people 

rather than their so-called ‘deficiencies’.  

 

This study will therefore seek to re-conceptualise Sinha and Held’s (2014) theory of ‘Disorder 

of Prediction’ by re-naming this seemingly inherent desire for routine more positively as a 

‘Preference for Sameness’ (PfS) in an attempt to reconfigure the negative language 

surrounding autism apparent in so much of the literature today. Autism is more suitably defined 

as a difference in neuronal connectivity - in other words, the autistic brain is wired differently 

(Baron-Cohen, 2017) and should not be viewed so much as a ‘disorder’ but as a ‘difference’, 

or simply a preference for doing things differently (Lai, et al., 2014). As Grandin has said with 

typical candidness, “Autistic brains aren’t broken” (Grandin and Panek, 2013, pg. 27).   

 

3.3 Prevalence of Autism 

 

The effective treatment of, and support for, those diagnosed with ASD is becoming a pressing 

clinical and public health issue (Lahiri et al., 2015) as there has been a significant rise in 

identification than ever before (Baird et al., 2006) with 1 in 50 children now estimated to have 

the condition (Dillenberger et al., 2014). Although the reasons for increased incidence are not 

clear (Baird et al., 2006), it has been suggested the dramatic increase in prevalence may be due 
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to improvements in diagnosing autism, the broadening of diagnostic criteria, decreased 

stigmatisation and increased awareness from health professionals (Baron-Cohen et al., 2009). 

While classic autism was once a rare disorder (from 1943 – 1960s), with diagnosed children 

seen as distinct from the rest of the population, by the twenty-first century The Lancet cited a 

case-study based in the South East of England reporting one per cent of the population met the 

criteria for a condition on the autistic spectrum (Baird et al., 2006).  

 

The estimated prevalence of ASD is 1 in 91 in the UK (www.nas.org.uk) and 1 in 100 in Ireland 

(Staines and Sweeney, 2013). Estimates in the United States are even higher with 1 in 68 said 

to be on the autistic spectrum (Baio et al., 2018). The total cost of treating autism annually in 

the USA stands at US$137 billion and it is estimated a lifetime cost of treatment for an 

individual with autism is between approximately £0.8 million and £1.23 million, varying 

according to the diagnosed person’s level of ability (Dillenburger et al., 2014). 

 

The level of difference in diagnosis will also vary across cognitive levels (Frazier and Hardan, 

2017) and various ethnic groups (CDC, 2014). It has also been observed ASD conditions are 

much more apparent amongst males than females with symptoms of classic autism occurring 

in four males for every one female and Asperger Syndrome occurring in nine males for every 

one female. This finding suggests there are gender-linked biological factors involved in 

determining how many autistic traits an individual will have (Baron-Cohen, 2008). The overall 

gender ratio of those diagnosed with ASD will vary from 2.1 to 6:1 (male/female), depending 

on the sample used (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Lai et al., 2012; Li et al., 2011). However, it is 

generally recognised there are clear gender differences in empathising (females tend to perform 

better in tests gauging empathy levels), and in systemising (with males performing better in 

this area).  

http://www.nas.org.uk/
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3.4 Theoretical Framework 

 

Several theories informed the development of this research and these have been outlined in 

detail below. Some of these theories are pertinent to ASD and IU in particular whilst other 

theoretical frameworks provided a helpful means within which to conceptualise the utility of 

Virtual Learning Environments for specific use with ASD children in educational settings. 

 

 

3.4.1 Theories relevant to ASD and Intolerance of Uncertainty 

 

 

Extreme Male Brain Theory and Interpersonal Predictive Coding 

 

 

The aforementioned paediatrician and pioneer of neurodiversity, Hans Asperger, resisted 

eugenic ideology through his promotion of a more benign view of autism (Asperger, 1944). 

This approach raised awareness of the continuum of the syndrome, placing emphasis on 

intellectuality and social interaction deficits rather than mental retardation (Baker and Lang, 

2017). Asperger was the first to suggest autism and Asperger Syndrome could be viewed as an 

extreme of the typical male profile. ‘Extreme Male Brain Theory’ suggests individuals with 

ASD are above average in systemising and prefer rule-based situations but find empathising 

more challenging (Baron-Cohen, 2002; Cohen, 2007).  

 

Asperger’s theory has significant pertinence in relation to understanding the construct of 

Intolerance of Uncertainty in that Extreme Male Brain Theory may explain why last-minute 

alterations to planned activities, and the subsequent increase in levels of uncertainty, can 

provoke greater anxiety amongst children and adults with ASD. If abiding by so-called ‘rules,’ 

(what someone promised, or what one expected would happen), is so important to individuals 

with ASD, and if their associated levels of empathy are less when these rules are not 
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definitively followed, (diminished understanding as to why the promise has been broken and 

the expectation left unfulfilled), it may be concluded they will struggle significantly more than 

a neurotypical individual in terms of their ability to comprehend why a deviation to a planned 

event occurs and this will consequently lead to higher levels of anxiety. 

 

Various tests have substantiated extreme male brain theory, including the ‘Reading the Mind 

in the Eyes Test’ where the challenge is to decode emotional expressions by studying an 

individual’s eyes. Importantly, results of this test showed people with ASD scored less than 

typical males (Baron-Cohen, 2008). This is interesting when we consider the possibility of 

Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) and ASD. A recent study amongst high- functioning autistic 

individuals concluded ASD participants found it challenging to use social information to 

predict other people’s actions (Von der Luhe et al., 2016). It was concluded these deficits were 

not related to a general inability to process social stimuli but were instead attributed to 

difficulties in taking advantage of social information during decision-making as a result of a 

deficiency in interpersonal predictive coding. While this study will not directly analyse ASD 

children’s competency in relation to levels of empathy and their inherent ability (or otherwise) 

to predict others’ reactions in social contexts, the comparative approach adopted will utilise a 

Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) to ascertain whether there are indeed any significant 

differences in relation to levels of anxiety directly attributable to Intolerance of Uncertainty 

between ASD and TD participants. Von de Luhe’s findings in relation to deficits in 

interpersonal predictive coding, (in response to Asperger’s and Baron-Cohen’s theories), 

certainly helps to inform the construct of Intolerance of Uncertainty for this research providing 

evidence that IU has validity in relation to understanding why there could be noteworthy 

differences in terms of ability to cope with unpredictable situations amongst ASD children 

when compared to their TD counterparts. 
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Theory of Mind  and Intolerance of Uncertainty 

 

Baron-Cohen’s (1995) influential hypothesis of autism, ‘Theory of Mind’ has developed 

Asperger’s Extreme Male Brain Theory (1944) further with its conclusion that people with 

ASD are unable to ‘impute mental states to themselves and others’ (Premack and Woodrufff, 

1978, pg. 515). In other words, they are only able to adopt a literal interpretation of events 

(Staden and Brown 2005) and encounter significant challenges in their capacity to understand 

the reality that the feelings of others may be different from their own (Baron-Cohen,1995). 

Baron-Cohen’s theory also offers a useful theoretical construct for this study in terms of 

understanding Intolerance of Uncertainty. If empathising with other people’s points of view is 

challenging, or even impossible to comprehend, it follows that unexpected changes to planned 

events imposed by another individual, even when accompanied by logical explanatory, can 

frequently lead to deep levels of anxiety for someone on the ASD spectrum. 

 

While Theory of Mind presents the most influential hypothesis of autism in recent years, it has 

generally been held no single unifying theory of autism exists (Pennington, 2006; Rajendran 

and Mitchell, 2007). Yet these accounts demonstrate that since the emergence of autism from 

Asperger and Kanner (Asperger, 1944; Kanner, 1943), research associated with ASD has 

remained within the preserve of non-autistic researchers and clinicians (Chown, 2017). It 

should therefore be no surprise that the medical model highlights deficiencies rather than 

strengths in individuals with ASD and this remains the dominant model in autistic studies 

(Graby, 2016).   

 

Other theoretical frameworks perpetuating the medical model of autism include: 
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(ii) the Theory of Executive Function Deficits which suggests connections can be made between 

symptoms of ASD and brain injuries in adults. This hypothesis has been used to explain why 

autistic people appear to require goals to direct their behaviour and also why they prefer 

predictability and sameness (Rajendran, 2013). Difficulties can emerge with problem- solving 

and inflexibility in thought and action can sometimes be apparent (Heis et al., 2018) and: 

 

(iii) Weak Central Coherence Theory which infers autistic people have an inability to process 

the constituent parts or details of a situation and fail to see bigger picture (Firth, 1989).  

 

The so-called ‘Disorder of Prediction’ (Sinha and Held, 2014) or ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ 

which this study will investigate, is based on the all of the above theories and will investigate 

whether ASD adolescents do in fact experience difficulty predicting situations compared to 

their TD peers. 

 

3.4.2 Theories relevant to Virtual Reality and ASD 

 

Vygotsky, Social Constructivism and Participatory Design Research  

 

Social constructivist theory also offers a useful framework for the implementation of VR 

techniques in classroom environments and may help to inform and support pedagogy for 

Special Educational Needs (SEN) teachers in particular. This theory is based on the Vygotskian 

principle that the dynamics and motivation for learning are rooted in the learner’s personal 

history, as well their interaction with significant others (Carlson et al., 2013).  Therefore, with 

appropriate support and coaching, the ASD student can become empowered to embark on 

learning tasks that would perhaps have been deemed too difficult to master otherwise. 
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Vygotsky acknowledged the role of social activity in the learning process and stressed the 

importance of supporting the learner through what he termed the ‘Zone of Proximal 

Development’ (ZPD) (Walker and Berthelsen, 2008), which refers to the distance between what 

a child can achieve alone and what the same child can achieve with guidance from another 

person. As assistance is offered via the role of adult intervention, higher levels of knowledge 

can be acquired. This ‘dialectical process’ which may involve peer interaction, prompts, on-

going monitoring of assessment and progress can thus lead to higher levels of knowledge 

(Carlson et al., 2013). The support that is offered is temporary in that the educator is sensitive 

to the learner’s needs and can gradually offer less support as the child gains a particular skill 

until the point they can perform the skill independent of the facilitator’s intervention. 

Confidence levels can be improved as the learner begins to feel empowered and independent.  

 

According to Vygotsky (1978), ‘play’ can also be viewed as a scaffolding activity which offers 

significant potential for learning: ‘The influence of play on a child’s development is enormous 

[allowing them to be] a head taller than himself’ (pg. 102). Within the modern world of VR 

technology, the capacity of virtual play within curricular settings offers huge potential for 

involving children in deep learning (Lim et al., 2006) that complements, or even goes beyond, 

traditional teaching and learning practices. While the real world offers the learner scaffolding 

in the early stages of the acquisition of knowledge, as they become familiar with new concepts, 

the scaffolding can be gradually removed as the learner becomes more proficient. Virtual 

worlds can therefore be created in a way that begins simply and becomes progressively more 

complex (Powers and Melissa, 1994; Standen and Brown, 2005). 

 

Vygotskian principals of learning (Vygotsky, 1978) are thus just as relevant in the twenty-first 

century as new technologies such as Virtual Reality demonstrate the scope of virtual support 
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during the learning process, particularly within the context of collaborative VR projects. In 

virtual environments social interactions between learners are promoted as participants became 

engaged in goal-orientated learning activities which demand high levels of engagement 

between the technology and the educator (Barab et al., 2005; Cole and Griffiths, 2007; Dickey, 

2006). The implications of emerging pedagogical design features such as involving VR in 

learning could thus potentially offer significant learner gains for adolescents with ASD. As the 

learning is focused on exploration and experience, the learning activities emphasise greater 

engagement and learner-generated content within peer-supported communities (Wang et al., 

2017). This can act as a helpful primer for the acquisition of various life skills including 

improvements in social interactions and communication (Barry et al., 2003), as tools within 

VR software offer the capacity to practise new behaviours and facilitate social learning through 

the use of virtual agents (Nye and Silverman, 2013). Tasks can be appropriately ‘scaffolded’ 

for the autistic adolescent through a dialectical process of engaging the learner through 

interaction and guidance, gently nudging them towards new areas of knowledge. Vygotsky’s 

theoretical principles thus offer a very useful theoretical framework within which to consider 

the potential VR to encourage independent learning which can lead to higher levels of self-

confidence and lower levels of anxiety. 

 

However, we also need temper effusive praise for VR with the reality that, (as highlighted 

earlier), every person on the autistic spectrum is different and although students may favour 

interventions that are primarily computer-assisted, sometimes specific support is required that 

cannot be offered with the level of individuation these learners may require (White et al., 2016). 
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The Role of Facilitators in the VR Learning Process 

 

The need for individualised learning raises the point of teacher control and the level of input 

required by the educator in order to personalise the learning process to ensure effective learning 

within a virtual environment. The key is to ensure the correct balance between teacher control 

and user freedom to allow for sufficient exploration and active participation on the VR 

platform. The importance of well-structured tasks tailored to the individual learner with 

scaffolded activities will help to ensure a more successful learning process (Nussli and Oti, 

2016), making core teaching content available to all learners (Skylar, 2007).  

 

If we extend Vygotsky’s Theory of Play to the context of the twenty-first century which now 

incorporates Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), the role of a facilitator is also crucial 

within a virtual educational environment in terms of helping participants learn about social 

skills (Parsons et al., 2006, Parsons and Cobb, 2011). This can take the form of a human tutor 

who provides helpful guidance throughout the VR experience, or the inclusion of facilitating 

strategies within the design of the VR programme itself (Standen and Brown, 2005). This study 

used instructional avatars who functioned as guides throughout the various activities (assisted 

by ‘pop up’ dialogue boxes), along with a tutorial-style instructional voice-over session at the 

beginning of the programme. The participant was thus supported through their interaction with 

these significant (avatar) others to develop skills of independence that could potentially transfer 

into real-life settings at a later stage when the ‘scaffolding’ or help was removed. 
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3.5 Anxiety in Children on the Autistic Spectrum 

 

As mentioned above, children on the autistic spectrum have been found to experience higher 

levels of anxiety than typically developing (TD) children (Boulter et al., 2014), but the pattern 

and intensity of their symptoms of anxiety are different (Van Steensel et al., 2011). Recent 

systematic reviews have concluded the prevalence of anxiety is evident in approximately 40%-

50% of the ASD population (Van Steensel et al., 2011; Simonoff et al., 2008) with one or more 

co-morbid mental health conditions evident in around 70% of the ASD population (Simonoff 

et al., 2008). In fact, anxiety is deemed so inherent to ASD in the Diagnostic Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM) that further diagnoses of particular conditions are deemed necessary ‘to be 

not better accounted for by the ASD itself’,’ including social anxiety disorder, separation 

anxiety disorder and generalised anxiety disorder (Van Steensel et al., 2011).  

 

Concerns have been raised regarding the accuracy of assessing anxiety in people with ASD as 

it can be difficult to differentiate between the core traits of autistic behaviour and common 

behavioural indicators of anxiety which raises the risk of diagnostic overshadowing (Den 

Houting et al., 2018). The tendency of ASD children to exhibit anxiety in a typical way such 

as poor communication, social isolation and/or avoidance and engaging in repetitive 

behaviours also presents even greater challenges in terms of assessing anxiety levels (Kerns et 

al., 2015). 

 

A systematic review of the literature conducted by White et al., (2009) investigated eleven 

studies which involved 1,353 children and young people on the autistic spectrum aged between 

6 and 18 years. Anxiety levels were assessed based on a range of interviews, questionnaires 

and observations and the research team found clinically significant anxiety (ranging between 
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11% and 84%) was apparent across all of the studies. Although anxiety is clearly more common 

in ASD populations than in TD or neurotypical people, the lack of adequate measurement tools 

to properly assess anxiety symptomatology has made it difficult to provide an accurate 

assessment (Matson and Nebel-Schwalm, 2007). 

 

Some of these concerns have led to a newly developed assessment tool known as ‘The Anxiety 

Scale for Children-ASD’ (ASC-ASD) which has recently been made available to assist in 

analysing symptoms of anxiety specifically amongst autistic children. This 24 item 

questionnaire has four subscales: Separation Anxiety, Uncertainty, Performance Anxiety and 

Anxious Arousal and can now be used with clinicians, educationalists and  parents to  assess 

anxiety symptomology (see https://research.ncl.ac.uk/cargo-ne/ASC.html).  

 

3.6 Anxiety Based on Preference for Sameness 

 

However, researchers have lamented the deficiency of models delineating cognitive processes 

underlying the causes of anxiety amongst ASD populations (Boulter et al., 2014). Since Kanner 

(1943) first provided a description of ASD, difficulties with tolerating change and a preference 

for repetitive and restrictive routines or behaviours (RRBs) have been linked to autism and can 

be also be conceptually linked to Intolerance of Uncertainty (Rodgers et al., 2017). Whilst 

there is no current treatment of this condition, perhaps carefully designed programmes in a 

Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) could potentially offer a therapeutic way forward for 

those with an ASD diagnosis. Preliminary findings have shown VR could feasibly be used in 

the effective psychiatric treatments of a range of ASD conditions (Maples-Keller et al., 2016) 

which provides a hopeful basis for this investigation. 

 

https://research.ncl.ac.uk/cargo-ne/ASC.html
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3.7 Relevant Studies Considering Intolerance of Uncertainty 

 

Studies involving Intolerance of Uncertainty and ASD have only been published over the last 

few years so very limited conclusions have been drawn about the relationship between autistic 

children and their ability to cope with unpredictable situations. 

 

Boulter et al (2014) proposed a model in which IU was held to mediate the relationship between 

anxiety and ASD. A typically developing (TD) group was compared to an ASD group using 

child and parent self-report measures. The results of this research showed a significant 

relationship between IU and autistic children’s anxiety levels confirming IU as a relevant 

construct in ASD. Given the high levels of IU in ASD shown by Boulter et al.’s study, the 

application of the IU construct to an autistic population suggests its increased dependence on 

repetitive behaviours may represent attempts by children to make life as predictable and safe 

as possible when they are confronted with uncertain situations. Boulter et al concluded that 

higher levels of anxiety amongst ASD children leads to higher levels of IU due to a desire to 

have a greater degree of control in order to cope with their anxiety. 

 

A study by Hodgson et al (2016) focused on parents of ASD children in a number of focus 

groups in order to provide an in-depth exploration of Intolerance of Uncertainty as a concept. 

Interestingly, participants separated IU from related topics such as fear or change but ultimately 

recognised IU as a key construct connected to feelings of anxiety their children may exhibit, 

related to, but also separate from, characteristics within an ASD diagnosis.  

 

A more recent study used the ASC-ASD scale in an interview with 100 parents of autistic 

children and discovered high levels of anxiety symptoms: 63% of children were in the clinical 
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range (Den Houting et al., 2018). Six of the eight items in the uncertainty subscale were 

endorsed in more than three quarters of participants and all six areas showed atypical symptoms 

of anxiety levels. 75% of the parents interviewed as part of this study said, ‘My child always 

needs to be prepared before things happen’ as occurring always or often. More than half (51%) 

of the parental respondents said their children will always, or often, worry if they are not aware 

of what will happen next, with 46% indicating their children were always, or often, fearful of 

new places, things or people.  

 

 

3.8 Virtual Reality and Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

 

 

Over the last twenty years especially, the role of VR technology represents a large part of the 

research within the field of autism (Newbutt et al., 2016) as the effectiveness of Virtual Reality 

programmes to address ASD has gained recognition by both researchers and practitioners 

(Grynszpan et al., 2014). Bridging the gap between a computerised and real-world environment 

for research in VR and autism has been identified as an exciting area for new studies to explore 

and examine (Wass and Porayska-Pomsta, 2014). However, whilst utilising VR as a learning 

tool to support ASD children is not a new concept and many various programmes have been 

implemented to help ASD children cope with daily routines (Adjorlu et al., 2017; Parsons, 

2016; Self et al., 2007, Josman et al., 2008), the scope of VR to assist children with special 

needs continues to be under-utilised and lacking within educational contexts (Kamel Boulos et 

al., 2007). Similar to developments in scientific research which constantly help to make sense 

of our world, VR technology is also still very much in its infancy but the opportunities and 

benefits it can potentially offer children with ASD are well worth exploring (Williams, 2004).  
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More excitingly perhaps, the fast-paced technological developments over the past decade, 

particularly within the area of Virtual Reality and computer-based applications, has provided a 

means for clinical treatments of individuals with ASD (Goodwin, 2008). Both clinicians and 

researchers have recorded significant benefits computerised technology can offer to people 

with ASD (Durkin, 2010; Grynszpan et al., 2014). This is particularly salient given that 

educators and parents of children with ASD have highlighted children’s more positive reactions 

to digital media than humans (Miller and Bugnariu, 2016), reporting they are much more 

engaged and enthusiastic when working in technology-based environments (Chen and Opitz, 

1993). Structured online environments can offer an alternative means to forming friendships 

(O’Hagan and Hebron, 2017) and opportunities to practise social skills can be provided within 

virtual environments as a means of building confidence amongst ASD children and 

adolescents.   

 

There has been a notable rapid increase in the last two decades amongst individuals on the 

autistic spectrum using technology as a way to interact. For example, online video diaries have 

reached almost 1.5 million views (Wass and Porayska-Pomsta, 2014). This indicates 

individuals on the ASD spectrum are finding an alternative means to interact in a way that feels 

comfortable to them. Technology is providing a means for social interaction in a manner that 

simply would not have been possible only a few decades ago. It is therefore surprising there 

have been so few studies investigating VR-based programmes that could develop social 

interactions amongst autistic children in a virtual environment (Ke et al., 2015). Collaborative 

virtual environments also offer a means for autistic individuals to acquire social and 

communicative competencies as they can communicate with others in a fashion that feels safer 

and less threatening (Glaser and Schmidt, 2018). 
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It has even been suggested ICT and autism has become a research specialism in itself due to 

the non-threatening nature of using computer technologies as a means of investigating autism 

(Rajendran, 2013; Parsons and Mitchell, 2002; Rajendran and Mitchell 2007; Trepagnier, 1999 

and Swettenham, 1996). After all, computers make much fewer demands than human tutors 

(Jordan, 1998), and tasks can be carried out in a quiet and controlled environment without the 

sensory overload which so often characterises traditional classrooms, frequently leading to 

stress and upset. 

 

However, whilst the potential of VR for assisting children and adults with ASD has been well-

documented and is growing in academic fields, there continues to be limited research on VR 

interventions and what they can teach young people on the autistic spectrum (Parsons, 2016). 

In fact, very little is really known about how people with ASD understand and interpret virtual 

environments (Parsons, et al., 2005). Even after a decade of intensive research in this field, 

treatments involving computerised technology are still viewed as ‘emerging’ rather than 

‘established’ (National Autism Centre, 2009) with very few systematic studies investigating 

the effect of immersive VR environments amongst autistic children (Miller and Bugnariu, 

2016). In fact, none to date (to the researcher’s knowledge) have qualitatively investigated VR 

therapies in relation to assessing Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU). Many opportunities therefore 

still remain to address the social, behavioural and communicative challenges faced by ASD 

young people by implementing empirically supported practices through the use of new 

technologies in order to achieve functional learning outcomes (Reichow, et al., 2011).  
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3.9 Rationale for Using VR with ASD Children 

 

A comparatively early study by Strickland, Marcus, Mesibov and Hogan (1996) explored the 

rationale of using Virtual Reality technology to improve the life of children with ASD. The 

research team concluded a number of useful reasons why VR is especially beneficial for autistic 

children including: an exploration of the difficulties they have with sensory stimuli; 

incorporating realistic scenarios into a VR world which can add to generalised learning in a 

real-world context; the provision of visual icons to assist thought patterns; the capacity of VR 

to provide a safe learning environment and the capacity of VR to improve cognitive skills. This 

provides a helpful framework for this study and therefore, (with additional references to more 

recent studies), each of these points have been investigated in greater detail below: 

 

i) Sensory Difficulties: Children with ASD frequently experience problems deciphering 

multiple sources of sensory stimulus (Grandin and Scariano, 1996) which can vary from 

individual to individual. Sensory hypersensitivity can be completely debilitating for some 

autistic people and milder in others (Grandin and Panek, 2013). Some autistic players with 

extreme sensitivities may find a vivid virtual environment overwhelms them, and others who 

are more prone to sensory-seeking activities may find virtual worlds distracting (Miller and 

Bugnari, 2016).  However, the nature of flexible programming within Virtual Reality 

technology means the level of experience most appropriate for each participant can be carefully 

designed and controlled in order to simplify the complex array of stimuli (Strickland et al., 

1996).  

 

Children with ASD like the simplified, technological environment offered by a virtual world 

(Wass et al., 2014) as they can avoid the sensory overload that often feels threatening in the 
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real world.  Realistic and simplified environments that avoid sensory overload can be specially 

designed and controlled in virtual environments to reduce risk of upset. This can be facilitated 

through ‘simulation’- a technique where the learner is positioned in a modulated context 

facilitating practice and learning within a safe environment (Adjorlu et al., 2017). Players can 

then navigate a virtual environment surrounded by objects and characters in real time (Mitchell 

et al., 2007). It has been found the creation of this simulated world can be effectively utilised 

to facilitate an interactive experience which may help to address the psychoeducational needs 

of children with ASD (Ip et al., 2018). A virtual environment can facilitate an authentic 

stimulation of situations which may help them to connect to the real world (Mitchell et al., 

2007), and can thus allow for generalised learning (Strickland et al., 1996). Of course, it may 

also be the case some people on the ASD spectrum may not benefit from VR activities as much 

as others and would learn better in face-to-face learning environments (Miller and Bugnariu, 

2016). It is therefore important to remember everyone learns in different ways and will respond 

in their own unique manner to various pedagogical practices. 

 

ii) Incorporating Realism: A positive aspect of VR is its special ability to create a carefully 

controlled and safe environment that can simulate authentic real-world situations (Parsons, 

2016, Cai et al., 2017). This can simulate the physical world within a naturalistic environment 

(Kandalaft et al., 2013), but where the challenges of the actual real world are minimised 

(Moore, 1998).  Vertidicality, which refers to the capacity of VR to provide authenticity, can 

therefore facilitate learning leading to the generalisation of skills which can help ASD children 

to cope in the real world. Learning through social cognition can be enhanced as VR 

incorporates a level of realism which generalises similar situations. The user becomes an active 

participant or partner in the virtual environment which provides a sense of real presence 

(Cliborn, 2004). Given the real-world social difficulties experienced by individuals with ASD, 
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including limitations in relation to social interaction and social communication (Grandin and 

Panek, 2013), this technology has been found to offer advantages for basic life skills and social 

training (Parsons and Cobb, 2011). Evidence exists that points to VR as a useful platform to 

control, examine, support and explore the social interaction of ASD individuals (Parsons, 

2016). 

 

iii) Visual Thought Patterns: Most experiences in a VR environment are primarily visual 

experiences facilitated through special stereoscopic displays (Newbutt et al., 2016) and offer 

differing levels of interactivity and immersion (Starner, 2015). The National Research Council 

(2001) has highlighted the need for less verbally mediated teaching methods and the inclusion 

of more spatial and visual cues that could better assist with educating children on the autistic 

spectrum (see https://www.nap.edu/read/10017/chapter/2#5). VR can therefore be deemed an 

appropriate modality to facilitate better learning conditions given its main sensory output is 

both auditory and visual (Lahiri et al., 2015). Computer-generated graphics seem to have a 

particular appeal to ASD children because of their tendency to rely on visual thinking (Mitchell 

et al., 2007; Schreibman and Ingersoll, 2005; Jacobson, 1978). This may explain why many 

people with ASD enjoy computer-based tasks (Chen and Bernard Opitz, 1993), and VR may 

therefore help to increase motivation and open up further possibilities of effective learning by 

enabling participants to generalise their virtual experiences to real-world settings (Parsons and 

Mitchell, 2002).  

 

VR can also offer user-customisation where imaginative play-acting and role-play provide 

opportunities for participants to explore various aspects of their own personal psychologies (Ke 

and Lee, 2016). The controlled and highly predictable format of computerised interventions is 

also appealing to individuals with an ASD diagnosis as they can work at their own pace as they 

https://www.nap.edu/read/10017/chapter/2#5
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focus on developing specific skills (White et al., 2016). Basic social skills which ASD children 

may find difficult can be learned in a virtual environment before entering real-world settings, 

and opportunities exist for assisting with lack of Theory of Mind in terms of understanding 

how their behaviour is seen by others (Standen and Brown, 2005). For example, avatars could 

demonstrate a situation to clearly illustrate the thought process of another person’s point of 

view, or pop-up thought bubbles conveyed through dialogue boxes, could visually delineate 

the feelings of other characters in an attempt to teach these social skills. 

 

iv) Safe Learning Environment: It has been observed individuals will always function better in 

contexts where they feel motivated and secure (Dweck, 1986) leading to higher levels of 

learning. As has already been noted, children with ASD are frequently overwhelmed in social 

settings and often find certain tasks challenging (Landa, 2007). VR can offer the opportunity 

to practise social skills in a less threatening way as situations normally experienced as terrifying 

can be rehearsed in a non-threatening space. After all, computers do not impose the social 

demands that people with ASD often find confusing (Grynszpan et al., 2014). High levels of 

stress which are common in face-to-face interactions can be avoided and instead real-life social 

settings are replicated allowing for repeated practice and exposure to situations that may 

otherwise be terrifying (Kandalaft et al., 2013). In a VR world, the learner is involved in an 

immersive situation which can be repeated multiple times in safe surroundings; mistakes can 

be made in a virtual world without real-life consequences and a VLE can therefore offer a 

forgiving platform for children to acquire essential life skills (Strickland et al., 1996).  

 

v) Cognitive Versus Sensory: Attention abnormalities may contribute to ASD children’s 

repetitive behaviour, along with a diminished social awareness (Bauman and Kemper, 2005). 

It has been suggested deficits in social ability may force ASD children to utilise logic and 
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intellect to make social decisions rather than relying on emotional cues (Schopler, 1987). It has 

been suggested these repetitive behaviours (such as compulsions and obsessions), speech 

problems (dysfluency) and the avoidance of social situations are symptoms of anxiety disorders 

(Hartley and Sikora, 2009; Wood and Gadow, 2010).  

 

A virtual platform can assist with the attainment of logical skills through a repetitive learning 

process (Strickland et al., 1996) allowing children to absorb and learn social skills. A number 

of studies have demonstrated that if social situations are reproduced in a repetitive way within 

a VR environment, social skills can be introduced adaptively for children with ASD to 

generalise and apply to real-life scenarios (Parsons and Cobb, 2011, Parsons and Mitchell, 

2002, Strickland et al., 1996). In addition, looking patterns can function as vital indices to 

measure affective experience with respect to participants’ engagement (Ernsperger, 2003). 

Studies using VR-based experiments have shown decreased blink rate (Jenson et al., 2009) and 

pupillary constriction (Anderson et al., 2006) indicating improvement in engagement levels 

during tasks. This demonstrates VR may have the capacity to improve social communication 

with some research reporting significant improvements in looking patterns in terms of fixation 

of ASD participants’ engagement with virtual faces (Lahiri et al., 2015).  

 

A recent study (Ip et al., 2018) used a randomised experimental design to present 94 children 

(aged 6 – 12 years) with different learning scenarios in a four-side immersive VR environment. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of VR to enhance social and emotional 

skills amongst ASD children. Significant improvements in ASD children’s emotional 

reciprocity and emotional expressions were reported as a positive outcome of the VR 

intervention. Another study (Kandalaft et al., 2013) considered the effect of interaction with a 

desktop VR environment to assist in the training of social skills for children aged 7 - 16 with 
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ASD. Both Parsons (2016) and Josman et al., (2008) conducted studies which used VR to teach 

road-crossing skills to children and adolescents with ASD. Much scope still exists to further 

explore the capacity of VR intervention techniques to encourage improvements in social skills 

as a means to better equip autistic adolescents with coping mechanisms for daily life activities.  

 

3.10 Drawbacks of Using VR with ASD Children 

 

However, there are also potential risks which must be part of the academic and professional 

educators’ discourse when assessing VR’s utility for autistic adolescents. A lack of willingness 

to engage with the real world, or even the development of an obsession with computers should 

be assessed (Parsons and Mitchell, 2002). There is also a possibility that participants could 

acquire a preference and over-reliance on human-computer interaction rather than face-to-face 

engagement. It should therefore be emphasised that a healthy balance ought to be reached 

between traditional teaching methods and computer-based pedagogy. 

 

Another suggested concern relates to the possibility that ASD children may not be able to 

achieve the necessary sense of pretence required to benefit from a virtual world intervention. 

It has been pointed out that individuals on the ASD spectrum often have difficulty pretending 

(Standen and Brown, 2005) and this may adversely impact their capacity to become fully 

immersed in a virtual environment (Miller and Bugnariu, 2016). Detailed profiles of symptoms 

in participants would help to illustrate the level of effectiveness of VR activities prior to 

embarking on future studies amongst autistic populations.  
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3.11 Collaborative VR Projects with Autistic Children 

 

 

There have been very few studies involving autistic children as participants in the research 

process. However, children with high-functioning autism (HFA) are the fastest growing group 

to be diagnosed with ASD (Rao et al., 2008), and given their predisposition for visual thought 

patterns, many are well-placed to contribute to research projects investigating autism and VR.  

 

Virtual Reality software offers the opportunity for users to create a personalised world by 

building objects and creating virtual landscapes which can offer participant-researcher scope 

to engage with others with ASD and interact in a way that someone without this unique 

perspective simply could not. It is however crucial to ensure research incorporates the views 

of the learners and users to ensure a good quality outcome or ‘product’ (Parsons and Cobb, 

2014) which is why the involvement of autistic participants in the set-up and design of future 

experiments is vital to their success.  

 

This study will therefore adopt an inclusive participatory design facilitating the involvement of 

a high-functioning autistic young adult in the set-up of the VR project. This co-operative 

approach is intended to help to empower him through utilising his specialist knowledge and 

unique insights into ASD to contribute to a more focused outcome-based agenda. In addition, 

the set-up of the final VR programme will also involve recording the voice of an autistic 

adolescent in the reading of an audio transcript for the initial tutorial scene. 
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3.12 New Framework: The Drury Model 

 

The Drury Model, (Figure One below), offers a novel conceptual basis illustrating how 

carefully tailored Virtual Reality programmes can be created and utilised to foster self-

empowerment in the face of ‘wrongality’ and thereby counteract the subsequent anxiety caused 

by IU amongst autistic children.  

 

Figure 1: The Drury Model 

 

  

 

 

Utilising an interventionist, action-research based research approach, it is hoped this study will 

demonstrate that practising a range of unexpected scenarios in a ‘safe (virtual) space’ can help 
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to facilitate a sense of self-empowerment for ASD children, and thereby create a ‘safe place’, 

enabling them to cope better with worry caused by uncertain situations in the ‘real’ or physical 

world. The interventionist methodological research approach posited by the Drury Model 

builds on known theoretical and empirical research in relation to the proven existence of IU as 

a common characteristic in autistic populations, but also presents a new and original 

contribution to the field of knowledge by: 

 

i) analysing comparative qualitative data to determine and assess the extent of anxiety 

issues amongst ASD children and adolescents caused by IU precipitated by 

‘wrongality’ in a VLE (when compared to typically developing (TD) children); 

 

ii) subsequently utilising a specially tailored Virtual Reality programme as a possible 

mechanism to specifically alleviate some of the feelings of fear provoked by 

Intolerance to Uncertainty.  

 

By creating a range of VR scenarios which have high levels of predictability, uniformity and 

sameness and then deliberately disrupting these scenarios within the safe confines of a virtual 

world, it is hoped coping strategies will be introduced which can then be transferred to 

empower autistic children in real-world situations.  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

This study investigated the use of Virtual Reality (VR) technology to challenge Intolerance of 

Uncertainty (IU) in adolescents with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD).  IU is the tendency to 

consider that a negative event is likely to occur, irrespective of the probability of it actually 

happening (Carleton et al., 2007). The subsequent emotional impact of this disposition is worry 

and anxiety which can have a detrimental impact on the ability to cope in daily life.  

Although IU is a multidimensional construct and disagreement exists regarding how to measure 

IU, there has been recent consensus suggesting two key factors underpin the construction of 

Intolerance of Uncertainty (Carelton et al., 2012; Birrell et al., 2011; Bredemeier and 

Berenbaum, 2008): i) the Desire for Predictability (a dislike of all uncertainty and the need to 

ensure future events are as certain as possible) and ii) Uncertainty Paralysis – the feeling of 

being ‘stuck’ either behaviourally or cognitively when facing uncertainty (Birrell et al., 2011; 

Bredemeier and Berenbaum, 2008). By understanding IU conceptually, researchers and 

clinicians can begin to become better informed as to how to create methods to measure and 

treat this condition in ways that can lead to improved tolerance of uncertain situations.  

The objective of this study was therefore to offer an evidence-based heuristic using Virtual 

Reality (VR) technologies to investigate IU in order to provide practical mechanisms to 

alleviate anxiety amongst ASD adolescents when faced with uncertainty. This study did not 

begin with a desire to use VR simply for the sake of embracing a new and exciting emerging 

technology based on an anecdotal awareness of its possibilities. Instead its aim was to adopt a 
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thoroughly qualitative approach to investigate whether VR could alleviate anxiety relating to 

IU amongst ASD populations. The researcher was interested in how VR could offer solutions 

not available through traditional research methods and the unique way a real-time, innovative, 

immersive environment could perhaps add special intrinsic value. Given the immersive nature 

of VR and its powerful capacity to emulate the reality of the physical world, at one’s own pace, 

in a safe and repetitive way and at any given time, the creation of virtual scenes was deemed 

the best means of investigating IU in terms of helping to both explore and reduce anxieties 

associated with this condition. 

 

Children from two post-primary schools in Northern Ireland participated in this study with a 

total of 21 participants aged between 11 and 14. Approximately half of the participants (11 in 

total) were typically developing children and 10 had a formal diagnosis of autism. 

4.2 Rationale for Research Design 

The following research questions were addressed: 

1. What is ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ and is there sufficient evidence to suggest the 

inability to predict what will happen next causes anxiety amongst people on the ASD 

spectrum? 

2. Can VR technologies be used to support ASD adolescents with Intolerance of 

Uncertainty in order to develop improved coping strategies to alleviate anxiety? 

3. What implications will the findings of this research have for developing strategies to 

use VR in educational settings for practitioners working with children on the ASD 

spectrum? 
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Whilst technologies have been used as a means to support ASD children in many ways over 

the last two decades, the scope of Virtual Reality as an emerging technology continues to be 

under-utilised within educational settings, particularly those pertaining to Special Educational 

Needs contexts (Jeffs, 2009). It is widely accepted that structure, consistency and predictability 

are essential for people with autism and the inability to anticipate what will happen next 

increases anxiety and leads to restrictive, repetitive behaviours (RRBs) (Kerns et al., 2015). 

The assumption is uncertainty will be stressful and therefore uncertain situations should be 

avoided at all costs. The emergence of a comparatively new theory, ‘Predictive Impairment’, 

suggests autism’s underlying deficit could be an impaired ability to predict what might 

reasonably be expected to happen next, leading to repetitive behaviours such as ‘Insistence on 

Sameness’ (IoS) (Sinha and Held, 2014) in an attempt to cope with uncertain situations. This 

study therefore endeavoured to reconfigure the negative connotations associated with this 

terminology, renaming the predilection for routine ‘Preference for Sameness’ to establish 

whether this condition actually exists amongst ASD children (Research Question 1), and if so, 

develop support mechanisms within a virtual environment to help to empower them for 

challenges they will inevitably face in real-world situations (Research Question 2). For 

example, social situations such as visiting a café, or tasks like shopping in a supermarket are 

generally unchallenging for typically developing (TD) children but can cause significant 

anxiety for ASD children.  

The approach adopted by the researcher in this study can best be described as ‘Action Research’ 

(AR), as this investigation was primarily an effort to combine both ‘action’ and ‘research’ in 

an endeavour to effect change and improvement on a very practical level for ASD children (see 

Hopkins,1985, pg. 32). A direct collaboration involving the participating children, (as well as 

a high-functioning ASD programmer), working alongside the researcher,  sought to harness the 
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power of VR technology to try to find a way to reduce ASD children’s anxiety levels when 

faced with IU. Drawing from Vygotskian principles, the design of this specialist VR 

programme provided additional scaffolding to allow the opportunity to practise tasks, which 

would normally viewed be as stressful, to be rehearsed in a safe and non-threatening virtual 

space. Avatars supported participants throughout each specific challenge and gently nudged 

them towards a position of independent learning (Dewey, 1986). The ASD and TD children, 

traditionally referred to as ‘subjects’, were thus active participants in the research (Stringer, 

1996, pg. xvi), with the aim of facilitating improvement in terms of finding possible strategies 

to address IU.  

 

This study was therefore a collective inquiry and the actions of the children and programmer 

involved were subsequently critically examined by the researcher to evaluate the utility of the 

VR programme in an attempt to address the study’s second research question (see Kemmis and 

McTaggart, 1988, pg. 5). By experiencing unexpected change in virtual settings, the key 

objective was solution-based and firmly focused on practice change with the ultimate aim of 

preparing participants for uncertainty in real-life, physical-world settings rather than being 

merely ‘description-orientated’ that often characterises other research design processes (Munn-

Giddings, 2012, pg. 71). The rationale and motivation behind this approach was therefore based 

on an objective to utilise VR to carefully search for ways to facilitate real-life improvement for 

ASD children. 

 

This VR programme created a range of scenarios with high levels of predictability and 

sameness, and then subsequently disrupted these through the introduction of ‘wrongality’ 

(things that go wrong during the experience), in order to try to de-sensitise ASD children to 

uncertainty. Through utilising a dialogue tree which offered alternative choices, coping 
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strategies were introduced which could potentially be transferred to empower ASD children to 

deal with challenges and uncertain events in real-world situations (see Appendix 13). It was 

hoped that some of the strategies developed in this VR interventionist programme could 

potentially be utilised to assist practitioners working with children in various educational 

settings (Research Question 3). The researcher therefore embarked on this study with the aim 

of bridging the gap between the theory and practice, a key characteristic of action research 

(Sombekh, 1995, pg. 340; Munn-Giddings, 2012), by investigating whether VR had utility as 

an effective, practical therapy for ASD children dealing with IU. In summary, this study best 

fits the description of AR as it was undertaken by a practitioner in the educational field to: 

 

i) Collaboratively explore whether differences exist between ASD and TD children in 

relation to their ability to cope with uncertainty, thereby contributing to the 

generation of knowledge within the field of autism (Lewin, 1946) (RQ1); 

ii) Utilise practical methods to find out whether VR could potentially be used to 

develop coping mechanisms for ASD children encountering IU (RQ2); 

iii) Potentially lead to improvements in the quality of action in terms of ASD support 

within educational and other settings (RQ3). 

 

The interventionist aspect of this programme was designed and developed for specific use 

within educational settings as this was the environment most familiar to the researcher who 

had  previously spent 14 years working in school-based contexts. It was therefore decided to 

position the research as an action research (AR) study within what has been defined as the 

‘critical theoretic paradigm’ (Ernest, 1994) aiming to go beyond mere discovery and 

understanding, which is more typical of a case-study research design, to instead focus on 

practical outcomes. Adopting an investigative approach which had no real purpose in terms of 
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effecting real-life change was of no interest to the researcher whose aim was to endeavour to 

research and implement a programme to potentially make a tangible difference to ASD children 

in school settings. Afterall, the primary objective of all AR is to develop practice change, 

instead of being simply explorative or descriptive during the research process which frequently 

characterises other alternative research design approaches (Munn-Giddings, 2012 in Arthur et 

al., 2012). 

 

Each of the VR scenes were specially custom-built for this research project by a former pupil 

of the researcher, a high-functioning ASD young adult aged 24 (who will be referred to as 

‘Ben’) with Asperger’s Syndrome. Ben was able to contribute unique insights into the 

challenges autistic participants potentially face when confronted with unexpected situations. 

By collaborating with Ben, the researcher simply acted as a ‘facilitator’ in the research process 

utilising Ben’s lived experience of autism to add significant value to the VLE programme’s 

content (Munn-Giddings, 2012). Ben’s involvement allowed the researcher to draw from his 

unique insights into his condition to create appropriate levels of ‘wrongality’ based on anxieties 

familiar to someone with ASD. These personal stories were subsequently built into the virtual 

scenes. The lack of participation of individuals on the ASD spectrum in terms of contributing 

directly to autism research has been identified as a significant shortfall in current studies; it was 

therefore hoped Ben’s involvement would help to address this deficit to some extent. The more 

inclusive and collaborative educational virtual reality projects can be for those they are 

intended to help, (programmed to be user-centred and user-led by way of set-up and design), 

the more effective the solutions will be for end-users. As well as being pivotal in terms of 

building the VR scenes, Ben’s involvement and input was crucial in ensuring this objective 

was fulfilled and his unique perspective provided an insightful account into the very real 

challenges autistic people face. This information helped to underpin the design of each 
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respective ‘wrongality’ task. This participatory ‘bottom-up’ approach allowed this action 

research study to focus closely on the end-user in order to specifically tailor activities which 

aimed to fulfil one of the central objectives of this solution-based study which was to use ‘tech 

for good’ rather than merely using ‘tech for the sake of using tech’.  

 

Within this design framework, it was important for the researcher to be mindful of the potential 

for researcher bias, particularly given her close affinity with Ben who had been her former 

pupil and was employed in her business as a VR programmer during the study. Ben’s diagnosis 

of ASD had been a motivating factor for the researcher’s choice of research area and influenced 

the study’s research questions in terms of  investigating the utility of using VR technology as 

a potential therapy for ASD children (RQ2), and the potential for its integration into educational 

settings (RQ3). Therefore, adopting a reflexive stance, that openly reflected on the implications 

of any inherent researcher values, as well as possible bias and the choice of methods (Bryman, 

2012) was essential throughout the research process. Whilst working alongside Ben could be 

viewed as a great strength of this study, (as almost daily observation of his ASD condition 

provided valuable insights and contributed to the content of the design of the VLE), it was vital 

to continually endeavour to adopt an open mind and a reflective approach in order to help 

mitigate any inherent biases that could potentially influence the conclusions drawn throughout 

the study.  

 

The cyclical nature of the action research design of this study which included continual 

planning, acting, observing and reflecting (Zuber-Skerrit, 1992) helped to facilitate this on-

going reflective process. By remaining mindful of the researcher’s core motivation (namely to 

make a difference to ASD support in educational settings as outlined in RQ3), the research into 

the existence of IU (RQ1), and the potential of VR to assist autistic children (RQ2), were 
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essentially avenues to be explored through observation and reflection rather than foregone 

conclusions that were influenced by either the professional work context, or by the 

collaborative design process. Ben’s role was essentially to offer valuable technological support, 

as well as to provide knowledgeable ‘insider’ insights into his condition, in order to assist with 

the VLE programme design. The researcher remained mindful of the fact Ben was not a 

‘participant’ nor a subject of investigation who would have any bearing on the study’s final 

conclusions as to whether the VR programme had utility for ASD children or otherwise. 

4.3 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical approval for this study was granted by the Committee of The School of Social Sciences, 

Education and Social Work (QUB). Participants were informed their involvement was entirely 

voluntary and they were free to withdraw from the programme at any time. 

An initial recruitment letter was sent to Head Teachers of participating schools outlining the 

purpose of the study, requesting their written consent for their school to participate (see 

Appendix 1). Parents and guardians of participants were then provided with an Information 

Sheet (see Appendix 3) which outlined the process of the VR project and the requirement for 

their child to use a VR headset. This letter explained that while most people do not experience 

any discomfort, on some very rare occasions, a feeling of motion sickness or nausea can occur. 

However, it was clearly outlined the children were completely free to remove the headset at 

any time if they did not wish to continue and any data gathered up to this point would be 

withheld from the final write up. If parents, teachers, principals or participants were concerned 

about confidentiality, or the nature of the study, they could withdraw their child/pupil as 

outlined in the explanatory Information Sheet. In addition, both participants and their 
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parents/guardians were given consent forms to provide written permission for their child to 

participate (see Appendix 2 and 4). 

 

In order to ensure complete anonymity, all of the information and data gathered during the 

project were kept strictly confidential and participants’ names, as well as the name of 

participating schools, were not included in any reports – pseudonyms were used at all times 

throughout the study. The collected, anonymised data was kept and stored securely in line with 

Queen’s University’s data protection guidelines. Data was stored within a locked filing cabinet 

in a locked room, and/or on password protected laptops and PCs. In accordance with the School 

of Social Sciences, Education and Social Work’s Data Handling and Security Policy, all hard 

copies, including all electronic versions will be destroyed five years after completion of this 

thesis. 

4.4 Recruitment of Schools and Participants 

Initial recruitment involved a telephone call to a Vice Principal in School A and the Chairman 

of the Board of Governors in School B. Both of these key individuals were known to the 

researcher on a personal and professional level beforehand. Once initial interest had been 

established, this phone call was followed up with an email to the School Principals in each 

respective school detailing the objective of the study in terms of researching IU amongst ASD 

children. It also specified that a number of Key Stage 3 pupils - some with ASD and some 

without ASD - would be invited to take part.  A formal recruitment letter was sent as an 

attachment with this email (see Appendix 1) which provided further information as to what 

would be involved in terms of using VR technology. It was clearly outlined a VR headset would 

have to be worn during the activity, very similar to headsets children wear when they play 
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computer games. A clear timescale as to when the intervention would ideally occur was also 

outlined (dependent on flexibility in their School Diary), along with a list of the various 

methods of qualitative data collection likely to be employed during the research (observations, 

interviews, questionnaires and focus groups) and the amount of time likely to be needed to 

carry out the study. It was made clear it was anticipated pupils would need to be withdrawn 

from normal classes on at least two occasions so that both facilitators and participants would 

be aware of the time investment from the very outset of the intervention. Ethical information 

was also included confirming approval from the SSESW’s Ethics Committee (QUB), 

reassuring Principals of complete confidentiality and anonymity in terms of their school name 

and participants’ names (see Appendix 21). Following confirmation of recruitment, an 

information letter, as well as a formal letter of consent was sent to parents of participants, as 

well as to participants themselves, explaining the purpose of the study and requesting written 

consent to participate in the VR programme (see Appendices 2, 3 and 4). 

4.5 Research Population/Sample 

This study took place in two schools in Northern Ireland. Both schools were located in towns 

within County Down to reduce travel times for the researcher. The first, School A, was a 

voluntary grammar (selective school) for boys of 865 pupils and was located in an urban setting 

catering for pupils aged 11 – 18 years. The second, School B, was a smaller controlled co-

educational secondary school (non-selective) with 400 pupils aged 11 – 16 years located within 

a rural community. A total of 21 Key Stage 3 children aged between 11 and 14 participated in 

the study: 10 from School A and 11 from School B. Schools were recruited on the basis of 

having an openness to the integration of new technologies in the classroom, as well as having 

sufficient pupils on the ASD register at Key Stage 3 level expressing a willingness to participate 

in the Virtual Reality programme.  
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The cohort of participants selected for participation was decided by the Vice Principal in 

School A and by the Support Co-ordinator in School B. Originally it had been intended to run 

the study with a full cohort of ASD adolescents. However, following advice taken from the 

Support Co-ordinator in School B, who felt it was preferable not to highlight ASD pupils’ 

condition during their involvement in the programme, it was decided to include typically 

developing (TD) children as well. This would avoid any sense of inferiority or ‘otherness’ 

amongst ASD participants who may otherwise have felt singled out during withdrawal from 

lessons. It was also felt participation from non-ASD children could help to provide valuable 

comparative data by way of exploring possible differences between TD and ASD participants 

in terms of their ability to cope with uncertainty, allowing for further critique of the premise 

individuals on the ASD spectrum experience higher levels of anxiety. The researcher requested 

that all of the recruited ASD children would not have any other formally diagnosed co-morbid 

condition in order to ensure data generated as a result of the intervention would be solely 

focused on their autistic condition. Likewise, the TD children who were selected for 

participation did not have any formally diagnosed SEN condition. The recruitment of TD 

participants was conducted in an ad hoc manner as the VP and Support Co-ordinator simply 

selected one or two children from each year group at Key Stage 3 who they thought had an 

interest in technology and/or gaming and might enjoy being involved in the virtual reality 

programme. 

4.6 Virtual Reality Scenes and Theoretical Framework 

The 3-dimensional models for the Virtual Reality (VR) scenes were built in Autodesk Maya® 

(a 3D computer graphics application), and developed in Unity, (a 3D graphics engine with 

physics simulation). Approximately four months were set aside for this process in order to 

create the custom-made VR scenes for the programme. Many of the 3D Maya models had 
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already been built by a local 3D artist known to the researcher and these were made readily 

available to the VR programmer which saved significant design time. Open-source libraries 

were used for some of the coding in the scene creation; these are libraries of source projects 

which are free to use and were a helpful and inexpensive way of doing this project, and also 

significantly reduced development time. For example, the ‘VR toolkit’ was an open-source 

project which incorporated many of the functions necessary for navigating a VR scene as basic 

functions, such as teleporting and grabbing movements, were already built in. The rationale for 

using Unity rather than alternative graphics engines was that many open-source projects are 

compatible with Unity and it had the appropriate VR toolkit. In addition, Unity had a number 

of VR compatible open-source project accessible libraries for VR which allowed the 

programmer to access a much broader range of assets.  

A dialogue tree was utilised in the design of the VR scenes which gave choice and agency to 

participants, allowing for different conversations with avatars through the use of ‘pop-up’ 

dialogue boxes. (see Appendix 13, ii). This approach was based on a Vygotskian theoretical 

framework where the role of a facilitator to offer support is deemed crucial to support the 

learner as they progress in their development journey to a point of independence, gradually 

achieving higher levels of autonomy. The use of specially created instructional avatars who 

functioned as guides throughout the various activities therefore functioned as a facilitating 

strategy and was intended to empower participants, essentially enabling them to make 

independent choices (see Standen and Brown, 2005). As the design of this particular VLE 

allowed learning to be focused on learner exploration and experience it was hoped these 

facilitating strategies would demonstrate the potential and capacity of VR to encourage 

autonomous learning for ASD (and indeed all) children. 
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4.6.1 VR Headset 

The Oculus Rift (OR) headset was chosen for this project for two reasons i) quality and ii) 

price. The OR was the first VR headset to come to the open market (in 2016) and, along with 

VIVE’s Wand, it has been a market leader in Virtual Reality innovation and was deemed the 

best and most cost-effective option at the time of creating this programme. The VR toolkit 

allowed for maximum flexibility as it allowed the researcher to change to an alternative headset 

if technical issues occurred. The programme went through Steam VR (recently re-named ‘Open 

VR’) which also provided the same flexibility as the VR toolkit and was equally compatible 

with future headsets.  

4.6.2 VR Sensors and Hand Controllers 

Along with the headset, two Oculus Rift sensors and two Oculus hand-controllers were 

required. The infrared sensors detect where participants are located in the VR programme 

allowing spatial recognition in terms of movement within the scenes. An Oculus SDK 

(Software Developer Kit) also had to be installed as it was the software/API (Application 

Programming Interface) required to operate the Oculus Rift. 

The creation of VR is extremely demanding for any programmer given that two different 

viewpoints are required (one for each eye). This process requires a doubling of power for 

rendering each scene file and it is easy to overload the system which causes a slow-down, or 

‘crash’ in operating. It was also of concern to the researcher that participants would not suffer 

from nausea which has been identified as a common problem associated with being in Virtual 

Reality. Nausea is caused when there is a disconnect between what you can see with your eyes 

and what you do with your body. Often the computer can be too busy with a task to update the 
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headset’s display in time which causes a slowdown that can lead to the player experiencing a 

sensation of motion sickness. Therefore, in order to limit the possibility of nausea, it was crucial 

for Ben to aim to achieve a target of 90 frames per second as nausea can only occur at lower 

frame rates (most people only experience a feeling of motion sickness under 30 frames per 

second). Building in a higher number of frames therefore required more development time to 

ensure performance time was sufficiently high. During the programme, each participant could 

pause or stop their VR experience if they felt nauseous at any point, or if they simply wanted 

to have a break from being in the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).  

 

4.7 Procedure and Preparation for the VR Experience 

 

i) Initial Stage - ‘The Butterfly Room’ 

 

Prior to beginning the virtual experience of each main scene, a special training task was 

designed to familiarise participants with the Virtual Reality headset and hand controls, as well 

as offering an opportunity to practise co-ordinating movement within the VLE environment 

(see Appendix 11 and 13 i). Various tasks were presented as challenges such as teleporting 

around the virtual room; collecting books and putting them on shelves and handling a yellow 

duck. These tasks helped to gradually introduce participants to interacting within the virtual 

environment before entering the main scenes.  In a further attempt to involve autistic children 

in the design of the study, a 14 year old autistic boy who attended a local Special School was 

recruited to provide the avatar voiceover for the Butterfly Room experience (see Appendix 11). 
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ii) Primary Stage: ‘Sameness’ 

 

A number of different scenes were storyboarded, designed and produced using VR software to 

emulate activities participants could potentially encounter during a typical day. The first stage 

introduced participants to a street scene (early morning); a café experience (mid-morning); a 

supermarket setting (lunch time) and an airport environment (afternoon). Each of these 

experiences were characterised by a high degree of predictability and uniformity and offered a 

low degree of challenge. The purpose of this was to familiarise participants with the VLE, as 

well as to give them the opportunity to explore a range of settings similar to physical world 

experiences. 

 

iii) Secondary Stage: ‘Wrongality’ 

The second stage introduced ten elements of disruption, or what was termed ‘wrongality’, with 

the intention of challenging participants to assess their reactions to change and unpredictable 

events. For example, the children had to navigate a road diversion in the Belfast street scene 

and react to loud construction noise and the impact of a large explosion when a lamp post 

collapsed without warning. An avatar policeman was on hand to offer guidance to direct 

participants to take advantage of a solution thereby enabling them to deal more effectively with 

the deliberate disruption. During the café scene, the children were tasked with ordering a donut 

but in the wrongality stage, when they discovered the donuts were sold out, a dialogue box 

prompted them to ask for an alternative instead. A similar situation occurred in the supermarket 

scene when they were unable to fulfil their ‘shopping list’ and bananas were no longer 

available. Similar to the avatar policeman in the road diversion scene, an avatar shop assistant 

was readily on hand to offer an alternative. During each of these scenes, a dialogue tree offered 
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autonomy to participants allowing for different conversations and routes which helped to lead 

to sense of empowerment during their interaction with avatars (see Appendix 13, ii).  

An unexpected fire evacuation presented a further disruption to the scene when a loud siren 

sounded and a tannoy voiceover alerted participants to exit the supermarket through the nearest 

emergency doors. The final scene in the virtual airport environment presented two further 

interruptions to normality. Firstly, participants were requested to wait in a queue behind other 

avatars until called forward for a security scan and secondly, they were asked to remove a bottle 

of water (previously purchased in the supermarket scene). If they refused to give up their water, 

they were not permitted to board their virtual flight to ‘New York’ and were subsequently 

ordered to vacate the airport immediately (see Appendix 13 ix and x). The purpose of the 

inclusion of each of these ‘wrongality’ challenges, (along with the built-in scaffolded support 

facilitated by the inclusion of virtual characters), was intended to enable the researcher to 

investigate Research Question 2 which was to ascertain the utility of VR programmes to 

support ASD children when faced with uncertainty. In addition, it was hoped the coping 

strategies included in the methodology from this study, as illustrated in the Drury Model, would 

help to inform a wider range of virtual reality initiatives across various educational settings, 

offering a framework of specially tailored support for ASD children and indeed other SEN 

groups (the focus of  Research Question 3). 

4.8 Challenges of Building VR Scenes 

The supermarket scene was the most complex scene to build in the VLE due to the high number 

of rendered meshes (a 3D map of the space) and mesh colliders. Given one of the tasks required 

players to collect items from a shopping list, Ben initially designed a shopping trolley for this 

activity. However, due to a high rate of collision errors, where the trolley flew out of the ‘map’ 
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(spaces outside the area the player is designed to be in), this idea was abandoned, and a smaller 

shopping basket was designed instead. The shopping basket was also more tactile and simpler 

for participants to use. The street scene was also initially difficult to programme as cars self-

collided, so the number of cars was simply reduced to avoid this happening.  

The queuing system in the airport scene was equally problematic in terms of timing the avatars’ 

movements (see Appendix 13, x). However, Unity’s built-in artificial intelligence (AI) helped 

to guide pathfinding and Ben set up an event way-marker system which facilitated pathfinding, 

generating a set of paths for AI to follow. Each NPC (non-player character or ‘avatar’) was 

then able to pass a reference to themselves and follow the way points in order to perform an 

action, such as placing items on the airport conveyor belt. The avatars also spawned as they 

walked which created the enlargement of the security queue; this was achieved by giving each 

individual avatar a co-routine (or constant loop which operated independently from the main 

loop to avoid slowing it down) which forced them to wait their turn until they arrived at the 

front of the queue. Other technical challenges encountered during the study related to a bug in 

the VR toolkit’s open-source library which meant the programme had to re-start and also 

restricted the teleporting movement to the centre of the scene. This problem occurred 

infrequently and, once the VR toolkit was fully initialised, it did not reoccur.  

4.9 Pilot Study 

Prior to embarking on the programme, a pilot VR programme was carried out with three 

children: a 12 year old boy and a 12 year old girl on the ASD spectrum and (for comparative 

purposes) an 11 year old TD girl.  The purpose of this pilot was to ascertain whether 

improvements or amendments needed to be made to the VR programme in terms of fully 

addressing the research questions of the study. The pilot programme provided valuable insights 
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into various aspects including: the specific content of the wrongality elements in the virtual 

scenes, set-up issues in relation to hardware, as well as potential technical problems with 

software which can frequently characterise computer-generated environments (Petrakou, 

2010). Approximate timings to complete tasks and tentative comparisons between ASD and 

neurotypical (TD) participants’ responses were also assessed. Several changes were 

subsequently made to the virtual scenes. For example, adding further disruption to the 

wrongality aspects in the second part of the VR experience since questionnaire responses 

indicated a higher level of challenge was necessary. This change was deemed essential to 

facilitate a deeper investigation of Research Question 2: ‘Can VR technologies be used to 

support ASD adolescents with Intolerance of Uncertainty in order to develop improved coping 

strategies to alleviate anxiety?’ 

4.10 Setting and Environment 

Each school set aside a quiet room for the VR programme. School A provided the school library 

and School B provided a small careers’ interview room. Both of these venues were large 

enough to run the VR programme in terms of space to move freely but were also sufficiently 

private for one-to-one interview sessions. ‘Do Not Disturb’ notices were placed on doors to 

minimise interruption during the programme and notice boards were covered up to reduce 

visual distractions. 

4.11 Research Instruments and Data Collection Tools 

Stopwatch 

An iPhone timer was used to record the time each participant took to complete the VR 

activities. Whilst this data was not going to be directly reported on in terms of a detailed 
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quantitative overview, it was helpful to gain an impression as to whether i) there was much 

variation in the time participants took to complete tasks and ii) longer session times tended to 

indicate participants had higher levels of difficulty navigating the virtual environment. 

 

Stationery  

During the VR scenes, the researcher carefully observed and recorded participants’ body 

language and impromptu oral responses to each of the various virtual settings. It was not always 

possible to use a desk during the observation sessions, so a hard-backed document folder was 

used to lean on. Several pens were available, and a bank of note paper was on hand to ensure 

sufficient recording materials were readily available during the observation of the VR scenes. 

 

Visual Aids 

Along with a participant information sheet (see Appendix 8), a number of visual aids were used 

to explain each activity in more detail prior to beginning the VR scenes in order to assist 

participants to recall set tasks once they entered virtual reality:  

 

A donut: it was explained donuts were to be participants’ favourite menu choice before entering 

the café to ensure they knew what to choose when the avatar waiter asked what they wanted to 

order. A shopping basket and shopping list items: a basket was borrowed from a local 

Sainsbury’s supermarket. Given that Sainsburys had chosen the National Autistic Society 

(NAS) as their nominated charity of the year, this supermarket chain was deemed to be the 

most sympathetic to the study and therefore an appropriate store to partner with. Having a real- 

life basket helped to demonstrate each item on participants’ shopping lists during the virtual 

supermarket activity. A banana, shampoo and a bottle of water were placed inside the basket 
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to help participants to remember what they had to collect during their virtual world experience 

(See Appendix 12). It was also hoped the visual power of these items would increase the 

memory of the task and enhance the potential of transferability to real-life situations, mirroring 

experiences participants could face in real-world settings. 

 

iPhone Camera 

An iPhone camera was used to record and photograph Focus Group (FG) findings during a 

number of group activities. Participants’ pictorial responses to a number of group discussion 

tasks were recorded to allow the researcher to ascertain various levels of response to each of 

the various scenarios (see Appendices 17 – 19). 

 

4.12 Process of Data Collection 

The researcher collected a range of data from Schools A and B over the course of one week in 

each setting. Figure 2 and Table 1 below display the range of data collected and clearly outline 

the timescale involved in this process. 

 

4.12.1. Timeline of Data Collection  

Figure 2: 

 

Parental & Child 
IU Pre-VR 

Intervention 
Questionnaires 
(IUS-12 / IUS-C)

Observational 
Data during VR 

Programme

Post- VR 
Experience
Participant  

Questionnaires

Post-VR
Semi-Structured 

Participant 
Interviews

Post-VR
Reflective 

Participant      
Focus Groups
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4.12.2 Data Collection Process  

Table 1: 

WHEN  DATA COLLECTED WHO 

   
 

   
DAY 1  
(Pre-VR  
Intervention) 

Parental (IUS-12) 
Questionnaire* 

 

Parents  

DAY 1  
(Pre-VR Intervention) 

Child (IUS-C)        

Questionnaire** 

Participants  

   

DAYS 2 – 3 
(During VR 
Intervention)  
  

Observational Data charting 
reactions to IU in VLE 

 

Participants  

DAY 4 
(Post-VR Experience)  
 

VR Experience Questionnaire Participants  

DAY 4 
(Post-VR Experience)   

VR Experience Semi-

Structured Interview 

Participants  

   

DAY 5 
(Post-VR Experience) 
 

Focus Groups: IU scenarios to 

ascertain potential of 

transferability of VLE 

experience to physical world 

settings  

Participants  

1 week was spent 
 in each school 

*IUS-12 = Intolerance of Uncertainty 
Questionnaire: Parental Version 
**IUS–C = Intolerance of Uncertainty 
Questionnaire: Child Version 

21 parents & 
10 ASD & 11 TD 
children 
participated 
from across 
both schools 
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4.12.3 Intolerance of Uncertainty Questionnaires 

Parent Version (IUS-12)  

Parents/guardians were asked to respond to a questionnaire to give their view of their child’s 

capacity to cope with uncertainty (see Appendix 5). This questionnaire was sent home with 

each participant and was subsequently returned by parents the following day. The 12 questions 

were amended from a previously formulated quantitative questionnaire entitled ‘Fearing the 

Unknown: A short version of the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale’ (Carelton, Norton and 

Asmundson, 2007). Carelton et al., (2007) created this reduced measure - referred to as the 

‘IUS-12’ - from a 27 item Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (Freeston et al., 1994) which was 

developed to assess IU and related measures of worry of anxiety associated with IU. The 12 

questions were adapted into a Likert-type closed type response questionnaire with a scale of 

five responses: Strongly Agree/Agree/Not Sure/ Disagree/ Strongly Disagree and focused on 

parents’ view of their child’s emotional, behavioural and cognitive ability to cope with IU and 

related anxiety and avoidance components (key characteristics of IU): 

 

1. Anxiety related to uncertain situations – ‘When things happen suddenly, she/he gets 

very upset’; ‘It bothers her/him when there are things they don’t know’; ‘She/he can’t 

stand it when things happen suddenly’; She/he would think that “Even if you plan things 

really well, one little thing can ruin it.”’ 

2. Avoidance: ‘Feeling unsure stops her/him from doing most things’/’The smallest worry 

can stop them from doing most things.’ 

3. The need for preparedness in order to cope with what will happen next – ‘She/he needs 

to always be prepared before things happen’; ‘She/he always want to know what will 
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happen in the future’; ‘She/he would think people should always think about what will 

happen next as this will stop bad things from happening.’ 

4. The possibility of negative reactions when faced with unexpected events - ‘When she/he 

doesn’t know what will happen, they can’t do things very well’; ‘When she/he’s not 

sure what to do they freeze’/ ‘She/he tries to get away from all things they are unsure 

of’. 

 

At the end of the questionnaire, a further opportunity was given for parents to expand their 

responses in a more extended way if desired: ‘Use this page to include anything else you think 

might be relevant regarding your child’s ability to cope in uncertain situations’. Given the 

researcher did not interview parental informants on a one-to-one basis, the purpose of this was 

to allow them to provide more specific examples pertinent to their child, perhaps illustrating 

their own observations with an example of something unexpected that had happened on one or 

more occasions and how their child coped in these situations. This initial data collection also 

helped to ascertain whether there were any significant trends in terms of greater levels of 

anxiety between ASD and TD groups at the very outset of the study (Research Question 1). 

Child Version (IUS-C) 

Participants responded to a very similar questionnaire (IUS – C) that had been adapted by 

Boulter et al., (2013) for use with children (see Appendix 6). Given the qualitative nature of 

this study, the IUS-C questionnaire was again slightly altered to include five Likert-type 

ordered responses to gauge respondents’ answers. The items were very similar to those in the 

IUS-P: 1) When things happen that I don’t expect, I get very upset; 2) It frustrates me when I 

don’t have all the information I need; 3) Uncertainty keeps me from living a full life; 4) People 
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should always look ahead to avoid surprises; 5) Even with the best of planning, a small 

unexpected event can spoil everything; 6) When it’s time to act, uncertainty paralyses me; 7) 

When I am uncertain, I can’t function very well; 8) I always want to know what the future has 

in store for me; 9) I can’t stand being taken by surprise; 10) The smallest doubt can stop me 

from acting; 11) I should be able to organise everything in advance; 12) I must get away from 

all uncertain situations. 

Similar to the parental questionnaire, an opportunity was provided at the end of the participant 

questionnaire for an extended individual written response. The task was simply structured with 

carefully scaffolded bullet points age-appropriate for children at Key Stage 3 level: ‘Write a 

paragraph (at least 10 – 12 sentences) explaining how you think you cope in uncertain 

situations. You should try to include the following: i) if you think it’s important to know in 

advance what’s going to happen in a typical day/ be organised about events in your day /avoid 

uncertain situations; ii) your thoughts and feelings when something unexpected happens; iii) 

an example of something unexpected that happened to you and how you coped. This 

questionnaire, along with a short, extended paragraph, was completed prior to beginning the 

VLE experience to ensure the researcher had a good understanding of any significant issues 

relating to participants’ levels of IU before they took part in the VR programme. 

 

4.12.4 Initial Preparation for VR Observation  

 

The following occurred before, during and after each VR session commenced:  

• The researcher, along with Ben, signed each school’s visitation book, and signed out at 

the end of the day to comply with each respective school’s Health and Safety Policy. 
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• The Vice-Principal in School A and the Support Co-ordinator in School B directed the 

researcher and Ben to the room which had been allocated for the week it would take to 

complete the VR programme. 

• A very brief outline of each participants’ Special Needs profile was provided 

confidentially so that the researcher knew which participants had a prior diagnosis of 

ASD. 

• A large table and adequate number of chairs were provided for a preliminary 

introductory session with participants to explain exactly what the VR programme 

would entail. 

• The researcher then read through an Information Sheet entitled ‘A Day in Virtual 

Reality’, which clearly and simply outlined to participants what they could expect to 

encounter during each of the virtual activities (see Appendix 8). The Information Sheet 

explained the children would enter a virtual training room (‘Butterfly Room’) where 

they would meet an avatar who would demonstrate how to use the VR hand controls. 

The rest of their day would then be spent experiencing various everyday scenes which 

included: i) a street scene in Belfast; ii) a café scene where they would order donuts; 

iii) a supermarket scene where they would purchase shampoo, a bottle of water and a 

banana for lunch, and finally, iv) an airport scene which would involve security checks 

before boarding a virtual flight to New York. The handout then explained their first 

experiences in the VR world would go smoothly, but the second time a number of things 

would go wrong (‘wrongality’), and they would have to deal with several unexpected 

situations. However, participants were reassured that avatars would be available to 

support them during these points of uncertainty and ‘pop-up’ dialogue boxes would 

allow them to make different choices from the decisions they had made during their 

first experience of the virtual scenes when everything had gone smoothly. 
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• Participants were also shown visual aids to help them to recall what to do in each of the 

different virtual scenes. These included a real donut, a shopping basket, a bottle of water 

and a banana to help the children to visualise the various items they would be expected 

to acquire in the VLE (see Appendix 12). 

• Each participant completed a preliminary questionnaire sheet (see Appendix 6) 

allowing the researcher to gauge levels of Intolerance of Uncertainty before beginning 

the VR programme. 

• Participants were given a Parent Questionnaire for their parents/guardians to complete 

and return the next day (see Appendix 5). 

• Two timesheets were prepared to ensure participants knew when to return for one-to-

one interviews with the researcher and their time in VR (20 minutes individual slots 

were allocated for interviews – see Appendix 7) and one-hour slots were allocated for 

the VR experience. The researcher ensured participants wrote the times and dates in 

their Homework Diaries as some children needed additional guidance to help with their 

organisation. 

• During the VR programme days, the researcher and Ben arrived 30 minutes before the 

school day began to set up the VR computer and equipment. 

• The researcher greeted each participant and introduced Ben, who would be responsible 

for supporting them during their Virtual Reality experience. 

• Ben showed each participant the hand controls and explained how they worked. 

• Ben then demonstrated the Oculus Rift headset and clearly explained that participants 

could stop the VR experience at any time if they felt uncomfortable, nauseous, or if 

they simply wanted a break. 

• Each participant was given the choice of standing or sitting during the programme (all 

except one child decided to stand). 
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• During the VR scenes participants’ responses were timed and verbal/body language 

responses were recorded by the researcher.  

• After the programme ended, participants were asked to complete a post-VR 

questionnaire detailing their experience of the VR scenes, including focused questions 

asking them to explain how they coped during the wrongality scenes (see Appendix 

10). 

• A further final interview time was then allocated (recorded in Homework Diaries again) 

to ensure there would be an opportunity to discuss their written responses and share 

their reflections of the VR experience further with the researcher on a one-to-one basis 

(see Appendix 9). 

• Participants were then thanked for their involvement and were asked to return to normal 

lessons. 

 

4.12.5 Analysis of Observational Data during the VLE 

 

As mentioned above, the researcher carefully recorded participants’ behaviour during each of 

the interventionist Virtual Reality scenes. Particular attention was given to children’s reactions 

during the second ‘Wrongality’ Stage when they encountered unexpected situations. Detailed, 

handwritten notes carefully charted each individual participant’s verbal and body language, as 

well as the choices they made in terms of either i) acquiescing with the avatars’ offer of a 

compromise solution or ii) deciding to remain intransigent by refusing to co-operate and opt 

for an alternative choice. This data was later carefully analysed to ascertain whether significant 

trends were apparent between ASD and TD children’s reactions to uncertainty (RQ1), and 

follow-up one-to-one interviews helped to clarify whether participants felt the avatars’ 
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intervention in the second stage of the VLE experience helped ASD children to cope better 

(RQ2).  

 

Particular themes and trends became very apparent during the researcher’s observation of 

participants’ experience in the pre-intervention interviews and questionnaires as well as in the 

VLE. For example, participants’ perceived i) levels of realism; ii) levels of engagement and 

immersion; iii) levels of enjoyment and iv) visible sensory reactions to the built in wrongality 

during the second phase of the programme. Each of these reactions were given a ‘low’, 

‘moderate’ or ‘high’ grading based on the researcher’s observations and this helped to gain an 

overall comparative sense of differences between ASD and TD participants’ reactions to the 

virtual environment (see Table 9). 

 

4.12.6 Post- VR Experience Questionnaire 

 

As mentioned above, following completion of the VR tasks, participants responded to a second, 

lengthier questionnaire (see Appendix 10) which had a number of closed-type general 

questions: ‘Have you used Virtual Reality before?’ and ‘Have you seen someone else use VR 

before?’ followed with an opportunity to expand their answers in further detail if they 

responded affirmatively. The ‘Yes’ response was colour-coded each time to carefully guide 

and support participants’ journey through the questionnaire. A short, written response was then 

requested: ‘Describe your experience of today’s VR experience. Use three words.’ This allowed 

respondents to relate their reaction to the virtual world experience in a simplified manner which 

helped the researcher to ascertain the children’s thoughts and feelings in a condensed, yet 

reflective and easy-to-understand way. 
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A number of Likert-type questions followed (similar to the first questionnaire) where answers 

were again requested on a scale of ‘strongly agree’; ‘agree’; ‘not sure’; ‘disagree’; ‘strongly 

disagree’. These questions endeavoured to elucidate participants’ reactions to the ease of using 

the VR technology (‘The headset was comfortable to wear’), to more general feelings regarding 

their sense of immersion in the virtual world (‘I lost track of time in the virtual world’).  

 

Short written responses regarding how the children coped with co-ordinating themselves in a 

virtual environment allowed for very precise answers as to what they felt was straightforward 

and what they thought was more challenging: ‘Write down two things that were easy to do in 

the virtual world’ and ‘Write down two things that were difficult to do in the virtual world’. 

This information helped the researcher to gain a better understanding of the technical aspects 

of the programme that may have presented challenges, aside from the wrongality content that 

was deliberately storyboarded into the VR scenes. Two further short written responses were 

requested to reveal whether or not the children felt fully immersed in the virtual world in terms 

of being able to relate their experience to physical-world settings. They were asked to write 

one sentence to describe: i) ‘The ways the VR world was like real life’ and ii) The ways the VR 

world was not like real life’. 

 

The questionnaire then moved from a general overview of the participants’ prior experience of 

VR and their ability to navigate a virtual environment, to more focused questions relating to 

their reactions in response to the wrongality scenes. Two Likert-type questions were posed: ‘I 

preferred the first part when everything went smoothly’ and ‘I got frustrated at times when 

things went wrong in the second part’. These questions were pivotal in terms of distinguishing 

whether there were any significant differences between ASD and TD participants to ascertain 

whether IU is more characteristic of individuals on the ASD spectrum. Again, the questionnaire 
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was colour-coded to allow participants to elaborate on their answers in a further short written 

response which asked for two further explanatory sentences if they ‘strongly agreed’ or 

‘agreed’ with either of these statements.  

 

The next part of the questionnaire focused on the support mechanisms offered to participants 

in the VR scenarios and whether these were deemed to be helpful when the prior ‘normality’ 

was disrupted during the wrongality scenes. Again a Likert-type five point scale ranging from 

‘Strongly Agree’ to ‘Strongly Disagree’ allowed the children to decide their response:   ‘When 

things went wrong in the second part: i) It was helpful to be given different options (e.g. to buy 

an apple instead of a donut, or an orange instead of a banana’ and ii) It was helpful when the 

avatars gave me instructions (For example: the policeman’s directions to the café and the 

tannoy instruction to leave the building during the fire alarm in the supermarket). Responses 

to this question allowed the researcher to determine whether these additional built-in 

compromise options and support aids helped participants to learn coping mechanisms when 

things did not go according to plan. 

 

Further questions: ‘I enjoyed interacting with the virtual characters’/ ‘I was disappointed when 

the VR experience was over’ and ‘I would like to experience a virtual world sometime again’ 

determined whether participants enjoyed their time in VR and whether they were open to 

experiencing a VLE again. This allowed the researcher to ascertain whether, despite having to 

cope with deliberately but carefully planned built-in challenges, the children had fun in VR and 

could practise scenarios they would otherwise find anxiety-inducing in real-life settings. 
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The final part of the questionnaire explored respondents’ view of the utility of VR which helped 

to determine whether there was merit in terms of the transferability of using VR to practise 

situations that could potentially assist their ability to deal with unexpected events or 

‘wrongality’ in real-world settings: ‘Do you think practising things in a VR world could help 

to prepare you for things that could go wrong in real life?’ Options of response were simply: 

Yes/Not Sure/No. If participants responded to the colour-coded ‘Yes’ (in red) they were directed 

to a further question, also typeset in red for ease of response: ‘If you answered, ‘Yes’ to this 

question, give two examples of how VR could be a useful way of helping to prepare you for 

things that could go wrong in real life.’ But if they responded to the colour-coded ‘No’ (in 

blue), they were asked to move on to the next question typeset in a corresponding blue: ‘If you 

answered ‘No’ or ‘Not sure’ to [this question], give two reasons why you think VR may not be 

a useful way of preparing you for things that could go wrong in real life.’  These supplementary 

questions allowed for more extended responses where participants could provide a more 

developed explanatory response. 

4.12.7 Semi-Structured Interviews 

Each participant was then interviewed on a one-to-one basis with the researcher to develop the 

qualitative data further (see Appendix 9). This allowed participants the flexibility and scope to 

elaborate on their questionnaire responses. These semi-structured interviews were in-depth, 

probing and fairly lengthy, lasting between 20-30 minutes with each respondent. Questions 

were mostly open-ended allowing participants an opportunity to develop their answers freely 

and fully. Topics covered began with general questions relating to respondents’ previous 

experience of VR, their response to the VR programme (‘What did you think of the VR 

experience you had?’), and their ability to navigate in the virtual environment (‘Did you find it 

easy or difficult to teleport around?’), to levels of immersion and realism (‘Did you find the 
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street scene in Belfast realistic?), and responses to the avatars (‘Did you find it easy to 

understand the avatars or not?’/ ‘Were they realistic or not?’).  

The emphasis then shifted towards more focused responses relating to how participants coped 

with wrongality scenes (‘How did you feel when you saw the diversion signs and you knew you 

couldn’t make it to the café?’/ ‘How did you feel when you couldn’t complete your task of 

ordering the donut?’/’How did you feel when you heard the loud construction noise and the 

lamp post collapsed?’/ ‘How did you feel when you couldn’t buy all the items on your shopping 

list?’ / What was your first response when the fire alarm went off?’/ ‘How did you feel when 

you had to wait and queue at the airport?’); their levels of anxiety during these episodes (‘Was 

that annoying?/ ‘Would you have preferred there to have been no diversion?’/’Was it 

frustrating when you found out there were no donuts left?’/ ‘Would you have preferred not to 

have been searched at the airport?’/ ‘Did you feel anxious at any time?’); whether or not they 

availed of the avatars’ support to find solutions (‘Did you interact with the policeman to get 

directions?/’Did you accept his directions?’/’Was it helpful to have been provided with an 

alternative [to the donut]?/ ‘Was it helpful to have the supermarket lady there to assist you?’).  

 

The final part of the interview focused on the transferability of lessons learned in the virtual 

world to physical or real-world settings: ‘Do you think experiencing fire alarms in VR could 

help people to cope better with them in real life’?/ ‘Do you think VR could be useful in helping 

people to get used to airports if they’ve never been before?’/ ‘Did this VR experience show you 

the importance of compromising and asking for help in real-life situations?’ 
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4.12.8 Focus Group Activities 

The study then concluded with three Focus Group (FG) activities with approximately five 

participants in each group representing a mix of both ASD and TD respondents. The purpose 

of the FGs was to bridge the gap between technology and pedagogy by generalising learning 

from the VLE with the aim of adding to its educative use (see Bricken,1991). The rationale of 

having a mixed group meant no-one felt singled out and avoided any unnecessary emphasis on 

respondents who had a diagnosis of ASD. The interactive discussion activities allowed the 

opportunity for informal sharing in a small group setting facilitating further exploration of IU 

and PfS. This helped the researcher to gauge differences between neurotypical and ASD 

participants as they were encouraged to relate the VR programme’s scenarios to uncertain 

experiences which could occur in physical world settings. 

Task One: The ten wrongality scenarios experienced in the Virtual Reality programme were 

set out on small pre-prepared cards: 

1. Road diversion 

2. Lamp post collapsing 

3. Café door jams 

4. No donuts left café 

5. Noisy café  

6. No bananas left in supermarket 

7. Fire alarm in supermarket 

8. Airport man shouting 

9. Having to queue at airport 

10. Baggage check: asked to remove water at airport  
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Players’ cards (see Appendix 15) had also been specially designed featuring the headings: 

‘Annoying’, Sort of Annoying’ and ‘Not Annoying’ and participants had to decide which 

category to place each scenario into (see Appendix 17, ii). Respondents were then given a 

‘Stressometer’ (numbered 1 – 10 with 10 representing the highest level of possible anxiety), 

along with an arrow, and were asked to rank order where they would place each wrongality 

scenario (see Appendices 14 and 17 (i)). The purpose of these tasks was to find out whether 

there were any differences between ASD and TD children in terms of the number of wrongality 

situations that may have given rise to higher levels of anxiety and whether certain things 

triggered this response more than others. These activities also facilitated the opportunity for 

further informal discussion amongst their peers as to why (if anything), they felt certain 

unexpected occurrences in the VR programme caused annoyance. 

 

The Focus Groups concluded with two ‘transferability’ activities to ascertain how participants 

felt they would respond in real-life situations when things go wrong unexpectedly. Task 2 

activities related to Preference for Sameness (PfS) and Task 3 presented situations that related 

primarily to scenarios which could elicit a reaction showing Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU). 

 

Task 2:  This activity presented a number of situations which explored participants’ Preference 

for Sameness, or anxieties relating to unexpected change: i) their school uniform changes 

colour after the holidays; ii) their favourite computer games gets a bug; iii) they drop their 

phone in the bath but their mum offers to buy a new one; iv) their friend doesn’t show up at 

their Youth Club at the last minute; v) their favourite ice cream shop is out of seats vi) their 

bike is stolen; vii) their bed is moved into the centre of the room by decorators; viii) their family 

decide to move house; ix) friends come round a play a ‘game’ which involves destroying 

childhood toys; x) mum throws out their favourite collection of ….. (special stone/shell 
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collection/players’ cards/ toy cars…..something that’s meaningful to them). Again, participants 

were asked to choose one of four pre-prepared reaction cards (see Appendices 16 and 18): ‘Feel 

Sorry for Yourself’, ‘Meltdown,’ ‘Ask for Help’ or ‘Find your own Solution’. A group 

discussion followed relating back to the VR programme where things also went wrong 

unexpectedly, and participants were reminded they could ask for assistance from avatars rather 

than resorting to feelings of anxiety. The Focus Group activity therefore helped to facilitate 

discussion reinforcing key learning objectives from the virtual scenes which focused on 

resilience and positive behavioural responses in the face of unexpected change. This was 

intended to improved transferability of learning directly connecting learning in the VLE to self-

empowerment in real-world situations.  

 

Task 3: The final four scenarios presented a number of uncertain situations which could occur 

without warning, focusing on participants’ levels of IU: i) the school canteen is sold out of 

pizza (your favourite food); ii) you’ve forgotten your PE kit and your teacher has confiscated 

your mobile so you can’t call your mum; iii) you get lost in a shopping centre when you’re 

abroad on holiday; iv)  a tree falls over and hits a nearby car and you notice a child is trapped 

inside. Once again, participants were asked to choose from the reaction cards: ‘Meltdown’; 

‘Feel Sorry for Yourself’; ‘Ask for Help’; ‘Find your Own Solution’ (Appendix 14). A 

discussion session followed where the children could discuss their responses with their peers 

and give reasons why they might react in a particular way (Appendix 19). Once more, the 

purpose of these tasks was to re-enforce the learning in the VR programme, emphasising that 

when unexpected things happen, having a reaction of panic or experiencing feelings of self-

pity are negative responses, and instead we can ask for help or find solutions to the problem. 

The researcher’s intention was to encourage participants to feel empowered to make a pro-
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active, positive emotional response rather than reacting in a passive, negative way and also to 

improve the transferability of lessons learned in the VLE to physical-world situations. 
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Chapter 5: Results 

5.1 Summary of Project and Key Objectives of Study  

This study set out to investigate the utility of Virtual Reality (VR) technology in challenging 

what has been termed ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’(IU) amongst adolescents on the ASD 

spectrum. It has been established that individuals on the autistic spectrum have exhibited 

deficits in responding under certain conditions where their everyday experiences have been 

likened to a ‘magical world’ or a ‘life of torture’ when they cannot anticipate what will happen 

next. A dimension of ‘Predictive Impairment’ is ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ (IU) where this 

neurological and psychological process of hypersensitivity to unexpected events amongst ASD 

populations leads to heightened levels of stress and anxiety. There are two central dimensions 

to the IU construct: i) the desire for predictability and ii) uncertainty paralysis, or the feeling 

of being ‘stuck’ in the face of uncertainty. In order to control these negative reactions to 

alterations in routine, coping mechanisms are often employed which have been referred to as 

‘Insistence on Sameness’ (IoS) which frequently lead to restrictive, repetitive behaviours 

(RRBs). As mentioned earlier, in an effort to re-configure the negative and pejorative 

connotations of IoS which reinforces the medical model of autism, the term, ‘Insistence on 

Sameness’ is referred to as ‘Preference for Sameness’ (PfS) in this study. 

 

Initially the researcher set out to investigate the utility of Virtual Reality technology to 

challenge IU amongst ASD adolescents but later adopted a more comparative approach 

involving a typically developing (TD) sample as well. This allowed for the generation of some 

rich comparative data in terms of assessing participants’ ability to cope with uncertainty and 

their responses to the VR experience. This chapter reports the results of findings amongst 10 
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ASD and 11 TD participants from two post-primary schools in Northern Ireland who 

experienced unexpected situations in a Virtual Reality (VR) environment to i) ascertain 

whether any significant differences existed with respect to participants’ ability to cope with 

unanticipated interruptions or ‘wrongality’ (RQ1); ii) whether VR has utility as a mechanism 

to prepare ASD participants for unplanned real-life situations (RQ2), in order to iii) assess if 

VR programmes could be used to support ASD children within educational settings (RQ3). 

5.2 Pilot Study Findings 

The pilot VR programme was carried out with three children: a 12 year old boy and a 12 year 

old girl on the ASD spectrum, along with an 11 year old TD girl. Responses to the IUS-C (see 

Appendix 6) indicated a greater predisposition amongst ASD participants to have higher levels 

of certainty in their lives. The questionnaires had not yet been altered to Likert-style responses 

for the Pilot Study and results for the ASD children were 28 (boy) and 29 (girl) respectively 

out of a possible total of 60 (the higher the total, the more likely participants were deemed to 

exhibit characteristics associated with IU). The TD respondent scored 21 demonstrating a few 

characteristics of IU but clearly had less fear of uncertainty than her ASD counterparts. Whilst 

the two girls had not used VR before and the boy had, all of them found the tutorial beneficial 

in terms of training them how to use the hand controls before embarking on the main scenes in 

the virtual programme. Both Ben and the researcher had made ambitious assumptions regarding 

the level of games literacy in terms of players’ ability to navigate within a VLE. It was therefore 

reassuring to see participants’ confidence in a 3D VLE environment, despite it being a new 

experience for two of the children. There were no apparent issues with using hand controls or 

wearing the VR headset.  
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All of the pilot participants enjoyed the VR scenes, with each agreeing it had been a ‘fun 

experience’ in their questionnaire responses. Most importantly, the pilot programme was 

crucial in further developing the wrongality scenes for the study as it was clear participants did 

not find the second scenes as challenging as expected. In fact, in a follow-up questionnaire 

none of the participants said they were frustrated during the wrongality stage. Subsequently, 

many more challenging aspects were built into the VR programme which included: 

- A lamp post collapsing in the street scene, accompanied by a loud ‘crash’ sound; 

- A noisier and more crowded café environment; 

- Changing the alternative option offered in the café from a muffin to an apple (more 

likely to be deemed less desirable); 

- A busier airport scene including a security guard who loudly shouted instructions. 

 

5.3 Pre-Intervention Baseline Findings 

 

Prior to running the Virtual Reality programme with the full cohort of respondents, interviews 

and pre-intervention questionnaires focused on investigating participants’ self-perception of 

their ability to deal with uncertainty (IU), as well as parents’ observations of their children’s 

ability to cope with unexpected change. Some of the interview and questionnaires were deemed 

too basic and were later altered from closed-type questions to scaffolded, open-ended questions 

for the main study in order to provide an opportunity for much more extended answers from 

respondents. The use of colour-coded questions in the main study was also a later decision 

offering more guidance to help support participants’ journey through the questionnaire. The 

wording of the questions was also simplified to elicit more focused responses from participants: 

‘Describe your experience of today’s VR experience. Use three words.’ One-word, basic 
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responses seen in the pilot questionnaire were therefore able to be avoided during the main 

project and the researcher was able to garner much better insights into respondents’ reactions 

to the virtual environment. Likert-type questions where answers were requested on a scale of 

‘Strongly Agree’; ‘Agree’; ‘Not Sure’; ‘Disagree’; ‘Strongly Disagree’ were also incorporated 

into the schools’ project to facilitate ease of response and also helped to generate more precise 

information for the researcher. 

i) Pre-Intervention (baseline) Findings: Questionnaires 

Responses to both participant interviews and participant and parents’ pre-intervention 

questionnaires revealed higher levels of anxiety amongst ASD children in terms of their 

capacity to deal with uncertain situations when compared to typically developing (TD) 

children. However, it should be mentioned these findings were more evident in School A 

(selective) than School B (non-selective) as Tables 2 and 3 illustrate: 
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Table 2: Parent Questionnaire Responses to ‘Fearing the Unknown: A short version of the 

Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale.’ (IUS-12, Carleton, Norton and Asmundson, 2007) 

  

Levels of 

IU 

Parents of ASD Children Parents of TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 4 4 1 3 12 

Moderate  1 1 1 0 3 

Low 0 0 3 3 6 

 

The 12 questions in the Parents’ Questionnaire were amended from a previously formulated 

quantitative questionnaire entitled ‘Fearing the Unknown: A Short Version of the Intolerance 

of Uncertainty Scale’ (IUS-12, Carleton, Norton and Asmundson, 2007). Carleton et al., (2007) 

devised this reduced measure - referred to as the ‘IUS-12’ from a 27 item Intolerance of 

Uncertainty Scale (Freeston et al., 1994) which was developed to assess IU and related 

measures of worry and anxiety associated with IU. The 12 questions were adapted into a Likert-

type closed response questionnaire with a scale of five responses: Strongly Agree/Agree/Not 

Sure/ Disagree/ Strongly Disagree and focused on parents’ view of their child’s emotional, 

behavioural and cognitive ability to cope with IU as well as related anxiety and avoidance 

components (key characteristics of IU). Results were analysed on the basis that if a parent 

strongly agreed or agreed with 7 – 12 statements, their child was deemed to have high IU; 4 -

6 indicated moderate IU and 0 – 3 indicated low IU. These categories were determined by the 
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researcher as there were no pre-existing benchmarks to facilitate the categorisation of the 

responses. 

 

Table 3: Participant Questionnaire Responses to ‘Fearing the Unknown: A short version of 

the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale’ (IUS-C, Boulter et al., 2013) 

 

  

Levels of 

IU 

ASD Children TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 2 3 0 4 9 

Moderate  2 2 2 1 7 

Low 1 0 3 1 5 

 

Participants responded to a very similar questionnaire (IUS-C) that had been adapted by Boulter 

et al., (2013) for use with children. Given the qualitative nature of this study, the IUS-C 

questionnaire was again slightly altered to include five Likert-type ordered responses to gauge 

respondents’ answers, but the items were very similar to those in the IUS-12 used with their 

parents. Once again, these categories were determined by the researcher as there were no pre-

existing benchmarks to categorise participants’ responses. The findings above illustrate ASD 

children’s higher confidence levels in dealing with IU than those reported by their parents (5 

of 10 reported they experience high levels of IU compared to 8 out of 10 parents who felt their 
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child had high levels of IU). The collected data was slightly ambivalent at times with some 

ASD participants (such as Charlie in School A) demonstrating low IU in his questionnaire 

responses but much higher levels of IU in his later interview responses. His mother’s responses 

to the questionnaire also reported very high IU in contrast to Charlie’s own self-perceived 

capacity of his ability to cope with uncertainty. 

ii) Pre-Intervention (baseline) Findings: Participant Interviews 

Table 4: Participant Interview Responses – Self-Perceptions in relation to Coping with IU 

  

Levels of 

IU 

ASD Children TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 5 4 1 2 12 

Moderate  0 1 0 1 2 

Low 0 0 4 3 7 

 

In-depth qualitative interviews allowed for a more probing investigation of participants’ 

anxiety levels when faced with unexpected change (see Appendix 7). As Table 4 illustrates, 

significantly higher levels of IU and reliance on PfS were apparent across ASD participants 

when compared to their TD counterparts. This revealed to the researcher the extent of the deep-

seated anxieties associated with IU that many autistic children contend with on a daily basis, 
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even leading to a state of panic-induced paralysis on occasion. It is possible this seeming over-

focus on the minutia of a potentially stressful situation could be related to Weak Central 

Coherence Theory which postulates individuals with ASD only process the constituent parts 

or small details of a situation. People on the ASD spectrum may therefore fail to see the bigger 

picture (Firth, 1989), which can subsequently lead to higher levels of anxiety.  

 

In stark contrast, most of the TD children said they would ‘be more excited than scared’ 

(Horatio), reinforcing findings from previous studies which found ASD children experience 

higher levels of anxiety than TD children (Boulter et al., 2014). Although, similar to the data 

collected from the ASD participants, there were a couple of exceptions to this in School A with 

Marcus (TD) reporting he would ‘worry constant’ if he was told he had to do something the 

next day he had never done before. However, this response was very much the exception 

amongst the TD children who took part in this study. Other research has found that while TD 

children can and do experience anxiety in the face of change, the pattern and intensity of their 

symptoms of anxiety tends to be different (Van Steensel et al., 2011). 

 

The importance of routines (PfS) and restrictive, repetitive behaviours (RRBs) was also more 

evident across ASD participants which could be seen as a coping mechanism to deal with 

anxieties related to IU. For example, diet and having the same food every day also seemed to 

be a significant factor in maintaining ASD participants’ daily routine and subsequent emotional 

equilibrium. Having to predict the future built in capacity to cope as ASD children felt more in 

control of their environment and when this was disrupted (even in small ways) there was a 

sense of disempowerment. As the interview data below indicates, ASD participants’ 

vocabulary choices such as ‘raging’, ‘mad’, ‘dread’, ‘annoyed’ and ‘bad mood’ indicated 
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predominately negative, and sometimes extreme, behavioural reactions when describing how 

they felt when they faced even slight deviations to normal routine.  

 

5.3.1 School A 

 

Participants’ Self-Perception and Parental Views of Intolerance of Uncertainty & 

Preference for Sameness (School A)  

 

In School A, a large selective post-primary all boys’ voluntary grammar school in an urban 

setting, 10 children aged between 12 - 14 took part in the study:  5 had a diagnosis of ASD and 

5 were typically developing (TD) children.  

i) ASD Participants: 

Of the five boys with a diagnosis of ASD in School A, two expressed significant difficulties in 

terms of their self-perceived ability to cope with change (IU) and expressed strong Preference 

for Sameness (PfS); two showed signs of moderate difficulty and one participant (‘Charlie’) 

indicated low-moderate issues when dealing with unexpected change in the questionnaire but 

showed higher levels of IU in the interview which followed. There were very close correlations 

between participants’ self-perceptions in terms of their ability to cope with uncertainty when 

compared to their parents’ observations, except for Charlie whose mother interestingly reported 

the opposite of his views in her questionnaire responses, indicating he experiences very high 

stress levels when he has to deal with change; she also noted her son has a strong predilection 

for routine. The range of responses from ASD participants in School A is outlined in greater 

detail below: 
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Joe (aged 13) said he feels very overwhelmed by new situations: ‘Knowing helps a lot …I 

would rather avoid uncertain situations, but it is important that I learn how to deal with those 

situations should anything dire happen. When uncertainty happens, I stop doing everything 

until I think of a solution to my problem’. When he’s not sure what’s going to happen next, he 

said: ‘I just take things very slow until things straighten out a bit. It’s not a matter of the 

uncertainty, it’s the inability to do something on impulse.’ There was also evidence of severe 

levels of IU when faced with last minute anxiety when he revealed paralysis and an inability 

to function at all: ‘I feel quite stressed and uncertain. I stop walking, stop talking, stop moving.’ 

Joe’s mother’s questionnaire responses also indicated her son prefers sameness and routine 

(PfS): ‘He likes to avoid new situations, especially when there are new children involved. He 

finds choosing food at lunch time stressful as he likes to stick to the same food types’ and 

reported when Joe moved to Secondary School ‘he found lunch times very difficult as there 

was no structure like Primary School.’ 

Eddie (aged 14) also emphasised the importance of needing to know what was happening in 

his life and showed evidence of PfS: ‘I love to know what’s happening and when and stuff…I 

love to know when the bus comes, like exactly when, and I don’t like it when the bus is late, 

and then I like knowing what’s happening on a Saturday when I wake up and ask my mum, 

“What’s happening today?”’  As outlined above, Eddie also indicated he often experiences 

Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) and used an interesting metaphor to show he would feel 

negative emotions if he wasn’t sure what was going to happen next: ‘If you imagine a line is 

someone’s mind and if they haven’t been told the schedule of the day, whenever anything 

happens that they don’t know about, the line wobbles and the person becomes sad or angry. 

But if the person has been told the schedule of the day then this line doesn’t wobble.’ He then 

illustrated this with an example from his own experience when his music teacher died 
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unexpectedly: ‘I used to get trombone lessons by someone and recently they passed away and 

that made me really sad cos they were really good…It was really unexpected. It was a brain 

tumour. That was very unexpected and… em ….I just tried to…..move on from it, kind of. 

So…Yeah.’ Eddie’s mother showed similar examples of his need for certainty and sameness in 

her responses to the parental questionnaire, with further indications that Eddie shows 

significant signs of stress and anxiety when change occurs at short notice: ‘It’s really good 

when the classroom assistant explains what will happen on ‘different’ days in school – pre-

warning of events is really important … Eddie becomes panicked when he loses things and 

functions best when he knows what to expect and has routine. Newness can lead to sheer 

exhaustion and feelings of low self-esteem.’ 

James (aged 13) showed moderate levels of IU and strongly agreed with the statement ‘I 

always want to know what the future has in store for me’. He also indicated he experiences 

stress if he encounters unexpected change, but there was evidence of resilience too: ‘I usually 

want to avoid uncertain situations…Sometimes I can be confused. Sometimes I can be a little 

bit worried, a little bit confident too. A mixture. Usually when something unexpected happens, 

it can annoy me and sometimes I can get overwhelmed if it’s a bad test score, or I didn’t know 

what to do…. Like when I felt I was going to get an ‘A’ in the most recent Maths test. But it 

turns out I failed and got half that – I got a ‘D’. I was a little overwhelmed and I didn’t really….. 

(voice trails off) …. Why? But it happened to some of the rest of the class, so I was all right 

afterwards - like in a couple of days.’ He said he would have ‘a bad night’s sleep’ and would 

be ‘a bit anxious’ if he didn’t know what was going to happen the next day. He would feel 

‘frustrated’ if his Cadet Club was cancelled at the last minute and having a substitute teacher 

unexpectedly at school would make him ‘a little bit anxious’. James also said he likes routines 

because ‘they keep you organised’ (PfS) and doesn’t enjoy deviations at short notice. He gave 
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an example of how he feels when his car journey home from school is interrupted: ‘Every time 

we go past the Spar I go, “Please!….” cos, cos (sighs) like usually in…in the month we only 

go to the Spar like twice, so I actually don’t know when.’ Responses to the parental 

questionnaire showed James’ mother strongly agreed her son needed to be prepared before 

things happen and he ‘can’t stand it when things happen suddenly’ as he becomes ‘very upset.’ 

Even small concerns can also lead to a refusal to take part in activities - ‘The smallest worry 

can stop [him] from doing things.’ 

 

Charlie’s (aged 13) responses to the questionnaire only showed low-moderate issues with IU, 

although he strongly agreed with the key statement ‘Uncertainty keeps me from living a full 

life’ and he also agreed with the statement ‘I should be able to organise everything in advance’ 

and ‘When it’s time to act, uncertainty paralyses me.’ There was more evidence of significantly 

higher levels of IU and PfS in his interview responses such as a strong desire for routine and 

high levels of anxiety when faced with new events or meeting new people. If he had to take up 

a new after-school activity he said: ‘I’d be annoyed. [I’d feel] a sense of dread…cos I don’t 

really like moving on to different things. I like staying where I am’ and meeting new people 

would be ‘terrifying mostly’. He admitted to feeling nervous if he doesn’t know what’s coming 

next: ‘Cos if I don’t know it’s more surprising if you know what I mean, and I like to know 

what’s happening.’  

 

Responses to the parental questionnaire indicated very high levels of IU and Charlie’s mother 

strongly agreed he ‘tries to get away from things [he is] unsure of’ and ‘the smallest worry can 

stop [him] from doing things’ (she also agreed with every other statement). She expressed a 

possibility of anxiety at his involvement in the VR project if large numbers of participants were 

going to be involved but felt he would be fine as he had been briefed as to what would be 
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involved well in advance: ‘Charlie may be anxious if there is a large crowd for this experiment. 

Apart from this, he should be okay because he knows this is happening.’ 

 

Davy (aged 12) showed moderate signs of IU in his responses to the questionnaire, strongly 

agreeing with the statements ‘I always want to know what the future has in store for me’ and 

‘I should be able to organise everything in advance.’  He also wrote an extended paragraph 

further explaining that ‘to be organised is important as you can plan your perfect day…. It’s 

quite annoying when your perfect day gets ruined.’ Like his ASD peers, he said he would feel 

anxiety when faced with unplanned events, automatically assuming the experience would be  

negative: ‘When something uncertain happens to me, it is quite tense...I would feel quite 

nervous about the situation as it is unexpected and may make me feel quite sad because 

something has gone wrong. I fear the unexpected.’ However, if there is time to prepare, it 

makes all the difference: ‘An example of an uncertain situation would be when I got a French 

test and only had two days to revise. I was feeling very scared about the test, but I was prepared 

and did well. Knowing about the test [in advance] was helpful as I knew how long I had to 

prepare.’ In his interview responses Davy commented that following routines (RRBs) is a 

coping mechanism he uses, ‘Cos it makes life easier - so I know what I am going to do every 

day. It’s just easier knowing what’s going to happen than what’s not going to happen.’ Last 

minute changes clearly cause emotions of stress and this was illustrated in an example such as 

the prospect of not getting his favourite ham and cheese sandwich at lunchtime – ‘I’d be a bit 

annoyed cos that’s my favourite sandwich.’ Clear anxiety issues were also evident in his 

response as to how he would feel if something new was happening the next day he wasn’t 

prepared for: ‘[I’d have] a terrible night’s sleep…I wouldn’t even go to sleep. I’d just be 

thinking all night about what that thing was. I’d just sit on my bed and think about it.’ Parental 

questionnaire responses also indicated moderate levels of IU, although his mother mentioned 
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Davy’s coping levels will vary depending on the situation he is facing: ‘Depending on the 

environment, he will cope with uncertainty in different ways. It is very hard to be specific.’ 

ii) TD Participants 

Four out of the five non-ASD participants in School A demonstrated little or no evidence of 

issues with Intolerance to Uncertainty (IU): 

Frank (aged 13) showed no issues with IU in his questionnaire. In the extended paragraph 

section, he wrote: ‘I think I cope fairly well in uncertain situations as most of the time I don’t 

have a clue what I’ll be doing each day. I normally improvise my way through most situations. 

If something unexpected was to happen I normally just get on with it, maybe asking for help 

the odd time.’ His interviews responses were equally confident demonstrating resilience and 

an ability to adapt to and accept unexpected change: ‘Well, you just have to kinda get on with 

it. You can’t change it. You just have to work with what you’ve got.’ Unlike his ASD peers, 

Frank did not demonstrate worry or anxiety during school assessments: ‘During the summer 

exams I rarely get worried or stressed about what I might get in the tests.’ Likewise, there was 

no evidence of PfS in terms of needing routine: ‘I like new things. I like to experiment.’ Wearing 

the same clothes or choosing the same food each day in the school canteen did not seem to be 

important to Frank: ‘I just have whatever’s in the canteen [and] I just pick up whatever’s in 

the wardrobe’. Unlike James on the ASD spectrum, if a substitute teacher took one of his 

classes unexpectedly, ‘I’d find it quite fun’. The parental questionnaire also provided evidence 

of his ability to cope with unexpected change: ‘[Frank] is very secure and takes all things in 

his stride…He accepts disappointments and approaches everything with the ability to problem-

solve.  I had to be admitted to hospital unexpectedly, Frank continued to attend school and face 
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challenges despite the unknown.’ The majority of his mother’s questionnaire responses 

strongly disagreed with the IU statements. 

 

Horatio (aged 13) also demonstrated resilience in the face of uncertainty with the majority of 

his questionnaire responses disagreeing with the IU statements. He wrote: ‘Many times I have 

given speeches and talks in my church about topics without preparation and I have spoken 

from the heart. Other times I have forgotten lines during scripted performances, and I have 

tried to keep calm and remember them, so my reactions to uncertain situations are only 

temporary.’ Horatio also showed no evidence of PfS: ‘I’m happy to go into my weekend and 

not know what I’m going to do and just do stuff randomly.’ If he had to do something he wasn’t 

told about the next day, he may not have a good night’s sleep, but this would be because he 

would ‘be more excited than scared’. If plans changed at the last minute he would only be 

annoyed if the changes caused him financial loss rather than having any emotional issues 

coping with last minute change: ‘If I arrived [at the event] and they told me it wasn’t going to 

happen I’d be like, we paid for a taxi to get here – that’s terrible…..If it was cancelled earlier 

in the morning, I’d be fine.’ Likewise, his parent’s questionnaire responses showed no evidence 

of Horatio having difficulties coping with uncertain situations.  

 

Stephen (aged 13) likes to be organised but seems to cope with last minute changes without 

experiencing anxiety: ‘I like to have my day organised to know what I’m doing and going to 

do but if a random event pops up it will be fine (mostly).’ There was an acknowledgement that 

some uncertain events can be unwelcome and it’s advantageous to be prepared: ‘I hate bad 

surprises – it ruins everything. I think it is important to know in advance what’s going to happen 

in a typical day. Random events can be good and bad. I believe it is important to avoid some 

uncertain events but welcome others as it is good to have some uncertainty about things but 
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also be organised and certain at other times.’ However, there was evidence of resilience rather 

than anxiety in the face of unexpected change: ‘When something unexpected happens I usually 

try to fit in to my other plans and not stress about it…like I just sorta go with the flow. Like I 

usually have a basic understanding of what I’m going to be doing but in between those 

understandings, there’s just a bunch of randomness.’  Unlike the majority of his ASD peers, 

Stephen ‘wouldn’t really care too much’ if his favourite television programme or after-school 

club was cancelled: ‘It really depends on what it (the last minute change) is but usually I try to 

either incorporate it into my plan, or just throw my old plan out and it doesn’t really affect me 

too much.’ He would be unconcerned if he was told he had to do something new the next day, 

which wasn’t fully explained in advance: ‘I wouldn’t really worry too much. Like I would have 

a good night’s sleep. I would obviously wonder what it was, but it wouldn’t really interfere 

with anything I was doing.’ Responses in Stephen’s parental questionnaire also corresponded 

with his own self-assessment of IU with almost all statements indicating no issues in terms of 

coping with uncertainty.  

 

Marcus (aged 12) was the only TD participant in School A who indicated moderate to high 

levels of IU: ‘If an uncertain thing happens to me, I would try to get it out of my 

thoughts…Sometimes I would play video games…I do like to be organised about my day as it 

is nice to know what good things and bad things you’re doing in your day. I like to avoid 

uncertain situations as it comes as a shock to me and I would freak out.’ By way of example, 

Marcus shared his response to a family bereavement: ‘My nan passed away like two years ago 

and I’m just trying to get it off my mind. I would go out with my friends or go to the cinema if 

I want to get it out of my mind.’ If he had to do something new the next day, he would ‘just 

worry constant about it.’ However, he demonstrated obvious resilience in the face of change. 

Although he would be annoyed, he would recover quickly from last-minute interruptions to his 
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schedule such as his football club being cancelled: ‘I’d be really sad cos I really like football 

and it’s like my daily routine, but I’d probably change it up, do a bit more homework and 

probably go on the Xbox.’ Responses to the IU statements in the parental questionnaire were 

mixed: half agreed with statements indicating high levels of IU and half disagreed. 

 

William (aged 12) was also an interesting participant in that responses to his parental 

questionnaire showed very high levels of IU but his own responses both in the questionnaire 

and later interview showed low levels of anxiety in the face of uncertainty: ‘When I am in 

uncertain situations, I usually ask someone who knows then give it a go. When something 

unexpected happens, I just go with the situation…. I would feel a tiny bit of pressure but overall 

I just go with it and feel confident and normal.’ He felt he doesn’t really need routines: ‘When 

I go home, I don’t really have an organised thing (schedule)’ and he isn’t bothered by last 

minute surprises as long as ‘they’re good and not like crazy.’ William also said he would be 

unconcerned if he was told he had to face an uncertain event the next day and would have ‘a 

good night’s sleep’. He would even be excited at the prospect of joining a new after-school 

club: ‘I’d be excited cos I’m doing something new.’ 

5.3.2 School B 

Participants’ Self-Perception and Parental Views of Intolerance of Uncertainty & 

Preference for Sameness (School B)  

In School B, a small non-selective post-primary controlled (co-educational) school in a rural 

village, 11 children (10 boys and 1 girl) aged between 11-14 took part in the study:  5 

participants had a diagnosis of ASD and 6 were typically developing (TD) children. All of the 
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5 ASD children indicated moderate to high levels (3 very high)  of IU and of the 6 TD children, 

3 indicated low IU, 1 low to moderate and the remaining 2 indicated moderate to high levels 

of IU. One of the participants, ‘Jonny’, who had significant learning difficulties, was not able 

to finish the VR programme due to challenges co-ordinating the VR hand controls. Jonny 

therefore opted out of continuing with the different VR tasks after the introductory training 

session in The Butterfly Room. 

Similar to data collected in School A, there tended to be a strong correlation between 

participants’ self-perception in terms of their ability to cope with uncertainty and parental 

observations of their child’s behaviour. 

i) ASD Participants: 

Calum (aged 11) had moderate to high levels of IU in his responses to the questionnaire; 

responses to IU statements in the parental questionnaire indicated his mother had also noticed 

similar moderate to high levels of anxiety when he was faced with uncertainty and she strongly 

agreed with ‘He always wants to know what will happen to him in the future.’ While Calum 

strongly agreed with ‘People should always look ahead to avoid surprises’; ‘I always want to 

know what the future has in store for me’ and ‘The smallest doubt can stop me from acting’; 

he showed some anxiety in his interview responses to unexpected events: ‘When I don’t know 

what’s gonna happen next, I start to get a wee bit curious, anxious, tiny bit scared like 

wondering where are we going, why are we going and who are we going to see? I would start 

asking questions.’  He said if his Xbox stopped working unexpectedly, ‘It would bother me a 

lot. [I’d feel] a wee bit sad, disappointed, angry, all things mixed into one.’ However, there 

was evidence of resilience in Calum’s responses too: If his school bus broke down 

unexpectedly, he’d be ‘wee bit shocked and disappointed but I’d just phone my dad and he’d 
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pick me up or something.’ He also indicated a preference for routines (PfS) maturely 

pontificating: ‘Routines are pretty important. When you get older, you realise how important 

they are.’ 

Nigel’s (aged 12) mother’s responses to the Parental Questionnaire showed very high levels of 

IU in terms of her view of her son’s ability to cope with uncertain events, but Nigel’s own 

responses were less clear. He agreed with one statement and nine statements were marked ‘not 

sure’ indicating nervousness and a lack of clarity. He wrote: ‘I get nervous when in certain 

situations. I can be organised but get very worried if I have forgotten something. When 

something unexpected happens, I get worried and a wee bit upset.’ Similarly, in the interview 

which followed, he continued: ‘Like… (long pause) …Like I feel nervous…just because I don’t 

know what’s going to happen next and like I just don’t know.’  He said he ‘cried a lot’ when 

his nan’s dog died unexpectedly. There was also a strong indication of requiring RRBs/PfS 

with his lunchtime routines as he always has ‘a baguette with bacon and chicken inside, a 

yoghurt pot and some Oreos.’ If he did not get this, Nigel said he would ‘not like it’ and would 

be ‘a wee bit sad.’ He would have ‘a bad night’s sleep’ and would be ‘nervous’ if he had to do 

something the next day he’d never done before ‘cos it’s something I’ve never done before. I’ve 

no clue what it is. I don’t know if the teacher is gonna shout at me or not.’ 

Jonny (aged 13) Responses to the IU self and parental questionnaire showed Jonny experiences 

moderate levels of anxiety when faced with uncertain situations. His mother further elucidated 

her responses with the following: ‘Jonny can cope in most situations. He does like routine but 

can adapt if given notice. He doesn’t overly enjoy plans being changed at the last minute ……If 

he is scared of something, i.e. rollercoasters, there is very little that can be done to reason with 

him. He will panic if made to do it, but even though he may have enjoyed it, he will not do it 

again.’ Jonny’s interview also showed evidence of IU and PfS with associated levels of anxiety 
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and negative behavioural responses. For example, if he didn’t have the same thing for lunch 

every day (sandwiches and crisps), he would be ‘annoyed’ and if his after-school club was 

cancelled at short notice he’d also be ‘annoyed [and would] probably shout and be in a bad 

mood.’  He would feel ‘mad…just mad’ if his hoodie and jeans shrunk in the tumble drier and 

he couldn’t wear them anymore (PfS) and if he had to take up a new after-school activity, he 

said he would be ‘filled with dread cos I don’t know what’s happening.’ (IU) 

Patrick (aged 11) showed evidence of moderate levels of IU in his responses to the statements 

in the questionnaire but very high levels of IU and PfS in the interview which followed. 

Comments such as ‘I think it is important to know what’s going to happen so you can be 

prepared for things’ and ‘[I feel] not really safe when I’m not sure what’s going to happen 

next.’  Extreme behavioural responses demonstrated high anxiety levels in the face of 

unexpected circumstances. For example, he would be ‘really, really upset’ if he did not get 

what he was expecting for Christmas. He revealed further how he would feel: ‘I would break 

a chair! Rage! That’s how I let anger out. Release anger…. That’s how people with autism 

release their anger.’ A last-minute road diversion would also make him ‘angry’ and he 

explained, ‘I’d actually be raging cos I’d be really late.’ Patrick also demonstrated a fondness 

for routines (RRBs) and has the same thing for lunch every day and frequently listens to songs 

on repeat. His mother’s questionnaire responses showed she felt he had a very high level of IU 

agreeing with 9 out of 12 statements.  

Henry (aged 13) Likewise, Henry’s mother’s responses indicated a high level of IU agreeing 

with 8 statements showing she felt her son experiences anxiety when faced with uncertain 

situations (the remaining 4 statements were circled ‘not sure’). Henry’s own responses showed 

more moderate levels of IU although he wrote: ‘I think it’s important to know in advance what’s 

going to happen in a typical day…because you can plan [and] be ready for what the next day 
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will bring.’ He would be ‘a wee bit annoyed if after-school football was cancelled at short 

notice’ and says he likes to follow the same routines every day frequently playing computer 

games over and over for about ‘15 hours a day’. However, he seemed to be more ready to 

embrace change than his ASD peers saying he would be ‘excited’ if he had to do something 

new the next day and wasn’t told in advance what it was: ‘I wouldn’t think of the negatives. I’d 

think of the positives,’ although meeting new people would be ‘a wee bit scary.’ 

 

ii) TD Participants: 

While the data collected for non-ASD participants in School B (a non-selective post-primary) 

still showed a trend demonstrating lower levels of IU and PfS when compared to their ASD 

peers, results were less binary amongst TD participants when compared to data collected in 

School A. One participant (‘Miranda’) appeared to have very high levels of IU (although there 

was evidence of other co-morbid Special Educational Needs contributing to behavioural issues 

associated with Miranda’s higher levels of anxiety).  

 

Alex (aged 11) showed low levels of IU and PfS in both his questionnaire and interview 

responses. His positive mindset in uncertain situations was summarised with this confident 

response: ‘If there was an uncertain situation, I wouldn’t panic or get upset, I would just stay 

calm and keep organised.’ He also had advice to offer others who struggle with uncertainty: 

‘Just don’t panic. Just check what you need to do next.’ While he likes routines such as his 

school timetable, Alex said he would be fine with last-minute changes like a late bus, a 

cancelled after-school club, a different lunch menu, or if he couldn’t wear his favourite clothes. 

He said he would have a good night’s sleep and ‘just try not to panic’ if he had to do something 

new the next day but wasn’t told in advance what it was. He also thinks meeting new people is 
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‘quite exciting.’ His parental questionnaire also showed no evidence of IU with 8 ‘strongly 

disagree’ and 4 ‘disagree’ responses. 

 

Julian (aged 14) Similar to Alex, Julian’s parental questionnaire had 8 ‘strongly disagree’ and 

4 ‘disagree’ responses showing his parent felt he showed no symptoms of IU. However, Julian 

had a slightly ambivalent view of uncertainty. While he appeared to like to know what is going 

to happen in order to cope with unexpected situations: ‘I think it is important to know what is 

going to happen in a typical day….If you don’t know what is going to happen, things can hit 

you unexpectedly and you get shocked and lose control and you can be very upset’, he also 

indicated he enjoys the challenge of alterations to routine: ‘I also think it is good to have 

uncertain situations and get out of your normal routine because it gets your brain thinking, 

‘Right, how am I going to get this done? If you were only getting easy situations there would 

be no sense of challenge and life would be very boring.’ He had mixed thoughts about last 

minute changes: for example, he would be ‘really upset’ if his favourite Nike shoes were lost 

but if he had to do something new the next day, he would be excited: ‘I think I’d be like really 

curious…I would get a good night’s sleep cos I like to have a challenge…..So I would be like 

– I’m gonna get a challenge tomorrow!’ The idea of joining a new after-school club would also 

be ‘exciting’ and, unlike most of his ASD peers. Julian said he enjoys meeting new people as 

‘We could become really good friends.’ 

 

Ronan (aged 12) Responses to both the parental questionnaire and self-questionnaire indicated 

Ronan had some moderate IU but there were higher levels of confidence in his written and 

verbal statements, frequently repeating the word ‘calm’ to describe his emotional responses:  

‘In uncertain situations, I would be pretty relaxed……I think in uncertain situations you should 

try your best to be calm and not get too worried about it. If something unexpected happens, 
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like your teacher saying you have to do an exam when they never told you about it, I would try 

to be as calm as I can.’ When he’s not sure what is going to happen next, he said he feels: ‘Just 

calm. When I see [what it is] I may be a bit worried, but I’d still be calm.’ While he prefers to 

have routines as they help him to be organised: ‘Every night I get all my books and put them in 

my bag,’ and he would be fine if his favourite sandwich wasn’t available in the school canteen 

‘as long as there’s other things.’ The idea of new activities doesn’t fill Ronan with dread; he 

would be ‘a bit excited’ if he had to join a new after-school club and he enjoys meeting new 

people: ‘I’m pretty good at making friends I think.’ There was also evidence of resilience in 

the face of uncertainty, illustrated by a very personal story he shared: ‘My grandad died, and 

it was very unexpected. I was very shocked about it…..I was very sad at the start but I just got 

better by the day. [My parents] just told me he loved me and all and I was just happy to know 

that.’ 

 

Stuart (aged 11) had moderate to high levels of IU in the questionnaire (agreeing with 8 of the 

statements indicating higher levels of anxiety). His parent’s view of his ability to cope with IU 

was similar with 4 ‘agree’ and 4 ‘strongly agree’ responses. In his written paragraph, Stuart 

said, ‘I think it’s important to know in advance about what’s going to happen in a typical day, 

so you know what’s coming up.’ There was also evidence akin to his ASD counterparts of more 

extreme behavioural reactions to unexpected change when he said he would be ‘a bit nervous. 

A bit frustrated’ when faced with something he wasn’t prepared for and would ‘maybe take it 

out on someone or get angry.’  Stuart would be ‘frustrated’ if his favourite clothes shrunk in 

the wash unexpectedly: ‘I would take it out on mum, but I wouldn’t mean it and then like I 

would punch something and get angry.’ He also thought he would have ‘a bad night’s sleep’ 

if he had to do something new the next day but wasn’t told in advance what it was ‘Cos I’d be 
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nervous to see what it was gonna be.’ However, unlike the ASD participants, he finds meeting 

new people ‘exciting…cos you get to know who they are and their personality and stuff.’ 

 

Graham (aged 13) was much more confident than Stuart with his ambivalent claim: ‘I would 

like to know what would be happening next, but I wouldn’t mind if I didn’t’. His parent’s 

questionnaire responses disagreed with 7 of the statements showing they felt he had low IU. 

Graham wrote at the end of the questionnaire: ‘I cope well in uncertain situations, because I’ve 

been in situations like people not feeling well, accidents and problems. When something 

unexpected happens, I mostly feel OK.’  Unlike his ASD peers, Graham said he isn’t concerned 

about routines and likes to do ‘different things every day.’ If he had to do something the next 

day but didn’t know what it was, his sleep would be ‘not bad but not good either – in the 

middle.’ He would be ‘annoyed’ if football club was cancelled at the last minute ‘cos I’d rather 

do football than a lot of other sports’ and he said he would be ‘a bit daunted’ if he had to take 

up a new after-school activity ‘cos I like the ones I already do.’ Meeting new people would be 

‘a bit nerve-wrecking but most of the time it [would be] OK.’ 

 

Miranda (aged 13) exhibited high levels of IU in both questionnaire and interview responses. 

Her parents had made a request for ASD testing prior to the commencement of this study but 

she was still on a waiting list to see an educational psychologist when she took part in the VR 

programme. Her mother wrote extensively at the end of the questionnaire: ‘My child needs a 

very structured daily routine…she hates change. She can come across as rude and becomes 

loud and aggressive when frustrated…She has what I call the ‘coke bottle effect’- bottles up 

situations throughout the day and explodes at home [with] major, angry meltdowns…She 

struggles with social and emotional situations, mimics behaviour in public…. She is being 

looked into as possible Asperger’s.’  
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Miranda’s own responses were similar expressing strong opinions about her need for structure: 

‘It’s important to know in advance what’s going to happen, because then I can be organised 

and know what to expect…. [have] everything planned out. If it isn’t, I’ll just be stubborn and 

not do it. I would throw a fit and let everyone know I’m not at all happy about it.’ Her extreme 

behavioural reactions when things don’t go according to plan were reiterated throughout the 

interview with evidence of apprehension and obdurateness: ‘I would have like anxiety and I 

struggle with things and I need to know. If I didn’t know, it would make me worry. I’ve had 

experiences in the past when I’ve been told two minutes before, ‘Oh this is happening now’ 

and I’ve freaked out about it and told them I’m not doing it.’ If she was told she had to do 

something new the next day but wasn’t provided with any further information she said, ‘I’d be 

sitting up all night biting my nails over it.’ However, unlike many of her ASD counterparts 

who showed strong evidence of IU, Miranda said she doesn’t have favourite clothes, she likes 

variety for her lunch and plays a wide range of computer games rather than being fixated on 

just one. These responses presented a stark contrast to her ASD counterparts who were formally 

diagnosed as being on the autistic spectrum and who exhibited strong Preference for Sameness 

and who used repetitive routines and behaviours (RRBs) as a coping mechanism. 
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5.4 Observations during the VR Intervention 

Table 5: Participants’ Levels of Intolerance to Uncertainty during the VLE (Observational 

Data)  

Levels of IU 

in VR 

Programme 

ASD Children TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 5 3 0 2 10 

Moderate  0 1 1 1 3 

Low 0 0 4 3 7 

*Note: One ASD participant in School B was unable to complete the VR scenes 

 

In the first instance, all participants experienced four VR scenes (street scene; café scene; 

supermarket scene and airport scene) which ran smoothly and were relatively straightforward 

to complete. The purpose of this was not only to familiarise participants with occupying a 

virtual environment such as using VR hand controls, wearing a VR headset, managing various 

tasks, but also to provide a point of comparison with their reactions in Phase Two of the 

intervention.  

 

During the second stage, aspects of wrongality (unexpected interruptions to normality) were 

introduced to monitor and assess the children’s ability to cope with unexpected change. Even 

before entering the wrongality scenes, Eddie (ASD participant), reported he experienced IU: 
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‘When you said like we’re going to start the new scenes, like the bad ones, I was like, ‘Oh no! 

What’s gonna happen?’’  However, in order to enhance coping capacity, dialogue trees (see 

Appendix 13, ii) offered compromise solutions to help to counteract anxiety and build in coping 

mechanisms. Some of the wrongality focused on last minute change, (road diversion; food sold 

out in both the café and supermarket; an airport queue and baggage search), investigating 

participants’ capacity to cope with IU and PfS, whilst other interruptions were sensory-based 

interruptions such as a fire alarm sounding unexpectedly in the virtual supermarket, or loud 

construction noise during the virtual street scene. As the summary above in Table 5 illustrates, 

there was continued evidence of a clear trend of higher levels of IU amongst ASD participants. 

Nearly all of the ASD participants (eight out of nine) were observed to experience high levels 

of Intolerance of Uncertainty compared to just two neurotypical participants. The categories of 

‘Low’, ‘Moderate’ and ‘High’ were determined by the researcher based on observational data 

collected during the VLE to assist with comparing each participant’s reactions to the deliberate 

‘wrongality’ incorporated into the VR programme. For example, if the participant easily 

acquiesced and accepted an alternative without question, (when faced with obstacles in the 

street scene, café, supermarket and airport), they were categorised as having ‘Low’ IU and so 

on. 

There were a number of interesting correlations between data garnered from pre-intervention 

questionnaires and interviews which showed high levels of IU and PfS that were mirrored in 

participants’ later responses to the VR scenes. Significantly higher levels of PfS and IU were 

apparent amongst ASD children’s responses to the ‘wrongality’ scenes and, (as the researcher 

anticipated), there were also higher levels of sensory issues evident amongst ASD participants 

in the VLE. However, a more unforeseen observation was that participants on the autistic 

spectrum seemed more immersed in the virtual world than their TD counterparts. All 
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participants viewed the virtual world as a safe, calm and comfortable environment and, 

crucially for this study, data revealed that being provided with options to overcome unexpected 

events lowered anxiety levels. Similarly, all of those involved in this interventionist programme 

felt there were significant merits in using VR to assist with preparing for unexpected events in 

physical world settings. 

 

School A 

5.4.1 ASD Participants’ Responses to the VR Experience (School A) 

Joe (aged 13) said he found the VR scenes ‘fun’ and appeared to be animated throughout the 

experience. He said the VR world felt realistic as ‘the voices were realistic’. His comments 

were reinforced by the high levels of immersion and levels of IU he exhibited. For example, 

during the airport scene he quietly stated aloud, ‘This is the nervous part’ and he stood perfectly 

still when the fire alarm sounded in the virtual supermarket.  However, he was able to 

distinguish between physical and virtual worlds: ‘In real life there are a lot more consequences 

– you have to think on your feet – that’s something I’m not really good at.’ When ‘wrongality’ 

interrupted the scenes, he challenged the avatars angrily shouting aloud at the shop assistant:  

‘I don’t need no shop assistant!’ but later he did comply with the rules submissively queuing 

alongside the avatars during the airport scene : ‘I noticed there were more people in the queue 

and that sorta shook me and I sorta got in line’. Crucially, Joe recognised the utility of VR to 

help teach the value of compromising: ‘Cos you can’t have too much perfection in your life - 

cos sooner or later something has to go wrong…I felt like I could just skim though the first 

scenes and I didn’t have to think about stuff….I think [VR] would help quite a bit….it shakes it 

up and really shows you some stuff that would happen in the real world.’ He felt practising 
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how to behave during an unexpected fire evacuation would be especially helpful as ‘You could 

learn to control yourself’ to prepare better for fire drills in real life. 

Eddie (aged 14) also found the VR ‘fun’ and ‘realistic’ and said he was so immersed he lost 

track of time in the virtual world: ‘I felt like I was really there…I found I thought I was walking 

down a real street’ and he said he was very disappointed when the VR experience was over. 

Eddie’s enjoyment of the VR experience was evident in his body language which was animated 

throughout each of the virtual scenes. However, there was also some evidence of anxiety in his 

high levels of IU just before the ‘wrongality’ scenes began. In a post-intervention interview 

(see Appendix 9), he said to the researcher, ‘When you said like we’re going to start the new 

scenes, like the bad ones, I was like ‘Oh no! What’s gonna happen?’ Similarly, in a post-

experience questionnaire, he said he preferred the first scenes to the second wrongality scenes 

because everything went smoothly, clarifying this in a later interview: ‘It was nice the first time 

to be able to slide through everything’. There was strong evidence of IU observed in Eddie’s 

frustrations when things began to go unexpectedly awry in the VLE. When the donuts were 

‘sold out’ in the second café scene, he persisted in asking three times and when was told there 

still weren’t any, he shouted aloud, ‘I’m in a bad mood now!’ Likewise, in the supermarket 

scene when the bananas were no longer available and the avatar assistant offered him an orange 

instead, he retorted excitedly, ‘Don’t want an orange!’ showing an element of PfS. Yet when 

Eddie was asked later if it was helpful to be provided with alternatives when things don’t go 

according to plan, he said, ‘I feel like it was OK cos there were alternatives…it helps people 

[to see] that everything isn’t always there and sometimes you need to make a different 

decision.’  He also found the avatars useful in assisting when things went wrong. For example, 

during the road diversion: ‘There was policeman so that was handy. It would have been bad if 

there was no policeman [to show me the way].’ There were further indications of IU in the 
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airport scene; walking through security he exclaimed in a panicked voice: ‘Oh no! What have 

I done wrong? Don’t beep me! Don’t beep me!’ High levels of sensory hypersensitivity were 

also evident throughout the scenes. During the unexpected collapse of a virtual lamppost in the 

street scene he showed obvious discomfort and he said, ‘There’s a buzzing in my ear!’ In a 

later interview he said, ‘All I could here was this crack noise and I was like, “Shut Up!”’ Eddie 

also froze and gasped aloud when the supermarket fire alarm sounded later saying, ‘It was a 

bit of a jump when the fire alarm went off.’ When he reflected on his VR experience afterwards, 

he said he felt it could be useful for real-life situations: ‘I feel if someone has a problem, or if 

they’ve never been in a fire alarm, or if it’s a noisy classroom or something, they could use VR 

and get prepared for future situations.’ 

James (aged 13) referred to his VR experience as ‘fun’ and ‘great’ and there was evidence of 

high levels of immersion in the virtual world. For example, during the airport scene he said he 

complied with the security man explaining earnestly: ‘Cos it is the laws of an airport that you 

can’t carry more than 100 millilitres of water on board with you and that bottle looked like 

500 millilitres, so it had to be taken off.’ Like Eddie, James experienced some sensory 

discomfort in the street scene with the collapse of the lamppost when he asked aloud in a 

worried tone, ‘What’s that noise?’ and he later said it was ‘a little off-putting.’ He also said the 

supermarket fire alarm made him ‘confused’ and ‘was a little annoying’. James acknowledged 

the utility of VR to teach the importance of compromising when there is uncertainty: ‘It would 

help because [unexpected change] happens in everyday life. And you can’t have the exact same 

thing every single day…VR helps you to be ready for anything in your path.’ He felt being 

offered alternatives when there are interruptions to routine would be helpful for him: ‘I would 

accept alternatives but then if there was nothing like the alternative …then I really don’t know 

what I’d do.’ So, in the virtual supermarket, when he wasn’t able to get the banana on his 
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shopping list, he was happy he was offered an orange instead: ‘As long as I got an alternative, 

I’d be all right.’ James then used an interesting and powerful metaphor to explain how useful 

he felt the VR programme was for preparing for the unexpected: ‘If you actually experience 

something beforehand and then it happens a second time, a bit like a virus going into your 

body, you know what to do instantly. When a virus goes into your body, your white blood cells 

create antibodies that actually match the antigens which is on the surface of every cell. If it 

matches, it will kill it and it will have a memory of it and then if the virus goes in a second time, 

it would pretty much kill it instantly which means, if I put this in the right context, it means that 

if you’ve already done it the first time in VR and you didn’t know what to do, the second time 

it happens [in real life], then you know what to do instantly.’  

 

Charlie (aged 13) summed up his experience of the VR scenes with the words: ‘fun’, ‘motion’ 

and ‘freedom’ and said he thought VR could be used to ‘prepare you for many life struggles’. 

He also felt engaging with avatars could help with improving social interaction: ‘You’re 

interacting with other people in VR and you have to make the right choice of what to do and 

stuff like that…If I learn to say the right thing [in VR] then I’ll probably say the right thing in 

real life as well.’  The virtual world was therefore deemed a safe space to practise different 

real-life situations: ‘I think it’s safer because you take your time on it and if you’re comfortable 

then like you sorta want to learn about it if you know what I mean. You keep on practising until 

you get it right. If you mess up then you can just try again but in real life you can’t…Well, if 

you mess up, there’s no going back on it.’  In real life Charlie said he finds it ‘really difficult’ 

to change his mind if he can’t get something he wants, but in VR he found the virtual shop 

assistant’s advice helpful when she offered him an orange instead of the banana on his shopping 

list: ‘It was helpful – she was giving me advice. Like you were getting something instead of 

nothing if you know what I mean?’ During the post-intervention interview, he shared how he 
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finds compromising easier as he gets older and he saw the value of VR to practise accepting 

alternatives when his first choice isn’t available: ‘Say I want an apple…and I can’t get it, I 

might as well get the other thing…You’re gonna learn how to do that [in VR] and you’ll just 

choose one thing over the other.’ Yet in the airport scene, Charlie refused to give up his water 

at security during the wrongality scene later explaining, ‘I wanted to keep the water cos I had 

bought it! (in the virtual supermarket)… I wanted to keep my water for a drink on the plane.’ 

When the researcher asked him if he would have reacted differently if he had known the 

consequences of his actions, (such as not being allowed to board his virtual flight to New York), 

he admitted he would have compromised: ‘I would have given him the water.’ Unlike some of 

his ASD peers he said he preferred the challenge of the wrongality scenes to the first part when 

everything went smoothly: ‘I like the second scenes cos there’s a lot more going on… [I liked] 

the decision-making and stuff like that.’ 

 

Davy (aged 12) said his VR experience was ‘much better’ than he was expecting: ‘I was 

expecting this cartoony world, but it was lots more realistic than I was expecting….it was really 

good cos it felt like I was actually there instead of just watching something.’ A deep sense of 

immersion was evident throughout: ‘It felt like I was there just and compared to other games 

I’ve played; I know I’m not in the game and I felt like I was actually the main character [in 

this VR programme]….all the items looked realistic.’ The wrongality scenes brought a sense 

of frustration and PfS such as when the donuts were unexpectedly sold out in the café scene, 

he said he experienced a sense of failure: ‘I felt like I had failed my task cos it was my goal to 

get a donut but I ended up getting an apple instead’. He was similarly perplexed during the 

supermarket scene: ‘They were completely out of bananas and that did not make sense to me 

at all…I would have preferred to be able to buy the banana. I felt like I’d failed my task because 

I was meant (emphasis on ‘meant’) to get a banana but I didn’t.’ However, similar to other 
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ASD participants, his annoyance was alleviated by the assistance of the avatars and by the offer 

of a compromise solution. For example, during the road diversion he said: ‘I was a bit annoyed 

but then I was able to talk to the police officer and was fine after….I accepted his directions 

and it was helpful’ and when the café door jammed, he was ‘confused’ but the avatar doorman 

‘made it much easier to get through.’ During the café scene he said: ‘I thought I’d be turned 

away cos there were no donuts left…I thought I’d be disappointed and then I had the choice to 

get an apple, so I thought that’s nice.’ Davy clearly recognised the utility of VR to cope with 

IU and encourage him to opt for alternatives: ‘You have to learn that not everything can go 

your way and you have to try new ways and stuff…VR teaches you when real things happen 

what to do.’ Although, despite the challenges the wrongality scenes introduced and some 

evidence of PfS, he said he preferred the sense of challenge they brought: ‘The first time I felt 

like I was just doing ordinary tasks but the second time I thought it was an actual game and I 

had challenges to do.’ 

5.4.2 TD Participants’ Responses to the VR Experience (School A) 

Frank (aged 13) found the VR experience ‘fun’, ‘engaging’ and ‘cool’ but, unlike the ASD 

participants, he didn’t seem to experience any IU in the wrongality scenes and completed all 

the tasks quite easily. For example, he was unfazed by the road diversion: ‘You just gotta walk 

the long way round’ and when there weren’t any donuts in the café scene he shrugged and said, 

‘I just took the apple’. Similarly, when there weren’t any bananas left in the supermarket he 

remained unperturbed: ‘You just get on with it’. In the airport scene he accepted the security 

queue without any evidence of anxiety: ‘I just gotta stand behind [the avatars]…I wouldn’t 

choose to wait, but it didn’t really matter.’ Yet like Davy, Frank recognised the value of being 

offered alternatives when things change at short notice: ‘It’s pretty good to be given an 

alternative’ and he felt VR could facilitate independent thought: ‘If you show people 
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alternatives, they can think for themselves…Because [VR] is realistic enough, you can think 

for yourself.’ He thought the avatars could ‘teach people about situations they wouldn’t always 

encounter’ and said he enjoyed interacting with them. Frank then cited examples of how he 

thought VR could help to prepare people for the unexpected, for example, the virtual airport 

scene where ‘you can get into the routine of knowing where to go to drop off your stuff and if 

something goes wrong, you know how to react’ and the virtual fire drill which ‘could teach 

people to stay calm and [show them] where to go.’ He said he lost track of time completely in 

VR explaining he was ‘totally immersed’ but later moderated this by saying, ‘With the weight 

of the headset you never really become immersed apart from a few minutes at a time.’ Rather 

than finding the wrongality scenes frustrating, he said he didn’t mind the last-minute 

uncertainty and change: ‘Cos you need a wee bit of spice to your life! A wee bit of 

differentness…a wee bit of added variety.’ 

 

Horatio (aged 13) found his time in the virtual world ‘interesting’, ‘funny’ and ‘great’ saying 

‘Anything in VR is fine’ and he strongly disagreed that he was anxious by the deliberately 

choreographed last-minute changes. He said he found the virtual world realistic: ‘The buildings 

looked similar to buildings in Belfast…the scenes were like real-life scenes. All of it was really 

well done.’ Unlike the ASD participants, he found the wrongality scenes humorous rather than 

frustrating: ‘I thought it was funny I couldn’t get my donut. I just enjoyed it all. It was just fun 

and games to me.’ He then became over-excited, grabbing a donut from the counter shouting 

out, ‘This guy’s a scam!’ Horatio was equally unfazed when he couldn’t buy bananas in the 

supermarket: ‘I just bought six pineapples instead! (laughs)’, shouting out while in the virtual 

world: ‘They’re good too!’ before filling his virtual shopping basket with pineapples. Although 

there wasn’t any evidence of significant sensory issues during the collapse of the lamppost, he 

was a little stunned by the loud sound, explaining his range of emotions during the noise: ‘It 
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was a little bit of a shake, but I was like - This is VR, calm down. This is not real. This is a fake 

pole going over but yeah it shook me at first.’ During the supermarket evacuation he said, ‘That 

was five seconds of emergency!’; in a later interview he clarified this: ‘I was like – Hmm - 

What’s that noise? I wasn’t nervous or anything. I was just like, that wasn’t what I was 

expecting to happen. I was like, this bit is exciting cos it’s like something else other than the 

shop you know? You get to see what’s behind the doors.’  Horatio refused to give up his water 

to airport security, again treating the experience like a game: ‘I wanted to see in the VR what 

would happen.’ He said he enjoyed the wrongality scenes more because the scenes were ‘more 

fun’ and he found it ‘exciting to see the things in the game’ and he recognised the utility of VR 

to help deal with unexpected interruptions, such as an emergency evacuation: ‘VR’s good. It 

works. It teaches people what to do…I think that’s quite helpful.’ 

 

Stephen (aged 13) had no prior experience of VR apart from seeing others use it on YouTube. 

He summed up his time in the virtual environment as ‘fun’, ‘cool’ and ‘good,’ saying, ‘It was 

better than I thought it was going to be’ and he liked the feeling of escape: ‘I really enjoyed 

the way you could feel like you’re in the virtual world, or a different world even though it was 

just in my school library.’  Similar to Horatio, Stephen strongly disagreed he was ever frustrated 

in the VR world saying he actually preferred the wrongality scenes with the built-in uncertainty. 

Unlike many of his peers, he was clearly aware of the unreality of the virtual world 

demonstrating lower levels of immersion at times and said you could ‘clearly distinguish’ 

avatars from real people. He said he wasn’t bothered during the road diversion, ‘Cos it’s just a 

video game…it was fun to turn around and face the problem’ and he didn’t notice the noise in 

the café and ‘didn’t really care’ about the airport queue. When he couldn’t have the donut, he 

wasn’t bothered: ‘I said I’d have the apple. He can’t just magic or make a donut. I didn’t really 
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care. It’s a video game’. Stephen said he would act the same in real life: ‘I’d usually just say 

OK. I can’t just shout at them.’ In the supermarket, he had no issue with compromising at the 

last minute: ‘I just chose the orange. Why not? I like oranges as much as I like bananas.’ 

Observational data showed he looked bemused rather than upset during the fire alarm and he 

agreed to remove the bottle of water at security showing higher levels of immersion in the 

airport: ‘I didn’t want to start a scene. I know I don’t have a gun or anything so I might as well 

get searched.’ He thought VR could be useful to help people get used to unexpected 

occurrences in real life: ‘If there was an earthquake, you would know what to do’ and he said 

he would be keen to experience VR again sometime. 

Marcus (aged 12) Unlike his TD peers, Marcus’ reactions had more similarities to the ASD 

participants as he preferred the first scenes when there was less uncertainty. He said he was 

disorientated by the road diversion, ‘Cos I already knew which way to go and then I had to 

change and go to a different place.’ He was also upset when he couldn’t order a donut but liked 

the idea of having an alternative: ‘I was pretty annoyed cos they are my favourite thing but 

when he offered me an apple it wasn’t that bad…I was happy enough to take the apple. It was 

just helpful to have something else.’ There was moderate evidence of sensory issues when the 

lamp post collapsed: ‘It was like a screeching noise. I would have preferred it to be like the 

first time when everything was normal’ and he didn’t like having to queue in the crowded 

airport: ‘I would have preferred it to be much quieter [like the first time] so I could have walked 

straight through.’ There was no dispute when he was asked to surrender his water at security 

– ‘I just did as he said and just set it down. It’s better to give in.’ Marcus thought VR could be 

useful in helping people to see the importance of alternatives when things don’t go according 

to plan. Although he admitted he finds compromise difficult when he can’t have his way: ‘I 

just try to get it off my mind and think of something else that I would like.’ 
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William (aged 12) found his VR experience ‘pretty cool’ and like Stephen said it was ‘better’ 

than he was expecting. He strongly disagreed he was frustrated during the wrongality scenes 

saying the noisier, crowded airport made it ‘more realistic as these things will happen.’ He said 

he also preferred it when things went wrong because ‘there was more stuff to do in a way’ and 

the avatars were helpful in providing different options and instructions: ‘If you ask the 

policeman you get a route and he tells you what to do, that’s helpful in VR and in real life.’ 

There was evidence of some sensory discomfort during the construction scene when he asked 

to turn the volume down and he shouted ‘Oh!’ when the supermarket fire alarm sounded 

unexpectedly. He decided to keep his water bottle at airport security explaining: ‘Usually at an 

airport I would hand it over, but I’ve never done it before so trying it was pretty new.’ However, 

William recognised the difference between VR and real life and said he would have acted 

differently at a real airport: ‘If it was real life, I’d have spent the money on the tickets, so you 

don’t wanna waste money over a 0.60p bottle.’ In his feedback questionnaire he gave examples 

of how VR could help to prepare for unexpected situations in real life such as a fire evacuation 

and he strongly agreed he would like to experience a VLE again in the future. 

 

School B 

5.4.3 ASD Participants’ Responses to the VR Experience (School B) 

Calum (aged 11) had been in a VR environment before and thought this experience was ‘fun’, 

‘awesome’ and ‘thrilling’. He also thought it was more realistic than he was expecting: ‘I 

thought [the avatars] would be wee stick figures but they were like very detailed. It made it 

more realistic.’ In the post-intervention questionnaire, he said he wasn’t frustrated during the 

wrongality scenes, but he later admitted he was disorientated during the road diversion scene: 
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‘Yeah, I was disorientated like not being able to walk the normal way’ but he found the police 

avatar helpful. ‘Say you’re a kid and you go into virtual reality and you don’t really want to 

talk to him but when you talk to him, you realise policemen are actually not that bad.’ There 

was also obvious IU during the café scene when the donuts were sold out. Although he said he 

wasn’t bothered, observational data showed he shouted out: ‘I really want a donut!’ and when 

he took the apple as an alternative, he said, ‘Take the loss!’ Later he explained why: ‘That 

shows I really wanted the donut.’ Calum’s reaction was similar in the supermarket when the 

bananas were out of stock. He shouted, ‘No, I want a banana!’ and asked aloud, ‘Do I need to 

take something else?’ There was also evidence of IU and sensory annoyance during the fire 

alarm which he said was his least favourite scene: ‘I’m really not used to fire alarms in 

supermarkets going off as it’s very rare.’ The airport queue also revealed his impatience as he 

shouted at the avatars, ‘Screw you all, I’m going through!’ Although he gave up his water bottle 

at airport security, he tutted at the avatar security guard and later explained: ‘You have to obey 

the law. I’m only a kid. I don’t have any power in that situation. He has a taser and all. I’m 

just a wee kid.’ Calum expressed a strong belief in the ability of VR worlds to teach the value 

of compromise: ‘VR could help cos some people can’t accept the fact they have to choose an 

alternative. There are some people out there who don’t really like going for Plan B, but you 

have to if everything goes wrong. Virtual Reality could be a way of teaching you how to cope 

with it. Because some people are like the way I was – I wanted a donut now.’ 

Nigel (aged 12) had never been in VR before and summed up his experience as ‘amazing’, 

‘brilliant’ and ‘fantastic’ and said he would be very keen to experience a virtual world again: 

‘I’d really like to do it again. It was better than I was expecting.’ He was immersed in VR 

asking for a donut twice during the wrongality scene ‘just to double check that he wouldn’t 

have stock.’ He was happy to accept an alternative ‘because I didn’t have to (actually) eat the 
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apple.’ Likewise, during the supermarket scene he shouted out, ‘I don’t like oranges’ (when he 

was offered one as an alternative to a banana) but later begrudgingly gave in, ‘I’ll take one.’ 

Although Nigel had a strong awareness that the VR world was a pretend world: ‘In VR it’s just 

like easier because it doesn’t really matter. You can’t really eat it so it’s just like OK - I know 

it’s not real,’ he still recognised the utility of VR to teach the value of accepting compromises: 

‘Because it helps you understand what the real world is.’ The queue in the virtual airport scene 

also caused some frustration, ‘I don’t have patience. I was getting impatient quite a lot. I would 

prefer for there to be nobody in the queue’ and although he pointed to an avatar and comforted 

himself by saying aloud, ‘They’re not even real!’ he continued to look around nervously. 

Nigel’s immersion in the virtual world was also apparent when he refused to hand over his 

water and he later explained why: ‘Cos I love my water, it’s the only thing I would drink.’ His 

view of the utility of VR was measured, apparently dependent upon participants’ level of 

immersion, perceptively pointing out there may be an underlying awareness amongst players 

that they are occupying a fake world: ‘They could be prepared for real life, or they could think 

it’s only VR and not real life.’ 

Jonny (aged 13) was the only participant who was unable to complete the virtual scenes. 

Whilst he thought the VR experience was ‘really good [and] really different,’ he said it was 

‘not easy to use the controls.’ The only scene he was able to complete (with a lot of difficulty) 

was the Butterfly Room training session where ‘the man in the red T shirt was good’ at teaching 

various tasks. However, the observational data revealed he was very nervous, and he repeatedly 

exclaimed, ‘I don’t get it’ and ‘I’m stuck!’ accompanied by loud sighs. Nonetheless, he strongly 

agreed in his questionnaire he would like to experience VR sometime again and said he found 

it helped him to escape real life: ‘Yeah, [it feels better than real life]. I can’t see some parts of 
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the room. I can only see inside virtual reality. I mean I can’t see any parts of real life - I mean 

I can’t see anything but [the virtual world].’ 

Patrick (aged 11) had some VR experience before - ‘I have watched videos on VR at home’ 

and described this virtual experience as ‘really good…there was more to it than I thought there 

would be.’ He teleported quickly through the various scenes shouting out: ‘Play, play…I’m 

feeling good!’ and ‘Oh my goodness, realistic effects! That was very cool!’ However, he 

strongly agreed he preferred the first part when everything went smoothly and admitted he 

became frustrated during the wrongality scenes becoming annoyed when he couldn’t get a 

banana in the supermarket, ‘Cos I wanted a banana’ before filling his shopping basket full of 

oranges. He didn’t like the airport queue - ‘Cos it’s boring – you just have to sit and wait.’ 

During the fire alarm he said, ‘My first thoughts were ‘Runaway! Runaway! Panic!’…I would 

have preferred there to be no fire alarm cos it was just annoying me.’ Observational notes 

during the VR recorded him exclaiming, ‘Aah! Wah!’ What happened? Can that fire alarm 

please stop?’ showing some sensory upset (and the researcher turned the sound off 

immediately). Although, like Nigel, there was also recognition that VR wasn’t the same as real 

life. For example, when Patrick said he didn’t mind when he couldn’t get a donut he admitted, 

‘But if it wasn’t VR, I’d probably be crying’. All the same, there was evidence of high levels 

of immersion as he shouted out in the airport scene, ‘Where’s my stuff?’ before announcing 

excitedly, ‘Come on! I have a flight to catch!’ Patrick also refused to hand over his water bottle 

to security, ‘Cos I spent so long getting it’ (at the virtual supermarket) and then enquired 

nervously, ‘Will they be chasing me?’ He thought VR could help him to choose alternatives ‘if 

things don’t go according to plan,’ and said the avatars were useful in terms of helping to guide 

him towards solutions in the face of uncertainty.  
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Henry (aged 13) had been in VR before and described this experience as ‘very good’, ‘cool’ 

and ‘fun’ and said he was ‘entertained.’ Several times he shouted out, ‘Wow!’ ‘Class!’ and ‘It’s 

so cool!’ There was evidence of a higher level of immersion than some others as he revealed, 

‘It just felt like real life for me. I felt like I was in Belfast – like I was in real life…I was actually 

so shocked how you can go from real life to VR cos it’s so realistic and it looks exactly the 

same as Belfast in real life.’ There was evidence of PfS in the café and supermarket scenes; he 

asked for a donut twice and although he accepted the apple he said, ‘It was annoying when I 

had to take the alternative’. When he had to take the orange instead of the banana, he exclaimed 

aloud in VR, ‘Not fun!’ before picking up an orange. When he was asked if he would also be 

upset in real life he agreed: ‘I would be very (emphasised) annoyed. I really want another 

banana, but I can’t have it’. Yet Henry noted the potential merits of VR to teach the value of 

opting for an alternative: ‘If Plan A isn’t open and Plan B is opened, you can just go with Plan 

B.’ He said the avatars were also helpful in providing guidance and his reaction showed high 

levels of immersion in the scenes – ‘I really wanted to chat to them, but I couldn’t because they 

were busy listening to the policeman. I thought they could hear like in real life.’ During the VR 

scene, he spoke aloud to the avatars asking them, ‘Why are you watching me? Can you hear 

me?’ Sensory issues were apparent, for example, when the lamp post collapsed he shouted out, 

‘Aow!’  before teleporting quickly away and later said, ‘It gave me a wee fright, so it did.’ 

When he had to give up his water at security he said he was ‘A wee bit anxious. I was pretty 

scared doing it.’ When asked if he usually finds it hard to do something he doesn’t want to do 

he said, ‘It’s difficult. Difficult is probably the best word.’ He said he preferred the first scenes 

‘because it was really smooth, and you can just go straight for it, so you can.’ At the end, he 

said, ‘It was so good!’ to his friend who was waiting to experience the VLE next. 
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5.4.4 TD Participants’ Responses to the VR Experience (School B) 

Alex (aged 11) hadn’t been in a virtual world before but he had observed others using it on 

YouTube. He described his experience of this VR programme as ‘fun’, ‘exciting’ and ‘cool’ 

and unlike many of the ASD participants, he preferred the wrongality scenes and strongly 

disagreed he was ever frustrated when things changed unexpectedly. Alex wasn’t bothered by 

the road diversion and said he wouldn’t be put out in real life either. He said he didn’t care 

there weren’t any donuts left and he didn’t persist in asking. Likewise, in the supermarket, he 

didn’t mind when he was told they had run out of bananas – ‘I just got whatever I could get.’ 

There was no evidence of any sensory issues as he didn’t even notice the café was more 

crowded, and likewise he wasn’t intimidated by the busy airport and queue during the second 

scenes. When the loud fire alarm went off he said, ‘It wasn’t that bad – I just went out the fire 

exit like they told you.’ When he was asked to give up his water at airport security he 

acquiesced, explaining simply, ‘I gave it to him because you can’t bring liquids onto planes so 

I just gave it to him.’ Alex felt VR had utility in practising for real-life scenarios: ‘It’s similar 

to real life and it helps you choose the right things to do…Cos if there’s something like that in 

real life and you don’t know what to do, it gives you options and then you can choose.’ 

Julian (aged 14) had been in a virtual environment at a friend’s house so he had some prior 

experience of VR. He described this experience as ‘interactive’, ‘enjoyable’ and ‘fun’ and, like 

Alex, strongly disagreed he was ever frustrated during the wrongality scenes. During the road 

diversion he said, ‘I saw the diversion signs and I was like OK – I’ll just take this way to the 

café.’ When the donuts were sold out, he was similarly compliant - ‘There wasn’t much you 

could do…you may as well try and get something to eat instead of not getting anything. I just 

went in and asked for the donut and he said there was no donut, so I just went for something 

else. So, it didn’t bother me that much.’ However, he was a little frustrated when he discovered 
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the bananas were not available in the supermarket but found the avatars useful in finding a 

compromise: ‘It was a little upsetting cos you needed to get this stuff and then they don’t have 

them, then, at the same time, the woman offered alternatives….There’s not this, but you can 

have this, so it makes your life a little bit easier.’ He said he wasn’t put out by the additional 

sensory noise: ‘It didn’t bother me that people were louder, and it was more busy [in the café]’.  

Julian gave up his water bottle at airport security explaining, ‘I did as he said cos I didn’t want 

to get into trouble about it. So, I was like, I might as well just go along with him cos it’s the 

rules.’ Overall, he thought VR could offer solutions for anyone who struggles with dealing 

with unexpected or new situations and provided a pragmatic explanation: ‘It wouldn’t bother 

me if there was a road diversion, but I think it would help people to really understand how to 

deal with diversions. It’s good to have a fire alarm because it gives people experience of how 

to deal with it in real life. If people have never been to an airport before, they will know what 

to do.’ 

 

Ronan (aged 12) had some past experience of using VR in a shopping centre and he had also 

watched others occupy a virtual world in gaming situations. He summed up his experience of 

this VR programme as ‘interesting’, ‘fun’ and ‘hard’. Unlike the other TD participants, he 

‘definitely’ preferred the first scenes when everything went smoothly. He said he was frustrated 

during the wrongality part and was particularly annoyed by ‘the way you didn’t get what you 

attended for and [I was upset by] them taking away my water.’ He became a little disorientated 

during the road diversion – ‘I didn’t know what to do really’ and he admitted a road diversion 

would annoy him in real life because ‘you’d have to go a completely different way.’ Ronan also 

asked for the donut twice in the café scene: ‘I was like – are you sure there isn’t any? And I 

thought I’ll get something else instead. I would have preferred if he’d said you can just have a 

donut’ and it was ‘a bit frustrating’ when this didn’t happen. However, the avatars’ help made 
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it ‘so much easier’ as he was offered alternatives and he said he enjoyed interacting with them. 

Similar to many of the ASD participants, there was also some evidence of sensory disturbance. 

For example, when the lamp post collapsed, ‘It made me a bit stressed. I was like, what 

happened?’ and observational data showed he became disorientated. He admitted the 

supermarket was his least favourite scene because of ‘when that thing went off’ (referring to 

the fire alarm) and he said he didn’t enjoy the crowds and additional noise at the airport: ‘It 

bothered me a bit. I was like – what’s happening here?’ However, Ronan recognised the 

benefits of VR in teaching people to compromise in real-life situations: ‘In real life if there’s 

no bananas, you ask one of the people who work there – ‘Are there any bananas?’ and [if they 

don’t have any] they’d probably suggest something else.’   

 

Stuart (aged 11) said the VR programme was ‘better than [he] was expecting’. As he owned 

a VR headset he had plenty of prior experience inhabiting virtual environments. Like Ronan, 

Stuart preferred the first scenes when everything went smoothly and said he was frustrated 

during the wrongality scenes, especially at the airport during security, although there was no 

evidence of any sensory issues. He would have preferred there to have been no road diversion 

- ‘I had to go along with it’ and he admitted real-life road diversions also cause him frustration. 

Stuart asked for a donut twice ‘just to check in case there was one’ and agreed VR could help 

when things don’t go according to plan such as ‘If you go to the shop and there’s none left [of 

what you want].’ However, he agreed the avatars in the virtual world were helpful in offering 

solutions, citing the supermarket lady who ‘kinda helped you to make up your mind’ and felt 

this VR experience showed compromising can be a good thing: ‘Cos you know how to deal 

with something if it does happen in real life. There’s always another option.’  
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Graham (aged 13) had played VR games before and described this virtual experience as 

‘good’, ‘fun’, ‘exciting’ admitting it was ‘better’ than he was expecting. He strongly agreed he 

preferred the first part when everything went smoothly. However, he also strongly disagreed 

he was ever frustrated during the wrongality scenes in the second part. He said he found all the 

tasks ‘very easy’. Observational data supported this showing he was both competent and 

confident, finishing the programme in the fastest time of all participants. Graham said the road 

diversion didn’t bother him – ‘I just went ‘round and carried on’, he ‘didn’t mind’ when he 

couldn’t order a donut the second time in the café (although he asked twice), and said he ‘didn’t 

really care’ when he had to queue at the airport (although observational data showed he jumped 

the queue). He said he found the scenes realistic - ‘Everything sorta made it seem like you were 

actually in Belfast’ and he seemed immersed in the airport scene, surrendering his water 

without question ‘because if I didn’t, I could lose my flight.’ Some mild sensory annoyance 

was apparent: he found the voices in café ‘really loud’ and he said it would have been ‘a lot 

easier’ if there had been no fire alarm in the supermarket. He said the avatars were helpful in 

showing the possibility of compromising. For example, the supermarket assistant ‘tells you 

what else they have in stock. VR teaches you can get other things – not just the same thing 

every time.’ In addition, Graham felt VR did have its uses in helping to alleviate anxiety when 

things change unexpectedly: ‘Cos people have anxiety and would probably get very annoyed 

but if it’s done in VR and they sat and waited and kept doing it and practising it, they would 

probably be able to do it a lot easier in real life. It means you actually don’t have to do it and 

get scared. It means like it’s not really happening, but it’s happening in VR. You wouldn’t 

actually have to do it – you could just do in a game.’ 

Miranda (aged 13) hadn’t used VR before. She said, ‘It was like a whole new experience for 

me, but it was good fun to experience something new.’ However, she said she found the 
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wrongality scenes frustrating: ‘I would have preferred it to go smoothly cos then I know 

everything’s gonna go fine, and then when there’s like wee bumps in the road, it just kinda 

ruins everything.’ She said the road diversion was ‘kinda stressful’ and she didn’t like not being 

able to buy a donut in the café scene: ‘I wanted my donut and I never got it! (laughs)…If I want 

something I’m really quite intent it will have to be that but then I just got the apple anyway 

which is kinda healthier (laughs). It was good to be given another choice. Cos if you’re given 

options to pick from you don’t feel forced.’ Asked if she felt VR could help people see the value 

of compromise, Miranda said: ‘Definitely. I think VR would help me cope a bit more cos there 

were other options you could pick…Instead of just settling for one thing, I could try something 

different and have my options open.’ She said the avatars were useful such as when she spoke 

to the policeman to ask for directions – ‘I think that was the whole point – to ask for help cos I 

wasn’t sure.’ In a post-intervention interview she reflected she found the virtual airport 

experience particularly useful: ‘I used to be weird about going to airports. I would get 

claustrophobic all the time – being in big crowds would scare me. But being in that [virtual 

airport] was getting me used to it.’ She also felt immersed in the virtual world: ‘You have the 

goggles on and it’s like the reality [of the physical world] is kinda blocked out for a while so 

you can just get lost in the world of the imagination.’  
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5.4.5  Sensory Issues in VLE  

Table 6: Participants’ Ability to cope with Sensory Interruptions in VR (Observational Data) 

  

Levels of 

Sensory 

Intolerance 

ASD Children TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 3 4 0 1 8 

Moderate  2 1 2 2 7 

Low 0 0 3 3 6 

A number of unexpected sensory interruptions were built into the VR scenes and, as expected, 

as the summary in Table 6 illustrates, the collected data revealed much higher levels of sensory 

intolerance amongst ASD participants.  

Research has shown sensory hypersensitivity can be completely debilitating for some autistic 

people and milder in others (Grandin and Panek, 2013). Sudden interruptions, such as a fire 

alarm sounding unexpectedly in the virtual supermarket, or loud construction noise involving 

a collapsing lamp post, exposed participants to sensory interruptions but importantly it was 

possible to manage this exposure within the confines of a controlled, safe virtual environment 

(Parsons, 2016, Cai et al., 2017). For example, when Patrick shouted out in VR: ‘Aah! Wah! 

Can that fire alarm please stop?’ it was immediately turned off by the researcher. He later said, 

‘If a fire alarm went off in real life you would be used to it [because you’ve practised in VR].’  
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The flexible programming of VR thus facilitated the appropriate level of stimulus for each 

participant and it was able to be carefully controlled (Strickland et al., 1996), monitoring 

anxiety and avoiding the prolonged sensory overload that would normally cause extreme 

distress in physical world situations. 

5.4.6 Levels of Immersion in VLE 

Table 7: Participants’ Levels of Immersion in VR (Observational and Interview Data) 

  

Levels of 

Immersion 

In VR 

ASD Children TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 5 3 1 3 12 

Moderate  0 2 3 3 8 

Low 0 0 1 0 1 

One of the most powerful aspects of Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) is their capacity 

to impart a feeling of immersion and realism (Falconer, 2013), and the more active the 

participant is in the virtual environment, the greater their sense of real presence within it 

(Cliborn, 2004) thus demonstrating VLEs can have high ecological validity.  

A less anticipated outcome of this study was the higher levels of immersion exhibited by ASD 

participants in the 3D immersive environments and their reported sense of realism within the 

VLE. For example, ASD participant Henry’s verbal challenge to the avatars in the airport 
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scene: ‘Why are you watching me?.... Can you hear me?’ and Patrick’s (also ASD) outburst to 

airport security, ‘Come on! I have a flight to catch!’ demonstrated participants can become so 

immersed they can interact with avatars to the extent they believe they have real presence in 

the virtual world. ASD participant Davy commented, ‘I felt like I was there instead of just 

watching something’ showing the virtual world became real as he was made to feel he was 

actually inhabiting virtual space (see White and Le Cornu, 2010). This was also apparent with 

James’ (ASD) post-intervention rationalisation relating to why he had to surrender his water to 

airport security: ‘It’s the laws of an airport that you can’t carry more than 100ml on board.’  

The high level of photo-realism achieved in this VLE programme was thus able to provide an 

improved quality of experience which has been dubbed ‘representational fidelity’ (Johnson 

and Levine, 2008) where the VLE seems real and authentic to the user. These reported high 

levels of engagement amongst the ASD participants especially demonstrates the unique power 

of VR techniques to extend learning in a manner which can go well beyond traditional 

pedagogy where the participant ‘learns by becoming’ believing they have real presence (Childs, 

2010). In contrast, many of the neurotypical participants did not seem to be as immersed as 

was illustrated in Horatio’s humorous approach when he described his VR experience 

frivolously: ‘It was just fun and games to me!’ and Frank (also TD) who said, ‘With the weight 

of the headset you never become really immersed apart from a few minutes at a time.’ 

5.5 Focus Group Observations 

As mentioned above, this study concluded with a number of Focus Group (FG) activities with 

approximately five participants in each FG representative of both ASD and TD respondents. 

Several pre-planned interactive activities facilitated the opportunity to further explore IU in 

order to assess differences to find out if any further insightful data could be generated between 

the two groups, and also to help facilitate transfer of knowledge from the VLE to physical 
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world contexts. The researcher hoped these small group discussions would facilitate a deeper, 

more impactful learning experience, potentially leading to self-empowerment as the children 

were encouraged to find their own solutions to promote resilience when faced with challenging 

real-life situations. 

A Summary of Outcomes based on observations from Focus Group Discussions: 

 

• High levels of anxiety apparent amongst some (but not all) ASD participants pertaining 

to IU, whereas unexpected disruptions to routine were more frequently, although not 

always, viewed as ‘fun’ and ‘interesting’ by TD participants; 

• Some ASD children appeared to be more sentimentally attached to objects and places 

showing more definite signs of PfS compared to TD children; 

• Some extreme reactions to uncertain scenarios were verbalised by ASD participants 

compared to their typically developing (TD) counterparts; 

• Significant anxiety was apparent amongst ASD children when facing uncertain social 

situations that change unexpectedly (for example, a friend failing to turn up at their 

Youth Club); 

• Significantly higher levels of sensory intolerance amongst ASD children. Notably, 

reactions to excess stimuli amongst TD participants was viewed as an interruption or 

inconvenience rather than sensory overload; 

• Encouraging evidence of resilience and ability to adapt to uncertainty amongst all 

participants demonstrated coping mechanisms have already been employed in many 

cases and could perhaps be further aided through VR support activities. 
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5.5.1 Focus Group -Task 1 

Pre-prepared cards listing the ten ‘wrongality’ scenarios experienced in the VLE were 

presented to each participant as follows: 

1. Road diversion 

2. Lamp post collapsing 

3. Café door jams 

4. No donuts left in café 

5. Noisy café  

6. No bananas left in supermarket 

7. Fire alarm in supermarket 

8. Airport man shouting 

9. Having to queue at airport 

10. Baggage check: asked to remove water at airport  

 

Players’ cards had also been specially designed for the FGs featuring headings: ‘Annoying’, 

‘Kind of Annoying’ and ‘Not Annoying’ (see Appendix 15) and participants were asked to 

decide which category to place each scenario into (see Appendix 17 ii). Respondents were 

given a ‘Stressometer’ (see Appendix 14) and they were asked to rank order where they would 

place each wrongality scenario (see Appendix 17 i). These activities facilitated the opportunity 

for further informal discussion amongst their peers as to why they felt certain unexpected 

occurrences in the VR programme caused annoyance. There were no significant anomalies in 

data collected from the Focus Groups compared to data generated from the VR programme, 

except for one participant who came across as having low sensory issues in the FG but not in 
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the VLE, and another who exhibited high IU in the VR project and parental questionnaire, but 

reported low IU in Focus Group discussions and in the IUS-C questionnaire (see Appendix 6). 

Participant responses during the FGs revealed varying degrees of frustration during the 

wrongality scenes. For example, not being able to order what they wanted in the café scene 

caused obvious upset for many of the ASD participants. Nigel (ASD) said, ‘Because in real 

life if I liked bananas and donuts, it would really annoy me if I didn’t get them because they’re 

what I want.’ Charlie (ASD) also placed ‘No bananas in supermarket’ and ‘No donuts in café’ 

high up on his stressometer explaining his frustration in similar terms: ‘Because I couldn’t get 

what I wanted.’  

It was clear that both Preference for Sameness (PfS) – expecting to get what they had 

anticipated getting, and also Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) – being disappointed when the 

outcome was unexpected and consequently undesirable, contributed to emotions of 

disappointment and frustration amongst ASD respondents. Yet, conversely, when TD 

participants explained their reactions to the unexpected such as the collapsed lamp post, the 

responses were more moderated: ‘It was just a mild inconvenience’ (Stephen TD) at worst, or 

‘It was actually quite interesting and really fun’ (Horatio, TD) at best.  

Similar to data collected during post-intervention questionnaires and interviews, the Focus 

Groups highlighted significant sensory upset and IU during the supermarket fire alarm: ‘The 

loud noise was all of a sudden [and I thought], “Oh no, this is happening!” and then I had to 

leave’ (Eddie, ASD). Henry (ASD) also revealed: ‘I don’t really like fire alarms and I just 

panicked’; while Davy (also ASD) said, ‘It was just really loud and quite distracting– it was a 

bit of a shock.’  
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Given that the transfer of knowledge has been deemed a crucial indictor of the effectiveness of 

VR systems (see Fowler, 2015), the FGs concluded with two ‘transferability’ activities to 

ascertain how participants felt they would respond in real-life situations when things go 

unexpectedly awry. It was hoped that group discussion around encountering similar 

‘wrongality’ experiences in physical reality would help to reinforce the educative use of the 

virtual experience as participants reflected on how to respond to real-life scenarios. Task 2 

activities related to Preference for Sameness while Task 3 presented situations that related to 

Intolerance of Uncertainty.  

5.5.2 Focus Group -Task 2 

These activities focused on exploring IU and were intended to reinforce learning from the VR 

experience, as various scenarios explored participants’ Preference for Sameness, or anxieties 

relating to unexpected change. They were asked again to choose one of four pre-prepared cards: 

‘Feel Sorry for Yourself’, ‘Meltdown’, ‘Ask for Help’ or ‘Find your own Solution’ (see 

Appendix 16). Whilst there were a variety of responses to change, there was some evidence of 

greater levels of PfS amongst many ASD participants with evidence of a frequent predilection 

to be more sentimentally attached to places and objects. Responses to some uncertain events 

also elicited more extreme emotional responses from ASD participants than from TD 

respondents. Some examples are outlined below: 

• Moving to a bigger house (but only down the road): Nigel (ASD) said: ‘Well, I don’t 

really like moving to a new house cos I get attached to my old house, so I don’t really 

want to leave it.’ Eddie (ASD) agreed: ‘I would find it a bit weird…Just the sense of 

change and getting used to things takes a bit of time - the transition period. After that, 

it would be fine.’ Yet, others on the ASD spectrum seemed more excited by the 
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prospect. For example, Henry (ASD) said animatedly, ‘You get to have a bigger area- 

a bigger house! You’re not really moving that far away. This demonstrates that while 

there was a general trend of negative reactions from ASD participants, responses can 

vary widely - autism is a spectrum after all.   

 

• Your mobile phone falls in the bath (but mum offers to buy you a new one): TD 

participants were generally excited by the prospect of getting a new phone: Mark said, 

‘I don’t really mind cos you’re getting a new phone’ but Jonny (ASD) chose the 

‘Meltdown’ card before wistfully exclaiming, ‘All my photos and all my data would be 

lost.’ Likewise, Eddie (ASD) chose the ‘meltdown’ card and said he would find such a 

circumstance ‘really annoying cos I have tons of photos from way back and loads of 

good memories and stuff and game progress and all my contacts…’ Although Patrick 

(ASD) was not bothered. When asked why, he said simply, ‘Cos I’m getting a new 

phone.’ 

 

• Mum throws out your special collection of stones and shells (or equivalent of something 

very meaningful to you): Responses to this scenario tended to provoke much stronger 

reactions from ASD participants as their ‘special collection’ was deemed more 

irreplaceable than a mobile phone. Calum (ASD) chose the ‘Meltdown’ card 

explaining, ‘I’d be pretty mad about that…You’ve been collecting them for a very long 

time and then your mum just gets rid of them. I would give her a look of disbelief…she’d 

better get them back. I’d be kinda cross.’ Nigel (ASD) also said he would be ‘a wee bit 

upset…cos I quite like the stuff I have.’ Even Stephen (TD) discussed the ‘sentimental 

value’ of his personal possessions, whereas Ronan (TD) ‘wouldn’t be that bothered.’ 
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• ‘Friends’ destroy all your childhood toys in a game that gets out of control: Responses 

here tended to provoke extreme ‘Meltdown’ reactions amongst ASD respondents. Davy 

(ASD) said his stress levels would be ‘Off the charts cos that’s really annoying.’ Henry 

(ASD) offered a sentimental response, ‘They’ve been there for your whole life and 

they’re full of memories’ while Joe’s (ASD) response was more aggressive: ‘They’re 

not really good friends so I would kick them out. At first, I’d be quite confused and 

angry, but I would kick them out.’ 

 

• Bike gets stolen but you’ll get a new one: again, reactions varied in response to this 

scenario. Jonny (ASD) said, ‘I might be attached to [my bike]’ and Henry (ASD) 

agreed: ‘It’s precious to you’ but some of the other ASD participants were less upset: 

‘You can always get a new one. The one you have is probably all rusted and might have 

spiders all over it’ (Calum) and Nigel reasoned, ‘You don’t really get attached to bikes 

because they’re just a wee machine.’  Davy also wasn’t bothered, ‘It’s probably an old 

bike…you’re getting a brand new one which means it will be more suitable for my age.’ 

TD responses were overall much more inclined to celebrate the prospect of change: ‘It 

might be old but you’re getting new one’ (Stuart) and ‘I wouldn’t do anything – I’m 

getting a new one anyway’ (Graham). While Miranda (also TD) would ‘find the thief!’ 

 

• Your bed is moved to the middle of your room for decorators, but you are given a new 

duvet cover: Again, responses varied. Stephen participant (TD) said he ‘wouldn’t really 

care too much’ and Marcus (also TD) said, ‘When you’re sleeping you’re sleeping.’ 

Eddie’s (ASD) response was controlled: ‘I would be fine. You’re getting a new duvet. 

You could pretend you’re at the side of the room’ while Calum (ASD) would have high 

levels of anxiety: ‘I like sleeping in the corner of the room…I don’t like sleeping in the 

middle. That would be a big anxiety for me…. You could just roll off your bed. They 
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would be kicking me out of my wee place in my room. I like being in the corner, kinda 

like a bat or something, like hiding in the corners…though I’d be all right with a new 

duvet.’ 

 

• Youth club – your friend doesn’t turn up and you’re left by yourself. You don’t know 

anyone else: This scenario based on a last-minute change in a public social situation 

seemed to cause high levels of anxiety for many ASD participants. Patrick (ASD) said 

he would be ‘Very annoyed…cos it’s last minute and they’re not there’ while Jonny 

(ASD) said he ‘would panic.’ Joe (ASD) shared, ‘It happens to me every week. I don’t 

have any friends in the youth club I go to. I just talk to the leaders.’ Some TD 

participants said they would be a little annoyed like William: ‘I’d be a wee bit annoyed 

cos I don’t know anyone’ while others were more resilient: ‘I’d just leave. I wouldn’t 

be that annoyed’ (Horatio); Stuart (also TD) would ‘Just join in the club anyway’ and 

Graham (TD) would ‘Just get on with it.’ 

5.5.3 Focus Group - Task 3 

Four scenarios were presented where uncertain situations occurred without warning: i) you’ve 

forgotten your PE kit and your teacher has confiscated your mobile phone so you can’t call 

your mum; ii) the school canteen is sold out of pizza (your favourite food);  iii) you get lost in 

a shopping centre when you’re abroad on holiday; iv)  a tree falls over and hits a nearby car 

and you notice a child is trapped inside. Once again, participants were asked to choose from a 

number of Reaction Cards entitled: ‘Meltdown’; ‘Feel Sorry for Yourself’; ‘Ask for Help’; 

‘Find your Own Solution’ (see Appendix 16). The intention was again not only to ascertain if 

there were any significant differences between ASD and TD participants in terms of levels of 

IU, but it was hoped learning from the VLE programme would be reinforced and subsequently 
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lead participants to feel empowered to make a more positive emotional response to uncertain 

situations. 

Once more, responses between participants tended to be mixed. For example, reactions to 

forgetting their PE kit without being able to call home on a mobile phone ranged widely with 

Joe (ASD) immediately choosing the ‘Meltdown’ card and loudly exclaiming: ‘I’d be sad. It 

would be very stressful’. Yet Charlie (also ASD) was more resilient as he chose the action card 

entitled ‘Find your own Solution’ and explained he would go to the school receptionist to ask 

them to make a phone call home. Even Horatio (TD), who had previously demonstrated high 

levels of confidence in the VLE, showed more vulnerability in this group discussion and also 

chose the ‘Meltdown’ card, followed by the ‘Ask for Help’ card before candidly discussing his 

anxieties were such a situation to occur in real-life: ‘First think I’m going to be killed by the 

teacher; then I’d ask class mates if they have any spares. I’d be kinda nervous and I’d be asking 

people if they had any spares.’ While William (TD) was calmer and chose the ‘Ask for Help’ 

card: ‘Well, I could just go to reception and ask if I could call my mum.’ 

 

Notably, many of the ASD participants showed significant IU and PfS in response to the 

scenario of the school canteen being unexpectedly sold out of pizza (or the equivalent of what 

their favourite food might be). For example, Davy (ASD) said he would ‘feel miserable’ and 

Nigel (also ASD) explained, ‘I don’t really like new food’ showing definite Preference for 

Sameness. However, despite this reaction, there was also evidence of a shift in thinking with 

Nigel (who, along with his parents, had strongly intimated pre-VR intervention of his need for 

PfS at mealtimes). During the FG discussion, he opted for the ‘Find a Solution’ card and 

decided he would be able to ‘try something new’. Likewise, Calum (ASD) maturely reasoned: 

‘Well, if there’s really nothing that you like to eat, just find something else – like your second 
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favourite food.’ While Miranda (TD) was more matter of fact: ‘I’m not a fussy eater so I would 

just get something else.’ 

 

The third scenario which explored reactions to ‘Getting lost in a shopping centre whilst abroad 

on holiday’ seemed to elicit high anxiety levels from most of the participants, although 

resilience was also evident: Joe (ASD) said, ‘You’d probably have a meltdown and most likely 

want to die…but you would be able to ask for help.’ While Charlie (ASD) chose the ‘Find your 

Own Solution’ card, he still placed his anxiety at No. 10 on the Stressometer and explained his 

desire for self-sufficiency, as the researcher tried to navigate his thoughts back to the VR 

experience and the possibility of asking for assistance when things go wrong: 

Charlie: ‘I can’t find mum and dad or anything…so I would look for them.’ 

Researcher: You wouldn’t ask for help from anyone? 

Charlie: ‘No.’ 

Researcher: What about the VR? Do you think it would help you to think about asking other 

people for help? 

Charlie: ‘Maybe.’ 

Horatio (TD) was also practically resilient in his response and also chose the ‘Find my Own 

Solution’ card with a clearer action plan to solve the situation: ‘I wouldn’t be annoyed. I’d be 

scared. I would be lost and would have a long way to find my parents…Finding my own solution 

would include looking around for reception so they could use the big microphone’ (see 

Appendix 19). 
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The final scenario: ‘A tree falls over and hits a nearby car and you notice a child is trapped 

inside’ elicited similar ‘can do’ solution-based behaviours, although some participants like 

Calum (ASD) admitted he would start with a ‘meltdown’ before trying to ‘find a solution like 

try to bust the window open and then call 911, or the fire department or medics…’ Likewise 

Horatio (TD) would ‘do a mixture of finding [his] own solution and ask other people for help’ 

and Charlie (ASD) said he would also find his own solution and ‘smash a window’. Julian (TD) 

wisely reminded his group: ‘It’s important to keep calm in these situations instead of getting 

all panicked and hyped up [because] if emotions are running high, you’re not gonna be 

thinking straight.’’ 

The session ended with a reiteration of the learning objective of the Virtual Reality experience 

as the researcher explained: ‘Just as you experienced uncertainty in the VR world, real people 

can help us so we shouldn’t always feel we have to depend on ourselves when unexpected 

things happen. Remember you can ask people for help as well as trying to find your own 

solutions.’ 
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5.6. Report Belief in Utility of VR and Transferability to Support IU 

Table 8: Participants’ Reported Belief in the Utility of VR in terms of Transferability to 

Physical World Settings: 

  

Belief in 

Utility of 

VR 

ASD Children TD Children  

Totals 
School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

School A 

(selective) 

School B 

(non-

selective) 

High 5 4 2 5 16 

Moderate  0 1 3 1 5 

Low 0 0 0 0 0 

The capacity to connect the uncertainty built into each of the wrongality scenes to real-life was 

central to the learning objectives in this study and therefore ASD participant, James’, comment 

was particularly insightful and encouraging: 

‘If you experience something beforehand and then it happens a second time, a bit like a virus 

going into your body, you know what to do instantly. When a virus goes into your body, your 

white blood cells create antibodies that match the antigens which is on the surface of every 

cell. If it matches, it will kill it and have a memory of it. Then, if the virus goes in a second time, 

it would kill it pretty much instantly which means, (if I put this in the right context), it means 

that if you’ve already done it the first time [in VR] and you didn’t know what to do, and then 
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you knew what to do at the end of it, then the second time [in real life] it happens – you know 

what to do instantly.’ 

Similar to Eddie’s description of his mind as a line which ‘doesn’t wobble’ if he has prior 

warning of events, James’ graphic explanation offers a powerful metaphor illustrating the 

possible benefits of practising a range of scenarios in a virtual world and how this can help to 

prepare for real-life events. In James’ view, VLEs can offer tremendous capacity to help 

prepare those (like himself) on the ASD spectrum to prepare for real-life events that could 

otherwise cause high levels of anxiety. And Henry (ASD) commented: ‘You can get experience 

with VR - now you can deal with the situation. If something bad happens in your day and you’ve 

done it in VR, you know how to fix it because you’ve had experience of it. I’m very glad I did 

the VR experience.’ Exposure to a virtual simulation of various situations was thus deemed 

helpful in garnering capacity to build greater resilience in dealing with new or uncertain 

experiences which could otherwise cause significant stress. Patrick (ASD) said it was useful 

being able learn to choose alternatives in a VLE when last minute change happens, ‘VR can 

help when things don’t go according to plan’ and Calum (ASD) was also clear about the 

universal benefits of VR programmes which have been specifically tailored to introduce 

compromise solutions to assist with IU: 

 

‘VR could prepare people for real life.’ (Calum) 

‘Are you talking about the airport again?’ (Researcher) 

‘No, I’m talking about everything. There are some people out there who don’t really like going 

for Plan B, but you have to if everything goes wrong. Virtual Reality could be a way of teaching 

you how to cope with it.’ (Calum) 
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TD participants also thought VR could help to encourage independent thinking to facilitate 

problem-solving. Frank said, ‘Because it’s realistic enough and you can think for yourself’. 

Even Horatio, (who often treated many of the scenes less seriously than other participants), felt 

the wrongality scenes could build a sense of preparedness for the unexpected: ‘It teaches people 

what to do…..I think that’s quite helpful.’ And Graham’s (TD) comment, ‘It means you actually 

don’t have to do it and get scared. It means like it’s not really happening but it’s happening in 

VR’ demonstrates the universal potential of VLEs to alleviate anxiety for all children – not just 

for those on the ASD spectrum.  

The Focus Groups also helped to reinforce learning in the VLE with similar trends appearing 

in the group discussion settings vis-à-vis the observational VR data. This validated earlier 

intervention findings showing that Intolerance to Uncertainty and Preference for Sameness is 

more apparent in ASD populations when compared to typically developing populations. 

5.7. Collation of Data: Identifying Themes and Trends 

In order to make sense of the wide array of data collected throughout this study, Table 9  below 

was formulated to categorise themes and trends arising at both pre-intervention stages 

(baseline), as well as intervention and post-intervention stages.  

 

Particular themes and trends became apparent during the researcher’s observation and collation 

of the data collected from pre-intervention interviews and parent and child questionnaires, as 

well as participants’ reactions in the VLE. Each of the categories were given a ‘Low’, 

‘Moderate’ or ‘High’ grading based on the researcher’s close observations and this process of 

categorisation helped to gain an overall comparative sense of any obvious differences between 
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ASD and TD participants’ ability to deal with IU (RQ1) as Table  9 illustrates. The process of 

deciding ‘High’, ‘Moderate’ and ‘Low’ categories during the 12 questions in the Parental (IUS-

12) and Child (IUS-C) questionnaire which had a scale of five responses: Strongly 

Agree/Agree/Not Sure/ Disagree/ Strongly Disagree were decided as follows: If respondents 

‘Strongly Agreed’ with 7 – 12 statements they were deemed to have high IU; 4 -6 = moderate 

IU and 0 – 3 = low IU.  

 

For example, the children’s perceived i) levels of realism; ii) levels of engagement and 

immersion; iii) levels of enjoyment and iv) visible sensory reactions to the built-in wrongality 

during the second phase of the programme were identified as themes within which to categorise 

the data. In the absence of pre-existing benchmarks, the researcher determined each of these 

categories based on an overall impression based on participant responses to facilitate the 

categorisation of participants’ responses. Categories were then colour-coded to enable easier 

differentiation between responses once all the data were collated thereby helping to identify 

any obvious trends in the final results. As Table 9 below illustrates, some data fluctuated 

between categories as participants were not always consistent in their responses: 
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Table 9: Data Collection Process: Themes and Trends 

 

Pseudo Age A
S
D 

Sc
h
o
ol 

IUS-C 
Self 

IUS-
12 
Parent  

IU 
Inter-
view 

PfS 
Inter-
view 
 

IU in 
VLE 

PfS 
VLE 

Real
-ism  

Imme
-rsion 

Enjoy  
-ment 

Sensory 
Issues 

Belief in 
Utility 
of VR 

Joe 
 

13 Y A High High High High Mod  
High 

Mod
High 

Mod 
High  

High High High  High 

Eddie 
 

14 Y A Mod Low 
Qu. 
High  
written 

High High High High 
(very) 

High  High High High High 

James 
 

13 Y A Mod 
High 

Mod
High 

High High High Mod Mod High Mod Mod High 

Charlie 
 

13 Y A Low High 
(Very) 

High  Mod Mod-
High 

Mod Mod High High Mod High 

Davy 
 

12 Y A Mod Mod High High High High  High  High High High High 

Calum 
 

11 Y B Mod 
High 

Mod
High 

High Mod- 
High  

High Mod 
High 

High High  High Mod  High 

Nigel 
 

12 Y B High High 
(Very) 

High  High  Mod High Low Mod High High Mod 

Jonny 
 

13 Y B Mod  Mod High 
(very) 

High 
(very) 

No 
data 

No 
data 

Low
Mod 

Mod High No data No data 

Patrick 
 

11 Y B Mod High High 
(very) 

High  Mod 
High 

High High High High High High 

Henry 
 

13 Y B Mod High Mod Mod High Mod
High 

High High High High High 

Frank 
 

13 N A Low Low Low Low Low Low Mod 
High 

Mod High Low High 

Horatio 
 

13 N A Low Low Low Low Low Low Mod
High 

Mod High Low High 

Stephen 
 

13 N A Mod Low Low Low Low Mod Mod Low 
Mod 

Mod 
High 

Low Mod 

Marcus 
 

12 N A Mod Mod  High High Mod 
High 

Mod
High 

Mod
High 

High High Mod Mod 

William 
 

12 N A Low High 
(Very) 

Low Low Low Low Mod Mod High Mod Mod 

Alex  

 
11 N B Low Low 

(Very) 

Low Low Low Low Mod
High 

Mod Mod Low Mod 

Julian 
 

14 N B High Low 
(Very) 

Low
Mod 

Mod Mod Mod  High High High  Low High 

Ronan 
 

12 N B Mod 
written 

High 
Qu. 

High  Mod  Mod
High 

Mod 
High 

Mod  
High 

High  High High High High  

Stuart 
 

11 N B High High High High Mod High Mod High High Mod High 

Graham 
 

13 N B  Low 
written 

Mod 
Qu. 

Low Mod Mod Low  Low  Mod Mode High Mod High 

Miranda 

 
13 N B High High High 

(Very) 

Mod High Mod High Mod Contradi
ctory & 
varied  

Low-
Mod 
(claustrophobia 
only) 

High  

 

Levels: High/Moderate or Low categories were determined by the researcher 
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5.8 Summary of Key Findings and Conclusions  

 

An analysis of the collected data resulted in the following conclusions: 

• There were significantly higher levels of PfS/ IU amongst ASD participants compared 

to non-ASD participants suggesting IU theory has validity (RQ1); 

• Much higher levels of sensory issues, as well as higher levels of immersion in the virtual 

environment, was evident amongst ASD participants; 

• The virtual world was viewed a calm, safe and comfortable environment to practise 

unpredictable situations by all participants. Facing ‘wrongality’ was frequently viewed 

as ‘fun’, a ‘challenge’ and a ‘game’ reinforcing the sense of inhabiting a safe and secure 

environment; 

• Being provided with options in VR lowered anxiety levels as participants had the 

capacity to choose alternatives in order to cope with uncertain situations leading to a 

sense of empowerment and even achievement; 

• There was a strong belief in the utility of VR across all participants and a belief in the 

capacity of transferring skills learned in a virtual environment (RQ2), demonstrating 

the capacity of VR as a potentially powerful learning tool which could be utilised across 

educational settings (RQ3). 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

 

6.1 Overview of the Study  

 

This study set out to investigate the utility of Virtual Reality (VR) technology to challenge 

Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) and the associated coping mechanism ‘Preference for 

Sameness’ (PfS) which forms part of the construction of IU (Carleton et al., 2012; Birrell et 

al., 2011; Bredemeier and Berenbaum, 2008).  

The urgency to develop theoretically robust treatments to treat IU effectively amongst ASD 

populations has been highlighted for some time now (see Boulter et al., 2014). The objective 

of this investigation was to explore the potential of Virtual Reality technologies to provide 

practical mechanisms to alleviate anxiety amongst ASD adolescents when faced with uncertain 

situations. It assessed the utility of a number of specially tailored immersive VR experiences 

designed to equip ASD children with strategies to alleviate the frequent feelings of dread and 

helplessness they often encounter as a result of not being able to predict what will happen next 

(Sinha and Held, 2014).  

The aim of this study was therefore to investigate the scope of VR technologies to offer 

therapeutic benefits, as well as practical coping mechanisms, that could be used to better equip 

ASD children when dealing with IU. It is hoped the evidence generated from this study’s results 

will illustrate the potential of immersive virtual environments to better prepare ASD 

individuals for the unexpected, and thereby help to form an evidence-based heuristic for the 

development of new therapy programmes that could be used across both educational and 

clinical settings. 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions were addressed: 

1. What is ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ and is there sufficient evidence to suggest the 

inability to predict what will happen next causes anxiety amongst people on the ASD 

spectrum? 

2. Can VR technologies be used to support ASD adolescents with Intolerance of 

Uncertainty in order to develop improved coping strategies to alleviate anxiety? 

3. What implications will the findings of this research have for developing strategies to 

use VR in educational settings for practitioners working with children on the ASD 

spectrum? 

In order to adequately investigate the first research question exploring the premise that 

individuals with ASD have Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) which can lead to associated 

restrictive, repetitive behaviours (RRBs) such as Preference for Sameness (PfS), it was decided 

that a group of typically developing (TD) adolescents should also participate in this study. The 

purpose of this comparative approach was two-fold: i) to generate rich comparative data which 

could help to ascertain the extent of IU/PfS amongst ASD participants to assist with identifying 

any significant difference(s) and ii) to create an increased sense of parity thereby avoiding 

feelings of ‘otherness’ amongst ASD participants who may otherwise have felt singled out as 

their participation in the VR interventionist programme involved withdrawal from normal 

lessons.  

The Support Co-ordinator in School B intimated to the researcher that a number of participants 

(particularly the younger children) were not even aware of their ASD diagnosis. Some parents 
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in School B were therefore keen to ensure this was not divulged to their child to avoid 

‘labelling’ in an effort to ensure they did not feel different to their peers. The rationale behind 

this was to avoid possible segregation and the subsequent detrimental impact this potential 

outcome could have on their child’s self-esteem (Hegarty and Alur, 2002). Despite the 

comparative nature of this investigation, the importance of viewing each participant as 

individual and equal, regardless of whether or not they were on the ASD spectrum, was deemed 

essential to the inclusive investigative approach this study adopted (Kalambouka et al., 2007). 

As highlighted earlier, Virtual Reality (VR) technology has represented a substantial element 

of research within the field of autism in recent years (Newbutt et al., 2016) as various 

programmes have now been recognised as an effective means of supporting the ASD 

population (Grynszpan et al., 2014).  A myriad of programmes have been implemented to help 

ASD children to cope with daily routines (Adjorlu et al., 2017; Parsons, 2016; Self et al., 2007, 

Josman et al., 2008), but even taking account of a decade of research in this area, it is clear the 

potential scope of VR to assist children with special needs continues to be under-utilised 

(National Autism Centre, 2009), particularly within educational contexts (Kamel Boulos et al., 

2007). Very few studies have investigated the effect of immersive VR environments amongst 

autistic children (Miller and Bugnariu, 2016), and none to date (to the researcher’s knowledge) 

have qualitatively investigated VR therapies in relation to assessing Intolerance of Uncertainty 

(IU) and Preference for Sameness (PfS). The aim of this investigation was therefore to address 

this gap in order to ascertain whether sufficient evidence exists to suggest IU causes an 

underlying deficiency amongst people on the ASD spectrum and, if so, to delineate the 

potential merits of utilising VR technologies to support ASD adolescents. 

This study took place within two schools in Northern Ireland. School A was a voluntary 

grammar (selective school) for boys of 865 pupils located within an urban setting catering for 
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pupils aged 11 – 18 years. The second, School B, was a smaller controlled co-educational 

secondary school (non-selective) of around 400 for pupils aged 11 – 16 years set within a rural 

community. A total of 21 Key Stage 3 children aged between 11 and 14 participated in this 

study – 10 from School A and 11 from School B: 10 children were on the ASD spectrum and 

11 were typically developing (TD) children. 

6.2 Themes and Trends Arising from the Study 

A number of key themes and trends were identified during the course of this study and these 

are described in the previous chapter: 

1. Higher levels of anxiety relating to IU and Preference for Sameness amongst 

ASD participants at i) baseline pre-intervention level and ii) during the VR 

intervention programme. 

 

2. Higher levels of sensory intolerance amongst ASD participants compared to 

TD participants. 

 

3. Deeper levels of immersion in a virtual environment amongst ASD participants 

and reported utility of Virtual Reality as a safe space (therapeutic benefits). 

 

4. Participants’ self-empowerment in virtual ‘wrongality’ scenes demonstrating 

the value of proactive responses to uncertainty with potential to be transferred 

to physical or ‘real’ world settings (see Figure 1: Drury Model). 
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6.3. Discussion of Findings 

A summary of the salient findings generated from the results of this study are outlined below. 

6.3.1 Higher Anxiety Levels relating to IU and Preference for Sameness amongst ASD 

Participants 

(i)  Parental Questionnaire (IUS-12): 

The results from the preliminary Parental Questionnaire illustrated parents’ perceptions of their 

child’s anxiety were higher amongst ASD children when compared to TD children. 8 out of 10 

parents of ASD participants reported they thought their child experienced high levels of anxiety 

when faced with uncertain situations compared to 4 out of 11 parents of TD participants. 

Significantly, none of the parents of ASD children indicated they felt their child had low IU 

compared to 6/11 of the parents of TD participants. However, it is notable parents of children 

in the non-selective school reported slightly higher levels of IU, perhaps indicating lower 

confidence levels amongst Key Stage 3 children in non-selective schooling. Concerns 

regarding the demoralising impact of failure of the Transfer Test on children’s self-esteem have 

been raised for many years now. The much cited Plowden Report (Central Advisory Council 

for Education, 1967) found that non-selective secondary schools frequently have to ‘contend 

with a sense of failure in their pupils’ (pg. 153) and it is possible lower confidence levels could 

be directly correlated to higher levels of anxiety when faced with uncertain events amongst 

participants in School B. There is certainly scope for future studies to explore this differential 

in greater depth. 

When given the opportunity to write further about their child’s ability to deal with uncertainty, 

invariably parents of the ASD children responded at length, while the parents of TD children 
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either chose not to report, or like Frank’s mother, praised their child’s resilience in the face of 

change. Positive written descriptions such as ‘very secure’, ‘accepts disappointments’ and 

‘ability to problem-solve’ differed starkly from ASD parents’ comments such as Joe’s  mother’s 

sentiments: ‘He likes to avoid new situations’; ‘lunchtime [is] stressful…..likes to stick to the 

same food types’ and Eddie’s mother who commented her son becomes ‘panicked if he loses 

things’; and ‘pre-warning of events is very important’ and ‘[he] functions best when he knows 

what to expect.’ Responses to the IUS-12, as well as the written responses which followed, 

provided clear evidence that, similar to previous studies which investigated parental reactions 

to IU amongst ASD child populations, (see Hodgson et al., 2016; Den Houting et al., 2018), 

parents of the ASD participants in this study also recognised IU as a key construct directly 

connected to feelings of anxiety in their children. 

(ii) Participant Questionnaire (IUS-C): 

 

Interestingly, similar to data collected from the Parental Questionnaire (IUS-12), the trend 

towards higher levels of IU amongst the TD children was significantly more marked in the 

non-selective school with 4 out of 6 neurotypical participants in the non-selective school 

reporting high levels of IU which (as already mentioned above) could provide the basis of 

further research as to the impact of academic selection on children’s anxiety levels and general 

well-being in schools in Northern Ireland. TD participants in School A appeared much more 

confident with 3 out of 5 questionnaire responses indicating little or no IU. 

Similar to IUS-12, an opportunity was provided at the end of the IUS-C questionnaire for an 

extended individual written response (see Appendix 6). This task was simply structured with 

carefully scaffolded bullet points age-appropriate for children’s literacy levels at Key Stage 3. 
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Whilst varied levels of written literacy limited the efficacy of this research method, (with much 

more information derived from later interviews), some ASD children like Davy (School A) 

wrote at length about his daily fears and the importance of knowing when to anticipate 

challenges in order to effectively manage his anxiety levels, such as preparing for a school test: 

‘I only had two days to revise…I was very scared but I was prepared and did well. Knowing in 

advance was helpful as I knew how long I had to prepare.’  Nigel, (ASD participant in School 

B), was similarly anxious in the face of uncertainty: ‘I get nervous, worried, a wee bit upset.’  

In stark contrast, TD participants demonstrated much higher levels of confidence. Frank wrote: 

‘I cope fairly well in uncertain situations…I normally improvise my way through…If something 

unexpected was to happen, I normally just get on with it’. Similarly, William said, ‘When 

something unexpected happens, I just go with the situation.’ Alex (TD) was equally resilient: 

‘I would just stay calm and keep organised,’ although Stuart was more measured: ‘It think it’s 

important to know what’s going to happen, so you know what’s coming up’ (TD participant in 

School B). These comments indicated the importance of prior warning of events was crucial in 

ensuring many of the ASD participants’ emotional well-being and this was much less apparent 

amongst TD children who already appeared to have significantly higher levels of confidence 

and resilience to cope with unexpected change. 

(iii) Participant Interview Responses 

Responses during interviews with ASD participants indicated significantly high levels of stress 

and unease associated with unexpected change and a definite ‘need to know’ in order to cope 

with everyday life. Such feelings of negativity and a perceived inability to cope has been linked 

to the Theory of Executive Function Deficits which suggests connections can be made between 

symptoms of ASD and brain injuries in adults. Rajendran (2013) has used this hypothesis to 
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explain why autistic people appear to require clear goals to organise their day, and also why 

they prefer routines and predictable outcomes. If uncertain events occur, problem-solving can 

prove to be excessively challenging and inflexibility in thought and action, such as ‘Preference 

for Sameness’ is frequently observed as an associated coping mechanism (Heis et al., 2018).  

(iv) During the VR intervention programme: 

 

Observational data collected throughout the VR programme also showed ASD participants 

experienced higher levels of Intolerance to Uncertainty (see Table 5). However, rather than 

unduly focusing on what the ASD person finds challenging, (as Rajendran’s Theory of 

Executive Function Deficits purports), Baron-Cohen has championed the neurodiversity model 

which takes a more balanced view recognising all brains are different and emphasises equal 

attention should be given to what the autistic person can do (Baron-Cohen, 2019). So, while 

many of the ASD participants found it difficult to adjust to uncertainty in the VR programme, 

often resulting in PfS, cognitive strengths (such as memory for and attention to detail and the 

ability to detect patterns) were evident too. For example, unlike most of the TD participants, 

Charlie (ASD) was one of the very few to notice the virtual street scene ‘was pretty 

isolated…there were no people around there. A real-life city would have more cars and stuff.’ 

Street Scene: 

During the road diversion (see Appendix 13 iv), ASD participant, Calum, said he felt 

disorientated, but it was interesting to see how he was able to connect his frustration to a real-

life situation indicating the possible transferability of learning in a VR environment to physical 

‘real’ world contexts: ‘Yeah [I was disorientated] like not being able to walk the normal way. 
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Like Primark’s in the middle of Belfast and you have to walk around this dark alley’ (a direct 

reference to the recent Primark fire which led to renovation works and subsequent pedestrian 

diversions in Belfast city centre). This high level of immersion in VR demonstrates how the 

seeming reality of the 3D virtual experience allowed Calum to immediately translate theory 

into practice (Johnson and Levine, 2008), making for a very powerful learning experience that 

automatically led him to connect the virtual world to the physical world. As Dieker et al., 

(2008) point out, a VR experience will only be effective if the activity is perceived to be 

analogous to the real world, allowing the participant to ‘learn by becoming’ (Twining, 2010). 

This level of deep immersion should be the ultimate goal of every educational VR programme 

and will thereby achieve the internal ‘dialogue’ highlighted in Mayes and Fowler’s (1999) 

framework which will lead to deep learning. Specific VLEs with carefully planned tasks aiming 

to fulfil key learning objectives, deliberately matched to individual learner’s needs, could 

arguably be a much more powerful educative mechanism than those offered by traditional 

classroom techniques.  

In contrast to Calum, most of the TD participants (like Frank) were not at all bothered by the 

wrongality: ‘You just gotta walk the long way round,’ and Stephen (also TD) demonstrated 

high confidence levels saying he actually enjoyed the challenge of the wrongality: ‘It was fun 

to turn around and face the problem.’  

Café Scene: 

When the café ran out of donuts, many of the ASD participants such as Eddie, persisted in 

asking three times, shouting out in the virtual world, ‘I’m in a bad mood now!’ when he 

couldn’t have what he wanted indicating obvious PfS and annoyance. Whereas, TD participant, 

Stephen, presented a stark comparison when he said he ‘didn’t really care’ they were sold out. 
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Crucially, the compromise of accepting an alternative was deemed useful in most cases, again 

demonstrating the capacity of VR programmes to offer solutions in the face of uncertainty:  

Eddie reported: ‘It was good, it helped [when I could have something else instead]’, and Davy 

said, ‘I thought I was going to be disappointed and then I had a choice to get an apple, so I 

thought, that’s nice.’ Henry commented, ‘It was annoying when I had to take the alternative’ 

and, if something like this happened in real life he said, ‘I would be very (emphasised) annoyed. 

Like they give me one thing and I really want another, but I can’t have it.’ However, he later 

clarified, ‘If Plan A isn’t open and Plan B is opening, you can just go with Plan B’ which 

indicated a willingness to change his mind demonstrating the potential benefits of VR activities 

to teach the value of compromise. Even more encouragingly, Calum (ASD) specifically pointed 

out the utility of virtual world environments: ‘VR could help cos some people can’t accept the 

fact they have to choose an alternative. Because some people are like the way I was – I wanted 

a donut now.’ This showed the potential capacity of VR to help facilitate ASD populations to 

better cope with IU in physical-world settings. 

Supermarket Scene: 

There was further evidence of IU and the associated coping mechanism PfS amongst ASD 

participants in the supermarket scene when the bananas on their shopping list were sold out. 

For example, Eddie shouted out, ‘Don’t want no orange!’ when he was offered this as an 

alternative and Patrick exclaimed, ‘No, I want a banana! Do I need to accept [I can’t have one] 

and take something else?’ Henry was also intransigent and admitted, ‘I wasn’t happy’ and 

shouted out, ‘Not fun!’ in the VR scene when he couldn’t have what he wanted.  Likewise, 

Nigel said, ‘I don’t like oranges, but I just chose to take it’ demonstrating unusual flexibility 

when faced with not getting what he wanted in the virtual environment – once again showing 

the potential of VR to teach the viability of accepting an alternative. During a subsequent 
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interview, Eddie admitted his frustration and preference to adhere to routines: ‘I would have 

my mind dead set on something.’ However, crucially, the offer of alternatives also helped to 

empower him when he later admitted, ‘I feel like it was OK cos there were alternatives’ and 

James agreed, ‘As long as I got an alternative, I’d be all right.’  

The role of avatars in facilitating an alternative option was also essential to creating solutions 

for wrongality as Charlie pointed out: ‘If I want an apple and I can’t get it then I might as well 

get the other thing. Cos you’re gonna learn how to do that [in VR] and you’ll just choose one 

thing over the other thing. It was helpful – she (the avatar shop assistant) was giving me advice 

- like you were still getting something instead of nothing if you know what I mean?’ (see 

Appendix 13, viii). This connection between the participants and the avatars was crucial to the 

success of this VR programme as the level of authenticity the children experienced in the VLE 

was dependent upon how similar they viewed the avatars to real people (see Zhu et al., 2011). 

Charlie’s connection with the supermarket avatar showed that (by utilising a VR dialogue tree), 

he became immersed in a dialogue with the shop assistant which led him to come up with a 

compromise solution based on her advice. This has been described as an ‘embodiment 

tendency’ (Heeter, 2002) where the participant begins to view the avatar as a real person. There 

is tremendous scope for future VR programmes to further develop social skills amongst ASD 

populations through the creation of similar avatar/participant interactions. 

Underpinned by Vygotskian principals of learning, where the avatars essentially functioned as 

‘facilitators’ providing different options in the VLE,  participants were given the opportunity 

to choose alternatives. The core objective was to allow tasks and decision-making to be 

carefully ‘scaffolded’ through the use of these virtual characters who offered support to 

participants, showing it can be empowering to become autonomous and opt for an alternative 

(Vygotsky, 1978; Dewey, 1986). Patrick (ASD) recognised the value of VR to help teach the 
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importance of compromise and reported how VLEs can empower participants to cope with 

uncertainty: ‘There’s some people out there who don’t really like going for Plan B, but you 

have to if everything goes wrong. VR could be a way of teaching you how to cope with it.’ 

Supported by the facilitating avatars in the VLE, Patrick recognised the sense of independent 

thought which is required to cope with uncertain situations and the need to embark on an 

alternative course of action if necessary. 

In direct contrast, the majority of the TD participants exhibited higher levels of flexibility when 

coping with unexpected changes which showed definite comparisons between the two groups: 

Alex said, ‘I just took whatever I could get’ and Stephen said, ‘I just chose the orange. Why 

not? I like oranges as much as bananas.’ While Horatio joked: ‘I just bought six pineapples 

instead!’ This humorous retort provided a stark contrast to the deep-seated anxieties related to 

PfS apparent amongst many of his ASD peers. 

Airport Scene:   

Having to queue at security and encountering baggage checks were built into the wrongality 

scenes at the virtual airport (Appendix 13, x). Again, the ASD participants demonstrated higher 

levels of IU and resistance to change during these deliberate interruptions. Joe said he was 

‘shook up’ in the queue and ‘sorta got in line’ while walking through the virtual security and 

Nigel said, ‘I was getting impatient…I would prefer there to be nobody in the queue.’ Eddie 

shouted out, ‘Don’t beep me! Don’t beep me!’ when walking through the virtual x-ray and 

Davy refused to give up his water bottle to security because he had ‘wasted a lot of money on 

that water’ (after buying it in the virtual supermarket). Calum tutted at the security avatar 

before begrudgingly complying and Patrick overreacted exclaiming, ‘I’m not going to be lovely 

anymore!’ as he set his tray on the wrong conveyor belt, refused to give up his water bottle and 
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then worriedly asked the researcher, ‘Will they be chasing me?’ These extreme reactions not 

only demonstrated a predisposition towards PfS but also indicated the capacity of the VR 

programme to provide a sense of total immersion (Andreae, 1996), which provided a sense of 

real presence for participants (Cliborn, 2004), contributing to the authenticity (and potentially 

the transferability) of the virtual experience. Creating this high level of realism in a VLE is 

crucial in ensuring participants’ subsequent ability to generalise their VR experience and relate 

the knowledge gained in the virtual world to similar experiences they may encounter in real-

life settings (Bricken, 1991), which will potentially lead to enhanced capacity to cope with 

similar challenging and uncertain situations.  

In contrast, most of the TD participants demonstrated higher levels of confidence and 

compliance reporting they ‘didn’t mind being searched’ (Alex) or ‘didn’t care’ (Graham). ‘I 

just did as he said, cos I didn’t want to get into trouble so I was like, I may as well go along 

with him cos it’s the rules’ (Julian), with the majority deciding ‘it’s better to give in’ (Marcus). 

Typically developing participant Stephen also complied, rationalising the situation with the 

comment: ‘I did as he said, cos I didn’t want to start a scene…I know I don’t have a gun or 

anything so I might as well get searched.’ TD participant, Horatio, was a little less immersed 

and decided to treat the experience like a game and refused to give up his water – ‘I wanted to 

see what the outcome was. If it was real life I would definitely have given him my water, but I 

wanted to see in VR what would happen.’ This reaction presented an interesting contrast to 

many of the ASD participants whose refusal to comply was based on resisting change and who 

also often appeared to be more immersed in the virtual environment.  
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6.3.2 Higher levels of Sensory Issues in the Virtual Environment evident amongst 

ASD participants 

Post-intervention interviews indicated the experience of virtual interruptions was less anxiety-

inducing than physical world exposure to sensory overload for ASD participants. So, while 

Eddie said, ‘It was a bit of a jump’ when the fire alarm sounded in the supermarket, he mediated 

this with: ‘If someone has never been in a fire alarm, [or if] it’s a noisy classroom or something, 

they could use VR and get prepared for future situations.’ James also pointed out that 

experiencing unexpected alarms in VR had potentially more benefit as ‘In school fire drills are 

expected [but] in VR they’re not.’ While Henry strongly agreed that simulating authentic real-

world situations in VR could help to prepare him for future unexpected events: ‘If it’s a fire 

and you’ve done it in VR, you know how to deal with it. Just do the same again.’   

VR thus offered opportunities for participants to explore various aspects of their own personal 

psychologies (Ke and Lee, 2016) through exposure to unexpected situations in a specially 

tailored, carefully managed virtual environment. These uncertain situations may well induce 

higher levels of anxiety in physical ‘real-world’ contexts, but this extreme stress can be avoided 

in a VLE. In direct comparison, the majority of the neurotypical participants seemed unfazed 

by the sensory disruption. TD participant Frank said when the lamppost collapsed noisily, he 

was actually ‘quite interested in what the construction workers were doing.’ Horatio (also TD) 

said he ‘wasn’t nervous’ when the fire alarm sounded, instead he thought, ‘This bit is exciting!’, 

while Miranda and Alex (both TD) said they did not notice the café was busier and louder 

during the wrongality stage.  
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6.3.3. Deeper levels of Immersion evident amongst majority of ASD Participants 

It goes without saying that the levels of realism and associated levels of immersion contributing 

to a sense of presence in a virtual world will have an impact the effectiveness of a virtual 

learning experience (Miller and Bugnariu, 2016). So, if the evidence from this study points to 

higher levels of immersion within VLEs amongst ASD participants, it is clear VR could be a 

particularly useful platform to offer support to people dealing with IU on the autistic spectrum, 

especially given computer-generated graphics seem to have a particular appeal to ASD children 

because of their tendency to rely on visual thinking (Mitchell et al., 2007; Schreibman and 

Ingersoll, 2005; Jacobson, 1978).  

VLEs can offer a mirror image of the real world through ‘vertidicality’ (the capacity of VR to 

provide authenticity) to allow for skills such as coping with IU to be developed within a safe 

context. The desire to escape the real world and occupy their own space is common amongst 

many on the ASD spectrum and their higher connection to digital rather than human worlds 

has been well documented (see Miller and Bugnariu, 2016). We should therefore not be 

surprised that VLEs can be an especially powerful learning environment for autistic children. 

As Jonny, (ASD participant) said animatedly, ‘It feels better than real life…I can’t see anything 

but the virtual world’ and this made it a safer and better place than the real world for him. In 

Jonny’s words: the VLE was ‘really awesome.’ Afterall, practitioners know the best learning 

always happens when the learner feels motivated and secure (Dweck, 1986). Immersive worlds 

can offer the capacity to create a comfortable context, facilitating a positive and ‘safe’ learning 

environment (Kirshner et al, 2011) for ASD children - and all learners for that matter. 
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6.3.4. Utility of VR in terms of possible transferability to real-life situations 

 

This study set out to investigate whether VR technologies had utility in terms of assessing and 

alleviating IU and PfS amongst autistic populations. The ‘Drury Model’  (see Figure 1) presents 

a simple illustration based on this study outlining the potential of VR to empower autistic 

children to cope with unexpected ‘wrongality’ in real-life situations.  Whilst ASD children 

often seek to make the physical world a safe place through engaging in restrictive, repetitive 

behaviours (RRBs) (Kerns et al., 2015), this study has demonstrated VLEs can offer a safe 

space for ASD children (Glaser and Schmidt, 2018) to better support them when dealing with 

uncertain situations. Through ‘simulation’, a technique where the learner is positioned in a 

modulated context, practising ‘wrongality’ was able to take place within a completely safe 

environment (Adjorlu et al., 2017). Based on Vygotskian principles of scaffolding (Vygotsky, 

1978), as the virtual scenarios in this programme became more challenging, virtual agents (or 

‘avatars’), offered support during uncertain situations which would ordinarily have contributed 

to high levels of anxiety. Ultimately, participants were invited to make their own choices to 

deal with ‘wrongality’ – either to accept advice and opt for a viable alternative, or to refuse 

help which sometimes led to undesirable outcomes (such as being banned from taking a virtual 

flight to New York) ultimately leading them to a more empowered position as independent 

learners (Dewey,  1986). 

 

As the Drury Model in Figure 1 illustrates, through this dialectical process of interaction with 

avatars, (or virtual ‘facilitators’), participants were thus able to acquire higher levels of 

independence to make alternative choices. (Vygotsky,1978; Dewey, 1986). This enabled them 

to become more self-proficient, gradually becoming less dependent upon intransigent modes 

of thinking which have been highlighted as characteristic of autistic populations. Baron-
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Cohen’s Theory of Mind (1995) has identified an inability amongst autistic individuals to 

‘impute mental states to themselves and others’ (in other words, they experience difficulty 

empathising). It has been observed this inability to see the world from others’ point of view 

can often lead to inflexible reactions to unexpected situations, subsequently contributing to 

higher anxiety levels amongst ASD children. However, the opportunity to opt for compromise 

solutions, through the help of virtual facilitators and within the safe confines of this virtual 

environment, demonstrated the utility of Virtual Reality to assist in moving the ASD child 

beyond their inherent desire for rigidity of thought and action. This natural predisposition for 

inflexibility of thought was challenged through the alternative choices offered by the avatars, 

and helped to foster a broader perspective, as different options were presented to participants 

when they encountered uncertain situations in the VLE. 

 

The Drury Model suggests the success of any virtual experience will ultimately be dependent 

upon i) project design, which should ideally offer a tailor-made programme for the end-user to 

address the participant’s specific fears, as well as their ii) degree of immersion, iii) a sense of 

realism and iv) levels of enjoyment of the VLE. Given that ASD children especially enjoy the 

simplified digital environment offered by a virtual world (Wass and Porayska-Pomsta, 2014; 

Miller and Bugnariu, 2016), VR can offer an ideal platform within which to explore possible 

support mechanisms to address IU. Based on post-intervention feedback which demonstrated 

a strong belief in the utility of VR to practise and learn from virtual world experiences, a feeling 

of self-empowerment can better equip children to deal with uncertainty in real-world settings. 

The user-friendly nature of VR technology can also be a means to engage and motivate the 

participant as a safer, more comfortable learning environment is created (Kirshner et al., 2011).  
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While the Drury Model requires further testing, it offers a useful means within which to 

conceptualise the interaction between the VR intervention and the variables that can affect the 

overall VLE experience. The feedback in response to this VR programme showed a strong 

belief in the utility of VR across all participants, as many respondents expressed a strong belief 

in the capacity of VR to transfer skills learned in a virtual environment to physical world 

settings; notably this was even more marked amongst those on the ASD spectrum (see Table 

9).  However, further post-intervention research investigating participants’ ability to cope in 

physical-world settings would assist in more accurately determining the possibility of 

transferability in terms of whether this VLE (and others similar to it) could make a significant 

difference to lowering ASD children’s anxiety levels related to IU in ‘real’ world situations. 

6.4 Bridging the Gap - Focus Group Feedback  

Calls have been made to try to bridge the gap between technology and pedagogy in order to 

create a cohesive relationship between the representational fidelity of the VLE and the learner’s 

interaction within it (see Fowler, 2015). The focus groups endeavoured to create this through 

encouraging participants to reflect on their experience of IU in the virtual world, and 

subsequently build connections between the VLE and physical worlds to improve transfer of 

learning. With respect to the possibility of transferability, (if we adopt a constructivist 

approach), we can assume each participant’s VR experience will vary since it will invariably 

be based on their own individual response producing ‘context effects’, and as such it is difficult 

to track the transfer of knowledge to accurately determine the effectiveness of this VR 

programme (Bossard et al., 2008). Yet while responses differed widely in the FGs, children’s 

conversations indicated an encouraging level of resilience as many ASD participants 

demonstrated coping mechanisms were ready to be harnessed in the face of unexpected change. 

The VLE could have contributed to a more pro-active and less passive approach empowering 
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participants to cope better when faced with uncertain situations. In addition, feedback from 

post-intervention interviews and questionnaires also provided ample evidence to demonstrate 

the utility of learning in a virtual environment.  

6.5 Benefits of Inclusive Participatory Approach: 

 As was mentioned at the outset of this study, there have been very few studies where autistic 

people have been involved in research relating to their condition (Parsons, 2016). In an attempt 

to address this deficit, this research project endeavoured to utilise more inclusive 

methodologies through the involvement of i) a high-functioning young adult (‘Ben’) with 

Asperger’s Syndrome who programmed the VR scenes and accompanied the researcher to the 

two schools taking part in the programme and ii) a low-functioning autistic 14-year old 

adolescent (‘Daniel’) who contributed the voiceover in the VR training session. The direct 

involvement of ASD participants in the set-up of this programme was both invaluable and 

important on three fronts: 

i) Project Creation: close collaboration with the researcher regarding the wrongality 

scenes allowed for the creation of a VR programme that was tailormade to focus on 

anxieties pertinent to ASD participants, and thus addressed the ‘greater 

participation of end-users’ which has been highlighted as a necessity in current 

ASD research programmes (Parsons, 2016, pg. 153). As ASD participant, Joe, 

commented to the researcher at the end of the project: ‘I feel like [Ben] was a very 

big help to you cos he was able to see what I would not like, what would make me 

uncomfortable and I think it was very good he programmed all that stuff into the 

VR.’  Joe’s sense of appreciation for Ben’s involvement came with a recognition 

that Ben had insights into his world that the researcher simply didn’t have and the 
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intrinsic value of this brought specialist knowledge that allowed the wrongality 

scenes to have greater impact and value than they would otherwise have had.  

 

ii) Promoting Capacity: It has been pointed out that researchers need a radical re-

imagining of a different starting point in autism research to allow for ‘positive 

flourishing’ of the end-users (Sander, 2011). With this in mind, it was decided to 

involve a low-functioning autistic 14-year old adolescent, Daniel (who attends a 

Special School), as the voice-over for the VR training session. It was tempting to 

employ the services of an adult actor to add to the professionalism of the project, 

but somehow the researcher felt that by doing so, the study would somehow 

marginalise the very people it was intended to help. The outcome of making this 

decision was significant for those involved. Daniel’s mother later commented on 

the difference her son’s involvement in the VR programme had in terms of 

increasing his levels of confidence: ‘He felt empowered because he was helping 

other people…. It’s made me super proud of him. Now he wants to be involved in 

the school play.’ Participants in the project were also impressed by Daniel’s 

involvement which showed the capacity of people at the higher end of the ASD 

spectrum. Calum (ASD) said, ‘He’s in a Special School? Like for people in need?...I 

would stick my hand up and say I’m proud of him for doing that. Like he pushed his 

boundaries.’ When others heard Ben (who created the VR scenes) was also on the 

ASD spectrum, they commented on how ‘really good’ the programme was and 

Nigel (ASD) said, ‘I’m just really, really impressed cos I don’t think anyone who’s 

autistic has ever done anything like that before.’  
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Therefore, recognising the capacity of those on the ASD spectrum to contribute to 

and inform research design is essential not just in terms of richer data collection but 

this approach can also add value in terms of building capacity and confidence 

amongst the participants and co-researchers themselves (Parsons, 2016). Ben took 

part on his own terms: wearing sunglasses and headphones as he travelled to schools 

with the researcher on cold, dark winter mornings to avoid any unexpected sensory 

overload and he preferred to eat his lunch alone rather than go to school staff rooms 

during the weeks of fieldwork. Allowing Ben to operate in a way that was safe for 

him when encountering new and unknown environments was just as important to 

the researcher as making the VR experience comfortable for the children and 

adolescents involved in this project. Adopting an Action-Research based approach 

by involving someone on the ASD spectrum therefore helped to bridge the gap 

between theory and practice (Munn-Giddings, 2012), as unique insights from those 

on the ASD spectrum promoted capacity for the end-users as well as for Ben. 

 

iii) Participant Connection: Ben’s interaction with the participants during the project 

was also apparent. His calm and controlled demeanor, along with the clear and 

precise instructions he provided as to how to wear the VR headset and use the hand 

controls, helped to ensure the participants (especially ASD children) were put at 

ease. As Daniel’s mother said, ‘With Ben there was no flowery language. He was 

straight to the point like a bullet. In autistic groups there are no niceties. It’s like a 

tribe – they speak their own language…so Daniel didn’t feel uncomfortable because 

of the way it was put to him.’  
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6.6 Review of Research Aims 

The following research area was explored in this study:  

 

Assessing the utility of Virtual Reality technology to challenge ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ in 

adolescents with Autistic Spectrum Disorder and implications for educational settings.   

 

The following research aims were explored:  

 

1) What is ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ and is there sufficient evidence to suggest the 

inability to predict what happens next causes anxiety amongst people on the ASD 

spectrum? 

 

The objective of this study was to explore ‘Predictive Impairments’ (Sinha and Held, 2014) 

and Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) (Carleton et al., 2012) which can lead to repetitive 

behaviours (RRBs) or an Insistence on Sameness (IoS) (Gray and Tonge, 2005) amongst 

autistic children. As was mentioned in the earlier introduction, IU has been defined as a ‘broad 

dispositional risk factor for the development and maintenance of clinically significant anxiety 

in neurotypical populations’ (Carleton et al., 2012, pg. 939) and has only recently been applied 

to children with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (Boulter et al., 2014). This study offered a 

comparative approach which demonstrated that while some TD people also experience IU, this 

condition is much more apparent in autistic populations. Both pre-intervention (baseline) 

findings, observational data from during the VR intervention, as well as post-intervention 

findings from 10 ASD and 11 non-ASD participants revealed significant differences between 

participants’ ability to cope with unanticipated interruptions. Clear trends showing higher 
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levels of anxiety amongst many ASD participants pertaining to IU were evident, whereas 

unexpected disruptions to routine were more frequently viewed as ‘fun’ by TD participants. 

 

2) Can VR technologies be used to support ASD adolescents with Intolerance of 

Uncertainty in order to develop improved coping strategies to alleviate anxiety? 

 

Given the clear levels of anxiety experienced by individuals with ASD directly attributable to 

IU, it is essential to develop theoretically robust treatments to treat it effectively (Boulter, 

2014), or at least to provide some level of therapy which may help to alleviate associated stress. 

This study has demonstrated Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) can offer a safe space for 

ASD children (Glaser and Schmidt, 2018) providing a highly engaging, educative and 

motivating platform (Kirshner et al., 2011) to challenge Intolerance of Uncertainty. Through 

the ‘simulation’ of practising ‘wrongality’ (unexpected events that would normally be viewed 

as threatening), and the opportunity to address unexpected scenarios through a series of goal-

orientated activities involving options to compromise, outcomes revealed participants’ 

confidence increased, resilience was fostered, and self-belief was strengthened. The notable 

high levels of immersion, (amongst ASD children especially), generated through the realistic 

simulation of real-life settings, increased enjoyment levels helping to contribute to the success 

of this programme. Operating on Vygotskian scaffolding principles which allow the learner to 

make mistakes and gradually build higher levels of self-confidence, this VR programme 

provided a highly engaging, safe environment (Adjorlu et al., 2017) providing strategies to help 

to empower ASD children when encountering unexpected events in real-life situations. Post-

intervention feedback provided evidence of participants’ belief in the utility of VR programmes 

to encourage independent thought and enhance problem-solving capacity when dealing with 

unexpected wrongality. 
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3) What implications will the findings of this research have for developing strategies 

to use VR in educational settings for practitioners working with children with 

ASD? 

 

Building on previous research, it is clear an urgent need exists to better equip practitioners 

working with ASD children who experience anxiety associated with IU. The Drury Model (see 

Figure 1) offers a possible means to employ innovative VR technology to provide a much-

needed ‘safe space’ in a VLE to help empower ASD children and adolescents dealing with IU 

caused by ‘wrongality’. Through the provision of a range of strategies carefully tailored to offer 

coping mechanisms, some of the dread and anxiety caused by Intolerance of Uncertainty can 

be alleviated and the learning acquired in a virtual environment can then be transferred to real-

life situations. It is also hoped that practitioners will recognise the benefits of continuing to 

involve SEN children themselves in the design and implementation of future VR programmes. 

A more inclusive modus operandi will instil confidence and build capacity, leading to higher 

levels of self-esteem (see Parsons, 2016). Methodological approaches which facilitate greater 

levels of input from end-users will also offer researchers and practitioners unique insights into 

specific conditions, helping to add intrinsic value to the support offered. As Joe (ASD) said, 

‘People with autism see the world in their own sorta different way’; therefore, better 

programmes and richer data can only be garnered as greater numbers of autistic (and other 

SEN) people become involved in research teams investigating their own unique condition. 
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6.7 Limitations of this Study 

This research was based on a small sample of 10 ASD and 11 TD participants in two schools 

in Northern Ireland to ‘pilot’ the instruments and measures. Given the acceptability of VR as a 

novel and enjoyable learning experience, clearly demonstrated by the enthusiastic responses 

from the children involved in this programme, there may be potential to extend this work 

further. While the rich qualitative data generated by this study showed evidence of definite 

trends indicating high levels of IU amongst ASD participants in particular, and the benefits of 

using a VLE to address this, it is important not to over-generalise. Considering the small sample 

size of this study, a much more extensive study involving higher numbers of participants is 

required to fully investigate the capacity of utilising Virtual Learning Environments to address 

anxieties related to uncertainty amongst autistic populations. A larger sample would help to 

facilitate a much broader range of data collection and analysis, thus helping to add further 

validity to the findings of this study as notable differences in IU between ASD and participants 

(RQ1) and the potential utility of VLEs (RQ2) could be substantiated further.  In addition, most 

of the ASD participants involved in this Action Research were high-functioning male 

adolescents. Future studies could perhaps investigate participants who are representative of a 

broader range of low to high functioning children, including higher numbers of girls on the 

ASD spectrum. 

The potential for researcher bias was also a limitation in this study, particularly as Ben had 

been the researcher’s pupil at a local post-primary school and was employed in her business as 

a VR programmer during the study. It was thus crucial for the researcher to continually adopt 

a reflexive stance to ensure that any inherent values, as well as possible biases were mitigated 

as much as possible. For example, while Ben’s input into the content of the wrongality scenes 

in the VLE was very useful and insightful, it was important not to over-generalise. Afterall, 
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uncertain situations that could trigger significant anxiety for Ben are individual to him and may 

not necessarily be applicable to the wider ASD population as a whole. Ideas for the final content 

of the virtual ‘wrongality’ scenes were therefore based on input from a much wider knowledge 

base which included: informal discussions with parents of autistic children, conversations with 

members and staff from the National Autistic Society in Northern Ireland, Special Needs 

teachers and co-ordinators, classroom assistants and others known to the researcher who had 

observed anxiety amongst ASD children on a regular basis.  

In addition, whilst VR programmes can realistically simulate physical-world settings, it  is 

naïve to assume real-life experiences will be identical to VLE experiences. Advanced VR 

technology means a high level of ecological validity is certainly possible, but feedback from 

interviews and Focus Groups relating to participants’ capacity to transfer learning to real world 

situations in this small study is limited. Further post-intervention research investigating ASD 

children’s ability to cope in physical-world settings could more accurately determine whether 

this VR intervention programme made a significant difference to lowering anxiety levels 

related to IU. 

6.8 Possible Future Research 

The continued development of Virtual Reality technology offers exciting scope for further 

research programmes to be implemented on a larger scale across schools and other educational 

settings in Northern Ireland and further afield. As was mentioned at the outset of this study, 

more research needs to focus on exploring the pedagogical framework encompassing how 

educators can design and implement VR systems to meet teaching and learning objectives 

(Grynszpan et al., 2014). The utility of VLEs to assist in the acquisition of a specific skill for 

people with a specific special need has already been highlighted (Inman et al., 1997; Nemire 
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and Crane, 1995; Strickland et al., 1996; Jeffs, 2009). Using VLEs to support Special 

Educational Needs (SEN) teaching would therefore provide a good starting point for the 

Department of Education to begin to implement these strategies for autistic, and indeed other 

SEN children, in schools and also across various educational support networks. The unique 

capacity to practise challenging tasks over and over within the safe and comfortable confines 

of a virtual world offers huge benefits for children with special needs in particular. An 

expanded programme could therefore be built around the methodology from this study, piloted 

and subsequently subjected to large-scale experimental testing, (for example, a randomised 

controlled trial), to establish further evidence of the effectiveness of utilising VLEs. The focus 

of this future research could not only address anxieties related to empowering autistic 

populations to deal with uncertainty, but its remit could be broadened further to address 

anxieties pertinent to other SEN groups, offering empowerment and therapies for a broader 

range of learning needs.  

Whilst the cost of utilising VR technology has fallen significantly in recent years, the financial 

implication of integrating VLEs into educational settings is still prohibitive for many 

practitioners. Scope therefore exists to establish agreements between the Department of 

Education and major players in the tech industry, offering special concessions to expand VLEs 

for educational purposes in order to make VR more readily accessible to schools and colleges. 

If the focus can shift even a little from a purely commercial emphasis to promote a philosophy 

embracing ‘tech for good’ to assist SEN children (as a starting point), significant scope exists 

to effect real-life improvement. 
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6.9 Concluding Remarks 

As Virtual Reality technology continues to gather momentum becoming much more accessible 

in this new decade, it is clear that education providers, as well as charitable support networks 

and clinicians, are viewing the scope of its potential in a new and more welcoming light 

(Ludlow, 2015). While practitioners are becoming more open to the use of technology in 

classroom and other settings, much more needs to be done. A high level of engagement is 

required between the technology and the educator to ensure any VR programme is successful 

(Barab et al., 2005; Coles and Griffiths, 2007; Dickey, 2006). This necessitates adequate 

training programmes for educationalists, clinicians and therapists, as well as greater levels of 

financial investment in the technology required to implement specialist VR programmes to 

meet specific learning needs. As VR technology continues to become less costly, more 

powerful and easier to use, VLEs in educational settings are sure to develop further (Collins et 

al., 2015). This research study offers a possible model of empowerment for ASD children and 

adolescents, providing a range of strategies utilising VR technology to alleviate some of the 

dread and anxiety caused by Intolerance of Uncertainty. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Initial Schools’ Recruitment Letter 

 

 

Queen’s University Belfast 

69 – 71 University Street 

Belfast 

BT7 1HL 

Dear …… 

 

I am currently undertaking doctoral research at Queen’s University Belfast and I am hoping to recruit 

pupils from two post-primary schools in Northern Ireland to participate in a study.  

 

The purpose of the study is to investigate the usefulness of Virtual Reality technology to challenge 

what has been referred to as ‘Intolerance of Uncertainty’ and ‘Preference for Sameness’ in children 

and young people with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The project will involve four or five ASD 

pupils from Years 8 and 9 who will be asked to take part in a Virtual Reality game which will involve 

wearing a Virtual Reality headset, similar to the technology they use when they play computer games.  

 

It is hoped the data collection will take place during the second half of the first term of this academic 

year. Observations, interviews and focus groups will be used to collect information. It is anticipated 
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that no more than four hours will be required to carry out the project and this may involve pupils 

being withdrawn from class on at least two occasions.   

 

By offering ways to de-sensitise children with ASD to unpredictable situations, and providing strategies 

to enable this, it is hoped the results of this study will help schools to provide ways to help pupils to 

cope better with changes to their everyday routines which can sometimes cause anxiety and stress. 

 

In order to ensure complete anonymity, all of the information gathered during this project will be kept 

strictly confidential and pupils’ name and the name of your school will not be included in any reports. 

After the project ends, the collected anonymised data will be kept and securely stored for at least five 

years in line with Queen’s University’s Data Handling and Security Policy. This study has been ethically 

approved by Queen’s University Belfast through the School of Social Sciences, Education and Social 

Work’s Research Ethics Committee.  

 

If you consent to your school participating in this study, please email the slip below to 

degerton01@qub.ac.uk or alternatively by post to the address listed above. In order to finalise 

participating schools, I would be grateful if this could be returned by _______________ if possible. 

Parental/guardian and pupil consent will also be sought from those selected to participate in this 

study. Pupils can opt out of the programme at any time if they do not wish to continue being involved. 

Please feel free to contact me if you require any further information or clarification. 

Yours sincerely 

Mrs Deborah Drury  

degerton01@qub.ac.uk  (QUB Doctoral Researcher)              Mobile: 07980207436/ Tel. 028 4483 0702 

mailto:degerton01@qub.ac.uk
mailto:degerton01@qub.ac.uk
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Name of School ________________________________________________________ 

 

 

I consent to my school participating in the Queen’s University doctoral study to investigate 

‘Preference for Sameness’ and the usefulness of Virtual Reality technology amongst pupils with 

Autistic Spectrum Disorder. 

 

Signed _________________________________________ 

Position ________________________________________ 

Date __________________________________ 
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Appendix 2: Parental Consent Form 

 

 

 

 

Parental Consent Form for ASD Project 

 

 

I have read the attached information letter which provides information about a Queen’s University 

research project investigating Intolerance of Uncertainty. 

 

 

I understand the information letter is asking my child to participate in: 

- a Virtual Reality game which will involve wearing a headset to experience Virtual Reality scenes. 

 

I agree to my child being involved in the following (please tick as appropriate if you give your 

consent): 

- Structured interviews ☐ 

- Semi-structured interviews ☐ 

- Focus Groups ☐ 

- Observations ☐ 

 

I understand that all of the information gathered will be kept strictly confidential and that my child’s 

name and the name of their school will not be included in any reports. 
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I understand that participation is entirely voluntary, and I am free to withdraw my consent up to two 

weeks following the completion of data collection. 

 

I understand that this research will be published in the form of a Doctoral dissertation. 

 

 

 

 

Please tick one of the following boxes to indicate whether or not you agree to taking part: 

 

☐ I AGREE to taking part in the above research  

☐ I DO NOT AGREE to taking part in the above research  

 

 

 

Child’s Name:______________________________________      Form Class:  _______________ 

 

Signature:  ________________________________________      Date: _____________________ 

 (Parent/Guardian) 
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Appendix 3: Parent Information Sheet 

 

 

 

Parent Information Sheet  

 Queen’s University Virtual Reality Project 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the usefulness of Virtual Reality technology to challenge 

intolerance of uncertainty amongst children and young people.  A qualified teacher, Mrs Deborah 

Drury, is undertaking this research investigation as part of her doctoral studies at Queen’s University 

Belfast. You are being asked to give your consent for your child to take part in this study. There is no 

obligation for you to give your consent and you are free to withdraw your permission up to two weeks 

following the completion of the data collection. 

 

The project will involve your child taking part in a Virtual Reality game which will include wearing a 

Virtual Reality headset similar to the technology children use when they play computer games. Most 

people do not find any discomfort with this technology and the programme has been set up to involve 

‘teleporting’ which means there will be no associated motion sickness. Your child can remove the 

headset at any time if they experience any feeling of discomfort. Observations, interviews and focus 

groups will also be used to collect information and data. It is anticipated that no more than four hours 

will be required to carry out the project and this may involve your child being withdrawn from class 

on at least two occasions.  
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By offering ways to de-sensitise children to unpredictable situations, and providing strategies to 

enable this, it is hoped the results of this study will help schools and organisations to provide ways to 

help pupils to cope better with changes to their everyday routines which can sometimes cause anxiety 

and stress. 

 

 

In order to ensure complete anonymity, all of the information gathered during this project will be kept 

strictly confidential and your child’s name and the name of their school will not be included in any 

reports. After the project ends, the anonymised data collected will be kept and securely stored for a 

least five years, in line with Queen’s University’s Data Handling and Security Policy. This study has 

been ethically approved by Queen’s University Belfast through the School of Social Science’s, 

Education and Social Work’s Research Ethics Committee. 

 

If you require any further information or clarification as to what this study involves, please feel free to 

email: 

 

Mrs Deborah Drury at degerton01@qub.ac.uk  (QUB Doctoral Researcher) 

or Dr Laura Dunne l.dunne@qub.ac.uk (QUB Doctoral Supervisor)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:degerton01@qub.ac.uk
mailto:l.dunne@qub.ac.uk
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Appendix 4: Participant Consent Form 

 

 

 

Pupil Consent Form for VR Project 

 

I have been to an information meeting informing me about a Queen’s University research project that 

will carry out a VR programme in my school. I understand I am being invited to take part in this project 

which will involve a Virtual Reality game, and this will mean I will be asked to wear a headset to 

experience different scenes in a Virtual Reality environment. 

 

I understand the following: 

 

- I do not have to take part if I don’t want to; 

 

- I am free to stop being involved if I feel any discomfort during the Virtual Reality experience; 

 

- If I change my mind, I can stop being involved in the programme up to two weeks after all the 

research in my school has been finished; 

 

- All of the information collected will be kept private and my name and the name of my school will 

not be mentioned in any reports. 

 

I agree to taking part in the following (please tick if you agree): 

- Structured interviews ☐ 

- Semi-structured interviews ☐ 

- Focus Groups ☐ 

- Observations ☐ 
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Please tick one of the following boxes to say if you agree, or do not agree, to taking part: 

 

☐ I AGREE to taking part in the research project 

☐ I DO NOT AGREE to taking part in the research project 

 

 

 

Name:______________________________________      Form Class:  _______________ 
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Appendix 5: Parental Questionnaire relating to Intolerance of Uncertainty 

 

 

Initials of Child   ____________ 

Date     ____________ 

Please circle the word which best corresponds to how much you agree with each 

statement relating to your child’s ability to cope with uncertainty 

 

1. When things happen suddenly s/he gets very upset. 

 

Strongly agree                     Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

2. It bothers her/him when there are things they don’t know. 

 

 

Strongly agree                     Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

3. S/he would think that “People should always think about what will happen next as this 

will stop bad things from happening.” 

 

Strongly agree                     Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

4. S/he would think that “Even if you plan things really well, one little thing can ruin it.” 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

5. S/he always wants to know what will happen to them in the future. 
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Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

6. S/he can’t stand it when things happen suddenly. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

7. S/he need to always be prepared before things happen. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

8. Feeling unsure stops her/him from doing most things. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

9. When s/he’s not sure what to do they freeze. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

10. When s/he doesn’t know what will happen, they can’t do things very well. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

11. The smallest worry can stop them from doing things. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

 

12.  S/he tries to get away from all things they are unsure of. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 
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Please use this page to include anything else you think might be relevant regarding your 

child’s ability to cope in uncertain situations. 

(For example, how important it is for them to know in advance what will happen in a typical day; how 

organised they need to be in any given day, and their need to avoid uncertain situations. It would also 

be very useful if you can think of an example of something unexpected that happened and how they 

coped.) 
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Appendix 6: Participant Questionnaire relating to Intolerance of Uncertainty 

 

 

Participant General Questionnaire: Intolerance of Uncertainty 

Initials   ____________ 

Date     ____________ 

 

Circle the word which best describes your response to the following statements: 

 

1. When things happen that I don’t expect, I get very upset. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

2. It frustrates me when I don’t have all the information I need. 

 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

3. Uncertainty keeps me from living a full life. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

 

4. People should always look ahead to avoid surprises. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

5. Even with the best of planning, a small unexpected event can spoil everything. 
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Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

6. When it’s time to act, uncertainty paralyses me. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

7. When I am uncertain I can’t function very well. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

8. I always want to know what the future has in store for me. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

9. I can’t stand being taken by surprise. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

10. The smallest doubt can stop me from acting. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

11. I should be able to organise everything in advance. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

 

12.  I must get away from all uncertain situations. 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 
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Writing Activity: 

 

Write a paragraph (at least 10 - 12 sentences) explaining how you think you cope in 

uncertain situations. You should try to include the following: 

 

• If you think it’s important to: 

- know in advance what’s going to happen in a typical day; 

- be organised about events in your day; 

- avoid uncertain situations. 

 

• Your thoughts and feelings when something unexpected happens;  

 

• An example of something unexpected that happened to you and how you coped. 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 7: Participant Interview Questions relating to Intolerance of Uncertainty 

 

 

 

Introduction: These questions relate to uncertain things that can sometimes happen 

in your life. 

 

1. Do you like surprises? 
 

2. Do you have any idea what you would like for Christmas? (If yes, so how would you 
feel if you got a puppy/ new iPhone X instead? If it’s a no, move on to next question. 
 

3. When you aren’t sure what’s going to happen next, how do you feel? 

 

4. Would you say it’s important for you to follow the same routines every day?  
 

5. Do you have a favourite thing you like to wear? If it’s a yes – how do you feel when 
it’s in the wash for a few days and you can’t wear it? How would you feel if it shrunk 
in the tumble drier and you weren’t able to wear it anymore? If it’s a no, move on to 
next question. 
 

6. Do you have the same thing for lunch every day? / What do you have? (If it’s the 
same every day, follow up with: ‘So how would it feel if you got a cheese / egg and 
onion sandwich instead?’) 
 

7. What’s your favourite TV programme? Follow up - So, if you heard an announcement 
it was cancelled this week, would that be OK, or would you find this very upsetting? 
 

8. How do you travel to school? 

 

Bus: how would you feel if the bus was cancelled and you had to wait until the next 
one and you were going to be an hour late for school? 
Walk: how would you feel if there was a road diversion and you had to take a 
different route and you were going to be an hour late for school? 
Car: how would you feel if it broke down and you were going to be an hour late for 
school? 
 

9. How do you feel when one of your normal teachers can’t make it to school and you 
have a sub teacher take the class instead? 
 

10. Sometimes things can happen ‘out of the blue’ that we just don’t expect or can’t 
anticipate. When this happens to you, how do you feel? 
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11. Can you give me an example when something happened you didn’t quite expect and 

tell me about how you dealt with it? 
 

12. If I told you that you had to do something tomorrow that you have never done before, 
do you think you would have a good night’s sleep or a bad night’s sleep worrying 
what it might be? 
 

13. Do you like to be organised? e.g. do you like to know what’s happening every day in 
school/ like to know what you will do when you go home after school/ at the 
weekend? 
 

14. Do you know what you will be doing after school today? (If something is scheduled, 
follow up with: so how would you feel if this was cancelled, or you were told you had 
to go to a piano lesson/ swimming lesson instead?) 

 

15. Do you get frustrated when other people aren’t organised? Explain how this makes 
you feel. 
 

16. If you were told you had to take up a new activity in the next school year, for 
example: do a new sport/ or join a new after-school club, how would this make you 
feel? Would you be excited or would the whole idea fill with you with dread? 

 

17. Is meeting new people exciting for you, or do you find it terrifying having to speak to 
someone you’ve never met before? 
 

18. Do you like music? If yes, - do you tend to listen to the same song over and over? If 
it’s a no, move on to the next question. 
 

19. Do you like computer games? If yes – do you tend to play the same game over and 
over again? If it’s a no, move on to the next question. 

 

20. Do you know what you want to be when you grow up? If yes, so what do you need to 
study to do that? If it’s a no, say thanks for taking part – that’s it over! 
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Appendix 8: Overview of a Day in Virtual Reality 

 

 

Before you Start: The Butterfly Room 

In this room you will meet a special avatar (virtual character) who will give you a quick 

introduction which will explain how to use the VR hand controls. He will tell you how to move 

about in a virtual world. This will hopefully prepare you for your virtual reality journey. 

 

Background 

You are going to experience a day in a Virtual Reality environment. However, it won’t be an 

ordinary day as you will experience everything twice. You might have heard the French phrase 

Déjà vu which just means you will go through the same thing all over again! The first time you 

experience the VR world, everything should go smoothly, but during the second time, a number 

of things will go wrong and you will have to deal with unexpected situations. 

Scenes 

Early Morning: 

• Street scene in Belfast – walk to the café across the road from the bus stop; 

Mid-Morning: 

• In a café – your favourite food of all time is donuts so you call in for a quick snack; 

Lunchtime: 

• Supermarket – Your shopping list of items to purchase are: shampoo for going on 

holiday, a bottle of water and a banana for lunch; 

Afternoon: 

• Airport – you will have to go through security scans and checks before boarding your 

flight to New York in the evening. 
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Appendix 9: Participant Interview Questions Post-VR Experience 

 

 

 

Participant Interview Questions - Experience of VR Scenes 

 

General  

 

1. What did you think of the VR experience? 

2. i) Was this your first time in VR? If not, how did it compare with other experiences 

you have had in virtual reality? ii) Have you ever seen other people use VR / seen it 

on TV or online? 

3. i) Did you find it difficult to use the hand controls? ii) Was the headset comfortable? 

4. What about the training in the ‘Butterfly Room’, was that important in helping you to 

get used to the different controls? Follow up - Did you find in easy/ difficult to 

teleport?  

5. Did you find it easy to understand the avatars? Were they realistic or not?  

6. Do you enjoy playing computer games? How many hours a week would you play? 

 

Street Scene 

 

1. Did the street scene make you feel like you were really in a city? What was the 

same/different? 

2. How did you feel when you saw the diversion signs and knew you couldn’t go to the 

café using the normal route? Was this annoying? 

3. Did you speak to the policeman? If so, did you accept his instructions, or try to make 

your own way to the café? Follow up questions – i) so why did you do this?  ii) Was it 

helpful there was someone there to show you the way? 
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4. Would you have preferred to go the way you knew from the first time, or did it not 

really matter? 

 

Café Scene 

 

1. Was the virtual café similar to cafés you are used to? What was the same/ different? 

2. In the second part how did you feel when you couldn’t open the door to the café? 

3. The second time you visited the café, the voices were also louder, and the café was 

more crowded. How did you feel about this? Would these kind of things annoy you in 

real life? 

4. How did you feel when you couldn’t complete the task of ordering your favourite 

donuts? 

5. Was it frustrating when you had to change your mind and you were given the option 

of asking for an apple instead? 

6. How did you feel when you heard the loud bang outside the café and saw the lamp 

post collapse? 

 

Shopping at the Supermarket   

 

1. In what ways was the supermarket the same/different to supermarkets you are used 

to? 

2. How did you feel when you realised you couldn’t buy all the items on your shopping 

list? 

3. Was it helpful when the supermarket lady gave you an alternative option?  

4. Did you choose the orange instead of the banana, or did you just move on to the next 

task? 

5. What was your first response when the fire alarm went off? 

6. How did you react to the fire alarm? 

 

At the Airport 

 

1. Did the airport look and feel like airports you have been in before?  
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2. Do you think this VR scene would be useful in helping people to get used to airports 

if they have never been to one before, or maybe are afraid of going to airports? 

3. How did you feel when you had to wait and queue the second time compared to the 

first time when you were able to walk straight through security? 

4. The second time you visited the airport, it was much busier, and it was a lot more 

crowded. How did you feel about this? 

5. When the security man asked you to remove the bottle of water, did you do as he 

said, or refuse? Explain why you acted the way you did. 

6. How did you feel when you were asked to do something you didn’t expect to 

happen? 

 

Summary  

 

1. Which scene was your favourite/ least favourite? Why? 

2. Do you think a VR experience could be a useful way to prepare people for things in 

real life? 

3. Do you think experiencing things that go wrong in VR could help to show people 

alterative solutions to coping when things don’t go according to plan in real life? 
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Appendix 10: Participant Questionnaire- Virtual Reality and Wrongality  

 

 

Participant Questionnaire: Virtual Reality and Wrongality 

Initials   ____________ 

Date     ____________ 

 

1. i) Have you used Virtual Reality (VR) before?  

 (Circle the word which best describes your response) 

                                         Yes                        Not Sure                      No 

 

      ii) If you answered ‘yes’ to the question above, explain in more detail where you have    

         used VR before. If you answered ‘No’, or ‘Not Sure’, please go to Question 2. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. i) Have you seen someone else use VR before? 

(Circle the word which best describes your response) 

 

                                         Yes                        Not Sure                      No 

 

ii)    If you answered ‘yes’ to the question above, explain in more detail where you have    
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seen VR being used before (e.g. online/ TV/ real life). If you answered ‘No’, or ‘Not 

Sure’, please go to Question 3. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Describe your experience of today’s VR experience. Use three words: 

 

 

__________________              __________________          ________________ 

 

4. ‘The VR headset was comfortable to wear’ (Circle the word which best describes your 

response): 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

5. ‘The Butterfly Room was useful and helped to prepare me for the rest of the VR 

scenes’. (Circle the word which best describes your response): 

 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

 

6. i) Write down two things that were easy to do in the virtual world: 

 

_______________________________           ______________________________ 

 

ii) Write down two things that were difficult to do in the virtual world: 

 

_______________________________           ______________________________ 

 

7. ‘I lost track of time in the virtual world’ (Circle the word which best describes your response): 
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       Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

8. Write one sentence for each question below to describe:  

 

i)  The ways the VR world was like real life  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

ii) The ways the VR world was not like real life 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

9. ‘I preferred the first part when everything went smoothly’                    

 (Circle the word which best describes your response): 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

10. ‘I got frustrated at times when things went wrong in the second part’ 

(Circle the word which best describes your response): 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

 

11. If you answered ‘Strongly agree’ or ‘Agree’ to Question 10, explain in two sentences 

what you found most frustrating about the second part. Go to Question 12 if you did 

not think the second part was frustrating. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

12.  When things went wrong in the second part: 

 

i) It was helpful to be given different options (e.g. to buy an apple instead or a 

donut or an orange instead of a banana) (Circle the word which best describes your 

response) 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

ii) It was helpful when the avatars gave me instructions (e.g. the policemen’s 

directions to the café/ the instruction to leave the building during the fire alarm 

in the supermarket) (Circle the word which best describes your response) 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

13. ‘I enjoyed interacting with the avatars (virtual characters)’   

(Circle the word which best describes your response): 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 

 

 

14. ‘I was disappointed when the VR experience was over.’ 

(Circle the word which best describes your response) 

 

 Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 
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15. Do you think practising things in a VR world could help to prepare you for things 

that could go wrong in real life? (Circle the word which best describes your response) 

 

                                         Yes                        Not Sure                      No 

 

16. If you answered ‘Yes’ to Question 15, give two examples of how VR could be a 

useful way of helping to prepare you for things that could go wrong in real life. (If you 

answered ‘No’ or ‘Not Sure’, please move on to Question 17). 

 

 

i) _____________________________________________________________ 

 

ii) ______________________________________________________________ 

 

17. If you answered ‘No’ or ‘Not Sure’ to Question 15, give two reasons why you think 

VR may not be a useful way of preparing you for things that could go wrong in real 

life: 

 

i) _____________________________________________________________ 

 

ii) _____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

18. ‘I would like to experience a virtual world sometime again’. 

(Circle the word which best describes your response) 

 

Strongly agree            Agree          Not Sure          Disagree           Strongly Disagree 
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Appendix 11: Script for VR Training Session in Butterfly Room 

 

SCRIPT FOR TRAINING – Voice-over by ‘Daniel’(ASD) 

 

Welcome to the Butterfly Room! 

 

My name is Daniel – I am an avatar – this really just means I am a virtual boy who lives in a virtual 

world. 

 

 Today I’m going to give you a training session in Virtual Reality. 

 

You will be able to practise the different controllers and get used to walking around in a virtual 

reality environment. 

 

VR takes a little bit of getting used to but it’s really easy once you get the hang of it! 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The first thing that’s useful to learn is how to move around in a virtual environment – this is called 

‘Teleporting’ 

 

If you look down at your left hand now, you will see a button is glowing. 

 

Hold this button down –now don’t let go of it! 

 

You will notice a blue circle has appeared.  

 

You can now point this around the room in any direction. 

 

When you release the button again, you will be able to move to the location of the circle. 
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That’s it - You have just teleported! 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Next, we’re going to learn about the Object Finder – This tool helps you to find objects and people. 

 

This button is on your right hand is known as the ‘B’ button on the controller. 

 

Look down at your right hand now. You should be able to see it glowing green. 

 

Now look over at the bookcase. You will see a yellow duck sitting on one of the shelves. 

 

If you hold the ‘B’ button down, it will glow red. 

 

Now squeeze the button on either controller with your second finger and pick up the yellow duck. 

 

You will now be able to move the duck around. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Next, we’re going to learn about the inventory. 

 

If you look at your left hand - you will notice a button is glowing. 

 

Press this button now and it will open your inventory. This will appear as a square. 

 

If you place the duck in this square and let go of it, it will be kept safely in your inventory. 

 

To let go of the duck, press the grab button again. 

 

Now look at your right hand – a pointer should have appeared. 
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If you point the pointer at the rubber duck in your inventory, and press the glowing button on your 

right controller, the rubber duck will be removed from your inventory. 

 

Please do this now! 

 

You should now be able to grab the rubber duck as you did previously. 

 

Now drop the duck on the floor by pressing the grab button again. 

 

Now go towards the pile of books. 

 

Open your inventory again by pressing the Y button with your left hand. 

 

When the inventory is open – swipe the square over the books – this is a shortcut to putting things in 

your inventory - It’s just easier! 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Next, we are going to learn about dialogue. 

 

Dialogue is how we communicate with each other. 

 

Sometimes people start conversations with you and sometimes you start a conversation with other 

people. 

 

To start a conservation with me, please point the pointer directly at me and press the ‘A’ button on 

your right controller. 

 

Look at your left hand now and you see a dialogue box has appeared. 

 

At times you will be given choices when you are speaking to an avatar. To select these choices, use 

the pointer in your right hand and point to the option choices in your left hand. 
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Now press the ‘A’ button in your right hand.  

 

You can tell the avatar whether you’re having a good day, a bad day, or just an OK day! 

 

 

 

So that’s all for now guys!  

 

To summarise our training session, you should have learned how to: 

 

- Teleport – a fancy word for being able to move around in a virtual world 

 

 

- You have also learned how to find objects using the object tool and then how to move them 

around 

 

- Finally, you should now know how to open an inventory and keep objects safe in it 

 

Hope you have lots of fun in VR! 

 

Good luck! 
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Appendix 12: Photographs of VR Project in Schools 

 

i) ‘Ben’ with shopping basket and items to illustrate virtual supermarket task 
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ii) Pupils in Virtual Reality 
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Appendix 13: Screen Shots of Virtual Reality Programme 

 

i) The Butterfly Room (Training Session) 

 

 

 

 

ii) Café Scene – Dialogue Tree offers alternatives 
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iii) Street Scene – Construction Work 

 

 

 

 

 

iv) Street Scene – Road Diversion 
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v) Café Scene – Waiter Avatar 

 

 

 

 

 

vi) Café Door Jams 
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vii) Lamp post Collapses 

 

 

 

 

viii) Supermarket Avatar offers help 
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ix) Airport Baggage Check 

 

 

 

 

x) Airport Security 
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Appendix 14: Focus Group ‘Stressometer’ 
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 Appendix 15: Focus Group Players’ Cards 
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Appendix 16: Focus Group Reaction Cards 
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Appendix 16: Focus Group Players’ Cards 

 

 

Appendix 17: Photographs Illustrating Responses to Focus Group Task One  

i) Stressometer and Wrongality in VR 
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ii) Players’ Cards and Discussing Reactions to Wrongality Scenes in VR 
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Appendix 18: Photographs Illustrating Responses to Focus Group Task 2  
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Appendix 19 : Photograph Illustrating Responses to Focus Group Task 3 
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Appendix 20: The National Autistic Society (NI) 

i) Researcher with Mark Lever (former Chief Executive NAS UK) and Shirelle 

Stewart (Director of NAS Northern Ireland) 

 

ii) Researcher with Ards and North Down NAS Committee 
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Appendix 21: Ethics Approval 

 

                                          School of Social Sciences,  
                                                Education and Social Work  
                                                 69/71 University Street                                                        

                                                 Belfast    
                                                 BT7 1HL  

 
                                                  TEL: +44 (0) 28 9097 3041/5906  

                                                                     www.qub.ac.uk   
  

  

  

  

Memorandum  

  
To  
  

Deborah Drury  

From  
  

Dirk Schubotz, SREC Chair  

Date  
  

27 July 2018  

Distribution  Laura Dunne, Supervisor  
  File  

  
  

 

Subject:  Ethics Review – ‘Assessing the utility of Virtual Reality technology to challenge 
intolerance of uncertainty in adolescents with Autistic Spectrum Disorder and 
implications for educational settings’  

  

The School of Social Sciences, Education and Social Work Ethics Committee has reviewed your 

proposed study and has granted approval for you to proceed.   

  

 It is important to ensure that you follow the procedures outlined in your submission. Any departure   

from these may require additional ethical approval.  

  

Note for the principal investigator: it is the responsibility of the investigator to add any research 

projects involving human participants, their material or data, to the University’s Human Subjects 

Database for insurance purposes.  (The Human Subjects Database is accessible through QOL 

under ‘My Research’).  

  

The Committee wishes you every success with your research.  

  

  
  

Dirk Schubotz  
Chair, SSESW SREC  
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